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New business
comes to town

Wo01en

take ·

by Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor

ovc

The announcement of a new
business coming to Murray on
Thursday prompted Melvin Henley, chairman of the Economic
Development Corporation to
say, ''Ladies and gentlemen.
Murray is back."
University and government
officials, along with members of
the community, gathered in the
Regional Special Events Center's Murray Room Thursday for
the announcement that Webasto,
a company which produces,
among other things, sunroofs
and temperature control devices.
will build a plant in Murray.
Mark Wallace, vice president
of operations for Webasto, said
the plant will provide 150 jobs
for the community and, while
not committing to any additional
jobs, felt confident more would
follow.
"We may have one or two people who come from the outside,
everybody else we'll hire from
the Murray/Calloway County
1rea," Wallace said.
He also said, given the company's record of building new
facilities near existing plants, a
second plant may follow the first
in Murray.

by J ake Lowary
Assistant Sport$ Editor

It's a game with clubs and balJs, birdies and
eagles and as the handicappers know, a lot of
Mother Nature. This game is a battle of mental
toughness rather than physical ability or
strength.
This is golf, and the Murray State women's
golf team walked off the 18th green as OVC
champions for the third straight year and the
sixth time in the last 11 years Head Coach Velvet Milkman hac; been at the helm.
Senior Nikki Orazine walked off a little higher however, as OVC Player of the Year. A goal
she said she has been working toward all
semester.
"I just kind of kept (the goal) to myself this
semester and came out on top which is always
good," Orazine said.
Orazine Jed the way for the Racers, and the
tournament, with a third-round score of 234.
The mental toughness showed when she laced a
shot from 20 yards off the fairway, in the deep
rough, past several trees, and into the center of
the fairway.
Milkman, a veteran coach of I I years is certainly no stranger to the OVC Championship.
She was named OVC Coach of the Year for the
seventh time and said the championships have
their own unique value.
"Each one is special because each year is
special, each team is special and you can't take
it away from them," Milkman said. "That's
what makes it special, is to see lthe team)
happy."
Senior Cuyler Hedley, last week's OVC
player of the week and favorite to take the top
medalist honors, regrettably put a double bogey
seven on her scorecard on the last hole to finish
in a tie for third with a final ~core of 241 .
"I didn't play the greatest (Wednesday),"
Hedley said who fired a 14-over 86 in the tina!
round. "I didn't have any added pressure, 1just
wanted to play well for my team."
One thing collegiate golf has over the professional ranks is the support of team members.
For the Racers, team is what it s all about and
the unity and support they provide for each
other is timeless.
"h's nice to know that you have your team
there to fall back on," Hedley said, "We practice everyday together so its like we are sisters."
For Hedley and Orazine, this will be their last
chance to shine and lead the way for their team
through the 72 holes of mental trials and tribulations. As seniors, they said it will be hard to
let their team go.
"Every year is different," Hedley said. "But
this one may be more special because it will be
my last one.''
The Racers have concluded yet another season in which they took the top spot in three
events and no less than fifth in all but one. This
season may go down in history as one of the
best seasons since the team's inception in 1984.
Since that time the team has amounted
numerous awards and recognitions that continue to pile up after Wednesday's victory.
Orazine's OVC Golfer of the Year award was
her first, while He~ley earned her second AJIOVC recognition and third All-Tournament
award.
•
As with any great accomplishment. much
hard work is required. And the athletes who
play on the team are no exception.

University President F. King
Alexander said Webasto officials have been working with the
University and plans already
exist for providing work opportunities for students, particularly
Occupational Safety and Health
and engineering science students.
"We (University officials) will
work to give them the cream of
our crop," Alexander said.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher also
attended the announcement, saying that the commonwealth is
second in the nation according to
Site Selection magazine for
business location.
Fletcher also said he believes
one of Kentucky's greatest
resources is the people. The productivity of Kentucky employees is 6 percent above the
national average.
"(Western Kentucky has) a
great potential which. I believe,
is still largely untapped," Fletcher said.
Wallace said hirings will
begin this summer, and the plant
will be open for pre-production
in Jan. 2005. Actual production
will begin in July 2005.
The 105,000 square foot plant
will be located
in the
Murray/Calloway County Economic Development Park.

University officials·
deal with state cuts
by Vanessa Childers
Editor in Chief

photos by Rashod Taylor/ The News

Santie Koch (above),
junior from Potgietersrus,
South
Africa, tees ofT on
the lOth hole at the
Country Club of
Paducah, where the
OVC championship
was held Wednesday.
Nikki Orazine (left),
senior from Paducah, marks her golf
ball on the 18th
green. She took
home the OVC Player of the Year title.
"People have no idea how hard our players
have worked to get to this point," Milkman
said. "Each one of them has done so much 10
just to put us in a position to win this thing."
The team had only one event at home on the
schedule which they had to wait until April to
be able to chase the little white bull.

The Racers huve been playing since September and have not looked back. It has been a
long season for the team and the look of relief
and gratification on their faces was enough to
tell the rest of the story.
For more photographs from the OVC golf
tournament, ~·isit www. thenews.org.

Although Kentucky's legislative
session ended without approving a
state budget. Murrc.1y State officials
continue to compensate for monetary losses caused by the higher
education cuts in Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's proposal.
University President F. King
Alexander said while some cuts
have been made at Murray State,
and students can expect nearly a 15
percent tuition increase, the imp31..'t
js larger at other regional universities.
"We're looking at a ballpark of
$270 per semester," Alexander
said. "I've made sure we'll still be
under $2000 per semester next
year."
Alexander said he and other Murray State administrators will work
with Fletcher's administration a.-;
long as Fletcher keeps the interests
of college students at heart.
"We will continue to work with
them as long as they are willing to
keep helping (students) and recognize the human capital value of
every one of our students," he said.
"Right now we're just sitting and
waiting and watching."
Other universities are also dealing with the repercussions of
Fletcher's budget proposal because
it includes a nearly $65 million cut

in higher education funding.
According to an article published
in The Northerner on April 7,
James Votruba, president of Northem Kentucky University, said
Aetcher's budget proposal showed
he has recognized the importance of
the university and the region by
including plans to improve the unjversity.
However, Alexander said many
universities like NKU are increasing their tuition to a sum larger than
Murray State's.
He said Western Kentucky University, which increased its tuition
by 10 percent in December, will
add nearly $400 to each semester's
tuition.
In a letter sent to Speaker of the
House Jody Richards on April 16,
Fletcher said he was disappointed
in the General Assembly's failure
to pass his proposals, which he
introduced to the General Assembly on Jan. 27.
In the same letter, Fletcher said
he was also disappointed the House
killed first lady Glenna Fletcher's
two initiatives: Read to Achieve
and Healthy Kentucky.
The state Senate passed its version of the 2004·05 budget propos·
al and tax modernization. but the
House of Representatives failed to
approve its form before the dis-

see BUDGET I 3

Forty-five-year-old music student dies in car accident
Injuries cause third student death
in four weeks, friends mourn loss
by Melissa Kilcoyne
~t>ws

Editor

The sound of Russell Moore playing his
bagpipes once spread throughout the Quad
of Murray State's campus as he practiced to
perfect his skill.
Moore, post-baccalaureate student from
Murray, died from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on Kentucky Highway
94 Saturday.
After receiving a bachelor's and master's
degree from Murray State in the 1980s, he
returned to the University two years ago as
a part-time piano student.

'
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Stephen Brown, professor of music,
served us Moore's ndvber and piano
teacher. He said Moore had a special musical talent and loved playing both the piano
and bagpipe!>.
"He was an older student and brought a
wonderful perspective to the music world
because he loved it deeply." Brown said.
"He was about to finish his music minor.
Monday he was scheduled to take an exam
on his keyboarding proficiency. He was
playing ~>O well: T was looking forward to
it.''
During piano lessons with Brown. Mt>orc
and he would discuss .;evcral issues related

Od
-.

to music and the world's current events.
''He was very analytical, and he already
had a master's degree in physic.s," Brown
said. "He would just analyze and dissect all
sorts of things."
•
Along with participating in class and
practicing his music, Brown said Moore
helped with the Contemporary Keyboard
Festival in past years. Moore wac; planning
to help with organization this Saturday.
"Russell was interested in 'nil kinds of
music," Brown said. "He was a very helpful
person who was just very anxious to help
with anything."
Brown said Moore was also an avid read·
er.
Diana Trantham, junior from La Prairie.
Ill., said after her tirst encounter with Moore
she was unsure of his true personality.
"When J first met him I thought he was
really quiet, but once 1 got to know him he
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was u really nice guy," Trantham said. "We
would joke around and he would tell me I
was late, and I would say I was prompt.''
Moore's dedication to practicing his
piano skills prompted Trantham to practice
more herself.
"I always saw him in the practice room,"
she said. "He was just a very, very friendly
person. Jt seemed like he just made it a point
to be nice to everyone. I don't think I ever
saw him mad at anyone."
Trantham said although Moore took great
pride in his bagpipe playing, he never acted
as though he wanted anyone to know it was
him. She said he seemed upset when an anide appeared telling he was the bagpipe
player.
"He never wanted anyone to know who
he was," Trantham said. "He didn't want
people to notice him. He was just doing it
for the joy of playing.''
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Russell M oore
1959-2004

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Adam L. Mathie;
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•Police Beat
Thursday, April 22

9:13 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a stolen
vehicle. A report was taken
and officers are searching for
the vehicle.
9:57 a.m. An individual met
with an officer to report a
received threat. No criminal
activity was indicated and a
report was taken.
10:08 a .m. Justin Freeman, 19
from Benton, was arrested at
Vernon's Pawn Shop for driv ing on a suspended I icense
after being involved in a
motor vehicle accident.
8:12 p.m. Racer Patrol reported juveniles at Roy Stewart
Stadium throwing old shoes
off the back of the stadium.
One hit a car but caused no
damage. An officer notified
their parents who advised Sunday, April 25
they would handle the situa- 3:11 p.m. A caller from Roy
tion.
Stewart Stad ium reported juve9:16 p.m . A caller from the niles in the locker room. An offi.
Doyle Fine Arts Building cer took their information and
reported a male subject sitting warned them to stay ou t of the
on the back of a vehicle acting area.
strangely. Subject was gone 6:28 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
upon officer's arrival.
graffiti on the wall of the south
10:03 p .m. A resident adviser stairwell in the Doyle Fine Arts
from Springer College report- Building. Central Plant was
ed two male subjects aggra· .advised.
vating female students and 9:13 p.m. Murray Police
yelling at students. Subjects requested assistance with a
left campus upon officer male subject, possibly armed,
request. A report was taken.
running from Payne Street near
Taco Bell toward the park.

Hyun-Hee. Kim/guest

Performers in football uniforms dance in ' Touchdown; par t of tbe Murray State Department
of theatre and dance•s ' Inside My Twisted Mind,' a series of dances.

Sock, Buskin Studio Festival gives
plays, performances this weekend

The award is given based on planning skills,
ability to motivate students, lesson presentations
skills, proficiency in publications and presentations, participation in professional growth activities and classroom growth.

The Sock and Buskin Studio Festival 2004 is
presenting two one-act plays directed by David
Free and Paul Wurth, a series of skits by Jeremy
Osborne, Robbyn Pauley, David Free and Paul
Wurth and a freshmen showcase at 7 p.m. on Friday and Saturday at Wilson Hall 3108.
Tickets are $3 at the door. Doors open at 6:30
p.m.

2004 cla$s reception will be held
Friday, alumni will be commemorated
Murray State's Alumni Affairs Office will hold
a reception for the graduating class of 2004 and
their parents from 4 to 6 p.m. on Friday at the
Alumni Center. Members <>f the 1954 class and
the Distinguished Alumnus recipient will also be
honored.
For more information, phone Patti Jones at
762-3437.

Local dermatologist will perform
free skin cancer screenings Friday
David Outland, dermatologist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is performing free skin
cancer screenings from 1 to 4 p.m. on Friday at
the north gym in the Carr Health Building.
Body composition and blood pressure checks
will be provided by the Murray State exercise
students.
Appointments are necessary for the screenings. To preregister, phone 762-1832 (off-cam·
pus). For more information, phone Corky
Broughton at 762-6124.

Friday, April 23

Rape Crisis Center needs volunteers
to provide support for rape victims

3:26 a.m . A caller reported
suspicious subjects standing
in a yard by a light pole on
Miller Street. Murray Police
was notified.
9:02 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported a ' dog
wandering in the dorm circle.
Calloway County Animal
Control was notified.
9:12a.m. Anthony Chavez, 24,
from Murray was arrested for
criminal trespass at the University .police station,
9:14 a.m . A fire alarm was
activated in Hester College.
The dust fr9m workers
drilling set off the alarm.
Approximately 200 were
evacuated. A report was
taken.

The Murray and Benton Rape Crisis Centers
are in need of volunteers to provide support to
victims of sexual assault and those close to them.
Volunteers'need to be at least 20 years old. Vol·
unteer training will be held between May and
june 2004 and is free.
For more information, phone 1·800-928-7273 or
visit www1 ~risisky.org.

Mumy State's Beta Alpha Psi wins
first place for best Web site at meeting

Murray State's chapter of Beta Alpha Psi, an
Murray State dean of libraries earns
international group for financial information
award for contributions to fields
profes~iot).als,. received first place in Best Prac·
tices for best Web site at the Southeast Regional
Dean of University Libraries Laurene
meeting in Charlotte.
· Zaporozhetz received the 2004 Association of
They are now qualified to compete for the College Research Libraries/Education and
m1tionnl award in August at Orlando.
Behavioral Sciences Section Distinguished Edu·
cation and Behavioral Sciences Librarian Award
MurTay State professor receives award for work in the field of education and behavioral
sciences.

for contributions to field of education

Tom Lough, associate professor of adolescent,
career and special education, received the 2004
Distinguished Teaching Award from the National Science Teacher Association.

Saturday, April 24
3:30 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported something in

Campus Briefly is compiled by Adam L. Mathis,
assistant news editor.

Tuesday, April 27

the sink of the first floor kitchen.
Central Plant was notified.
7:22 p.m. A caller reported a
small fire in an ashtray in front
of Regents College. The Murray
Fire Department was notified
for an investigative report and
the fire was out upon arrival.
Central Plant advised they
would clean trash from ashtray.
10:55 p.m. A caller reported
scorched paper on the seventh
floor of H art College. No ·fire
was reported and M urray Fire
Department and Central Plant
were n otified. A report was
taken.
11:49 p .m. A caller reported
someone threw an item at a car
from the footbridge. The caller
filed an accident report. A
report was taken.

Monday, April 26
6:45 ~m. A caller from the Oakley Applied Science building
reported a sto len p u rse. A
report was taken. The item was
recovered later.
2:54 p.m . A caller from the
Howton Agricu lture Building
reported a subject fell and hit
his head. Emergency Medical
Services, Murray State University police and Murray Police
responded. Subject was trans·
ported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital emergency
room.
5:29 p.m. An officer reported a
juvenile rollerskating on the
steps of Pogue Library. The offi·
cer advised juvenile to move off
camp us.
7:34 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer speak with a subject
they had a comp laint abou t.
Subject was gone upon officer's
arrival.

3:53 p.m. Anna Burgess, 22,
from Murray, was arrested on
an active warrant after being
p ulled over for expired tags on
12th Street by Roy Stuart Stadi·
um.
7:58 p .m. A caller reported
extremely loud music between
the 100 and 200 blocks of Col·
lege Courts. Music was turned
d own upon officer's arrival and
subjects were advised to keep
the volume down.
10:39 p.m. A caller reported
subjects by the south goal p<>St
of Roy Stewart Stad ium. An
officer investigated and foupd
the students playing bungy ball.

•

Wednesday, April 28

·.. ·

1:47 p.m. A caller from the 6<>y
Scout Museum reported a sUspicious subject parked near the
breezeway. An officer issued ' a
warning to the students who
were unloading sound equipment.
2:37 p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported he was threatened by a grou p of males. Murray Po lice Depar tmen t and
Murray State Police responde'fi.
The nonstuden ts were ad visea
to move off campus. A report
was taken.
_
6:35 p.m. A caller from Faculty
H all reported a female having a
seizu re. Eme rgency Medical
Services was notified but subject refused transport.
9:50 p.m. Two females were
reported writing in chalk on th~
sidewalk near the Blackburn
Science Bulding. A warning
was given.
11:47 p.m. A caller reported
subjects were spraying people
with water guns in front · Cif
Lovett Aud itorium. A warning
was given.

..
Motorist assists - 4
R~cer escorts - 2
Arrests - 3.

-.•

Police Beat is compi1;d by Adam:L..
Mathis, assistant news editor,
materials provided by Public Safe·
ty. For a complete listing, ::te
www.thenews.org.
:·
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Congress
nominates
members
by Ro b Whitfield
Staff Writer

Several candidates have applied for Staff Congress
elections, said Orville Herndon, president of Staff Congress.
, Herndon, who also serves as Publications Systems
~Manager, said the Staff Congress, which represents about
~88 Murray State employees, is an important resource for
employees classified as staff.
"Staff Congress is the nonteachers' equivalent of Student Government Association," said Herndon. "We look
at issues from the perspective of ... what is best for the
st~ff - everyone from Food Service workers to
gl-oundskeepers to clerical employees and even some of
the vice president-; (such as) Don Robertson."
Staff members' responsibilities have become more
Involved as a result of increased student enrollment Staff
<?ongress meetings consist of reports from University
offices such as Student Affairs and Institutional Advance.ment. conferences with guests such as University President F. King Alexander, and discussion and debate
re~arding staff issues, Herndon said.
.. ,' Debbie Plummer, biological science department secretary and secretariaVclerical Staff Congress candidate, said
she has been interested in becoming involved in Staff
Congress since returning to the University last year.
•' "(Staff) need .. . a voice," she said. "Since I came back,
I wanted to continue helping staff here on campus."
Mark Galloway, international student adviser and Executive/Managerial/Professional Staff Congress candidate.
sttid personal friends who had served on Staff Congress
epcouraged him to consider running for a position.
"It's a good way to get involved on campus and help
people," be said.
In addition to regular meetings, Herndon said Staff
Congress members serve as liaisons between staff members and their departments.
• "If a staff member comes (to a Staff Congressman) with
an issue ... we try to help out however we can," he said.
"We're not going to gossip about it to their supervisor.''
• Plummer said Staff Congress is a great help to some
staff members who would otherwise find it difficult to
communicate with University officials.
.... "Some people need Staff Congress's help," she said.
"(For example,) it can be hard for people on the night shift
to get their voice heard."
Herndon said he believes Staff Congress provides vatu• able, time-saving service to staff by communicating with
University officials.
Said Herndon: "(As staff,) we're looking for ways to do
our jobs better and fa~ter, but there are only so many hours
in a day."

..
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Legislators, governor
schedule meeting
to discuss budget

2004--2005
VMdeft)ll

Sl. Louis IJnlv.

Unfv. of IAlnois

From Page 1
missal of the General Assembly.
The House's failure to pass the proposals left some commonwealth officials standing on the Hill without a state bud·
get for the upcoming fascal year.
If the House and Senate do not meet in an extraordinary ~
sion and reach a compromise between their respective versions of the budget and tax proposals, the existing oper.ating
budget will expire on June 30.
"My No. 1 priority is to make Kentucky a more competitive,
more attractive state in which to do business," Aetcher said.
"The Senate budget, along with my JOBS for Kentucky tax
modernization plan wiiJ take us to the next level, but House
Democrats have absolutely obstructed forward movement of
this state in every form and fashion.
"I hope that House Democratic leadership is willing to put
aside partisan politics and work toward a budget and tax modernization because they are critical to the future of our state.''
he continued.
Speaker of the House Jody Richards (D-Bowling Green)
said be has continuously implemented initiatives to pass a budget for Kentuckians.
''The House wanted to pass a budget, and the Senate
attached the governor's tax package to their budget," Richards
said. "Although we believe in tax refonn and that it should be
done, we did not believe the governor's proposed plan benefited the people of Kentucky.
''We couldn't understand why the budget and tax plan
would be tied together," he said. "We know the people want
a budget, and we, the House, worked so hard to get a budget
passed. No one is going to win without a budget"
Richards said House officials and the governor have a meet- .
ing scheduled to discuss the budget, at which they hope to
reach a compromise, at II :30 a.m. Tuesday.
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New college heads' plan changes, improvements
by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer

In May, new college heads will be
taking over in two of the residential colleges.
,
Ann Landini, associate professor of
journalism, wHI be replacing Chuck
Hulick',:o-associate professor in the College of Education, at Hart College.
while Gina Claywell, associate professor of English, will be replacing Ron
Cella, professor of EngJish and philosophy, at Hester College.

Squire Babcock, college head of
Regents College and associate professor
of English and philosophy, said the previous college heads were nearing retirement.
"Since being a college head includes
everything from attending events on
campus and representing the residential
college to taking out trash, we sought to
fmd people who would blend in with the
existing system," Babcock said.
Claywell. who will be replacing Cella
at Hester College. said one of the challenges she will face is the issue of uni·

fying the leadership of Hester with the
Council of College Heads.
"I feel that one of my strengths is that
1 actually like to plan events and shuffle
paper work," Claywell said. "Since
helping to organize activities and studentS will be one of my duties, this
should l:le a nice fit. Working with students is what being a college head is
really about."
This s'entiment was shared by Landini. who said her years of experience
working with students in different
capacities makes her more than prepared

for the task.
"Bringing faculty and students together in a different environment than the
classroom is what being a college head
is all about," Landini said. "The only
authority a college head has is in their
persua<~ive capabilities. College heads
work as equals with students and must
aid in making the college transition easier for them."
Hulick said programs such as Hart'!\
Wednesday tutorial with math professors are some of the important structures
college heads must try to keep in place.
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NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN
, Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation"
1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-0045

unique Mexican Food · Dell sandwiches
STRESSED ABOUT
FINALS?
Come to Body Haven
for total relaxation.
Present this ad for
$2 of/for a 15-minute
chain massage. Full body
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At Calloway Counly Chiropractic, our
approach to lotol body wellness will keep
you active and energized. Don't let pain
keep you from enjoying the activities you
love. Chiropractic odjustmenls con bring
your body bock to its natural stole,
improving your body's balance, performonce and energy - at work and at play.

753-2159
412 Main Street
: •(on the court square)
•

• l ower bock, hip or leg pain
• Neck. shoulder or ann pain
• T~ght muscles, numbness
• Sciatica

18 Holes ............•.....$5
Weekends & Holidays ....•...$8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes .•...•. • .$7
Driving Range ... . ........$2.25
Miniature Golf ...... . . • ..... $2
Basebail & Softball Cages ...$0.50

753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster
1625 Hwy 121 N .• Murray
Just up f r om the RSEC

CHIROPRACTIC

GOLF LESSONS: $20 • PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan
SO¢ Off 18 Holes (Exp. 6/30/04)

We Offer Junior Rates!
1647N. 16th St. • Murray, KY• 75J.ll52
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Opinion Editor: Eliza beth Cawein
Phone: 762-4468

Student apathy plagues SGA elections
Our View
ISSUE:
ONLY

1,510

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
"The Murray State News. '' The editorial board is comprised ofall section editors. ·
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STUDENTS VOTED

What are your plan~
for summer break?

IN T HIS YEAR'S
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AssOCIATION

.
"I'm going to

ELECTION. THIS IS

6. 1 PERCENT OF
9,229 STUDENTS

Universal
Studios."

AT MURRAY
STATE, AND A
DROP FROM

Jesse Grisham

I ,559

freshman. Paducah

VOTERS IN

LAST YEAR'S
ELECTION.

"I'm going to
take summer
classes and work
at Willow Pond
restaurant. Hopefully I will find
time to vacation."

POSITION:
W ITH ONLINE
VOTING, PARTICIPATING IN THE
ELECTION IS EASlER THAN EVER.

Now,

ALL STU-

DENTS HAVE TO

AmberSmJth

DO IS POINT AND

juniOr. &nton

CLICK TO SELECT
A CANDIDATE.
VOTER NUMBERS

"I'm going to
work and take an
ecology class. I'm
also going to play
lots of rugby."

ARE DISTURBINGLY
LOW DESPITE
THIS FACT.
STUDENTS
SHOULD TAKE
THEIR VOTING

Kyle Egner
Calvert City

PRIVILEGES MORE

$8(1/()f,

SERIOUSLY.

'

"fplan on
working and
taking time off
to visit my,
family."

How long does it take you to log
on to your Web mail?
Just a few seconds, right?
One could conservatively estimate the majority of Murray State
students check their e-mail
accounts at least once per day. So
why i.~ it only 1,510 of them managed to vote in this year's Student
Government Association elections?
On an even more disappointing
note, this number is down from last
year's vote co~~t of 1,559, despite
mcreased pubhctty, two presidential
deba~es, unlimited spending for
candtdates and laptops placed in
front of Waterfield Library for easy
access to RacerNet.
.
How much easier could SGA
make it? Prior to last year when
online voting was introduced, students had to travel to the third floor
of the Cunis Center to cast a vote in
the election, requiring most of them
to physically go out of their way in
order to do their civic duties.
In 2002, the last year for manual

Katie Wiles/The New~

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301
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v1de •a free and open forum lor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a hands·
on Ieeming envtronment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relat·
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vote count was 1,579. According to the the importance of taking part in the elec-

To the editor:
All'IOn Wlndsor

to

Since the process has been radically simplified, only about 300 more students have
voted.
W!th fliers a~ross cam~us advertising
particular candtdates, arttcles in "The
Murray State News," bulletins on RacerNet and extensive promotion by SGA, it is
hard to say what more could be done
beyond holding students' hands and pointing and clicking the mouse for them.
No~them Kentucky University recently
held tts SGA elections, and while some of
the results are currently in dispute because
of conflicting decisions on eligibility, the

Non-traditional students asked
to cease music at Dog Day

• ~.. HOpkinSVill e

L«ne to

NTSO - Non-Traditional Students'
Organization or Nazis Turned our Sounds
Off?
At the 18th annual Dog Day. the NTSO
gave away 1,600 hot dogs and Cokes for
free . But not before our disk jockey was
shut down and told to leave. For 18 years,
the NTSO has hosted this event. and this
has never happened before.
We had the same DJ last year, and there
was no problem. Another year, we had a
radio station, and there were no complaints.
The old grny-beaded Racer Rent-a-Cop
said the King had sent him. The story
was, there was a class taking an exam.
and the air wasn't working, so they had
the window open and the music was distracting.
I have just one question: Why didn't the
King come order the idiot with the jack·
hammer to shut up when he was right outside the window during my Historical
Archaeology exam last year?
A friend of mine had a question of his
own : Do you think the King would have
done this if we had Greek letters in our
name'? Probably not. But then, that's what
happens when you choose a president for
the University based on nothing but the
fact that hi!i daddy was president.
I can't say I'm surprised. That is the
kind of thing I have come to expect from
this administration. The same administration that refuses to build a parking garage
because they would no longer get a boat·
load of money from parking tickets.
This same administration has had a
parking problem for at least 16 years and
continues to tear up parking lot-; to build
new buildings, while raising student
enrollment. We pay for a parking permit
that is worthless to many of us, because if
you don't get to school by 8:30 a.m., it
costs you $10-$25 a day to park. The
same administration that calls the Wickliffe Mounds site a "money loser," while
their Athletic Department could host
home games from the Eddyville State
Pen . Wickliffe hasn't brought any litigation to the University. None of the .staff
down there has any court dates coming
up. and they get about $70,000 from the
University each year, as opposed to the
millions the basketball and football teams
eat up. What are they using all that money
for- bail?
They defend their expenditures on these
new science buildings by saying the science majors make up such a large portion

university's Web site, enrollment is just
over 13,000. Previously, the record had
been 1,000 according to a story in "The
Northerner," NKU's student newspaper.
At least we can take comfort in the fact
that we are not alone in our rampant voter
apathy. Out of 9,229 enrolled students,
only about 350 in each grade classification took the time to cast a vote. Out of
1,705 graduate students, only 89 voted despite the fact that the incumbent cand.idate was a graduate student.
What will it take for students to realize

of the student body. but that's an obvious
lie. I am a science major, but l will admit
the Agriculture students m~e up the
largest chunk of the student body. and
they don't even get equal representation in
SGA! So much for their concern over the
size of departments .
1 feel it is tune to throw this stuff out
there, and see what happens.
Bart Rushing
Non-Traditional Students' Organiz.ation

Grad expresses appreciation
for work of retiring professors
To the editor:
It is my understanding that Gene
Garfield and Frank Julian will be retiring
from the Murray State faculty in a few
weeks. I would like to congratulate both of
them. These wonderfully talented professors have had an important and incredibly
beneficial influence on countless students .
Gene and Frank have been recognized
many times for their conscientiousness in
helping students and their enthusiastic and
entertaining approaches to teaching.
I have known Frank and Gene for more
than 25 years. Gene was one of my professors early in my undergraduate experience. Gene has a talent for transforming
typically mundane material into a fascinating learning experience. Gene also
encourages debate. he never force feeds
lectures and alwavs enga2es his class.
Gene knows the secret to effective teaching: Engaged and interested students
learn.
Frank Julian. while widely recognized
as an oulstanding professor, was a nationally recognized vice president of Student
Development at Murray State for more
than 15 years. During the '80s while I was
an employee at MSU, I reported to Frank
for about six years. Frank was demanding,
fair, creative, smart and inspiring. Since
then, I have worked with numerous executives in both the public and private sectors. 1 have yet to meet anyone with
Frank's breadth of talent.
Not only will Murray State miss the professional contributions of Frank and Gene,
but also their strong character and person·
al friendships . I hope they stay involved
with Murray State for many years. 1 also
hope their retirement years are filled with
health and fun . And as they have fun, may
their fairways be wide, their putts be few
and their mulligans be unneeded.
Lynn Richard, MSU '80 and ' 86
Evansville. Ind.
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toral process? Perhaps tuition will have to
sk~r~ket t~ $20,000 pe~ year and campus
activtttes wtll need to hlt an all-time low
before some of us decide it's time to care.
Unfortunately, when life at Murray State
rolls along with no major changes, many
students don't feel like rocking the boat
and doing something crazy like voting in
SGA elections.
You don't even have to put any pants
on to go to the polls at Murray State. Jf it
were any easier. we would do it teJepath·ically.

Inequality In budget reductions
unsettling to track athletes
To the editor:
Last week. "The Murray State News"
published a front-page article, bragging
about the lavish improvements to the men
and women's basketball facilities. On page
16 of the same paper is "Budget cuts take
toJJ on track team," wherein Murray State
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison announced
the Murray State track and field program
was destined for serious cutbacks because of
budget constraints. Lavish appointments on
the front page and the loss of vital scholarships buried near the bock of the paper.
We are the men and women of the Murray
State track and field team - the group of student athletes whose program has just been
decimated in the name of budget cuts. You
probably don' t know much about us because
we spend most of our time quietly doing
what our scholarships require of us -going
to 6 a.m. practices, attending our classes
and staying out of trouble (read: not being
arrested.) Most of us now face the Joss of
our scholarships and our ability to complete
our college degrees. At the same time, our
fellow student athletes in the basketball
program will be reaping the benefits of lav·
ish new appointments designed to ''increa~
convenience." Can anyone imagine how
this inequity makes us feel? Does anyone
think, as we do, that this is unjust?
There are some important issues we
would like to address. First.. we understand
the upgrades to the men's locker room were
paid for by private donations. This means
someone connected with the athletic program sought financial assistance for ~hat
we feel is a frivolous use of funds, in light
of the loss of our scholarships. Did anyone
connected with MSU athletics tum to private donors to say the athletic program had
to cut 12.5 percent from its budget and
might have to cut scholarships if the money
could not be raised elsewhere? We doubt it.
Further, we would like to know how much
state funding was necessary to upgrade the
women's locker room. This issue was not
completely addressed in the article.
The second issue is the quote from Dennison in the article, that our sport is "less
popular nationwide" than basketball. We
won't argue that point about basketball, but
what about other sports here? How popular
is rowing nationwide? Or riflery? Volleyball? Soccer? Where did Dennison get his
information? Has be conducted research to
detennine which of the sports is most popular? Track and field is the most popular
sport in summer Olympics, which is why it

..

comes last (check with NBC about viewership). Has anyone reading this ever turned
on the TV to watch ro"'ing? We take
offense and issue with his opinion of the
popularity of our sport and with the idea
that "popularity" should be the measuring
stick by which this decision is made. If the
Athletic Department was told to make a
12.5 percent cut, why not cut every department - including Dennison' s salary and
office - by 12.5 percent, rather than taking
it all away from one place based on one
person's opinion of popularity? We believe
we are entitled to answers about these
issues before this school year ends, and we
are forced to reschedule our futures.
We and our families find this situation
reprehensible. Shame on Dennison anq the
MSU Athletic Department for not treating
all student athletes with the same degree of
respect and support and for not spreading
the cuts fairly to all sports programs.
Shame on the person or people responsible
for seeking funds to lavish extravagant gifts
upon one group of student athletes while
others are losing their scholarships - and
we include Mick Cronin and the Murray
Bank in this group. And shame on the leadership of this University - Dr. F. King
Alexander and the Board of Regents - for
allowing this travesty to occur.
We believe we have been mistreated, and
we publicly request Alexander and Dennison meet with us face·to-face to explain
what we did to deserve having our team
desecrated. Further, we ask if there are
other banks and/or businesses that would
be interested in donating to a worthy cause
- keeping young student athletes in ~chool
- that you contact the Murray State Track:
and Field Office. We would be grateful for
your support. and we, our families and
friends would show our appreciation by
supporting your businesses and encouraging our fellow students to do the same.
Finally, we encourage '11le Murray State
News" to follow up on the questions we
have rai<;ed and press those responsible for
this turn of events to answer for their
behavior.
Murray State
Men and Women's
Track and field teams
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Misplaced affectionS ruin loye life Final order
Shopping partners make for strange bed jellows '
up on faux
news
column
With the recent hysteria over gay culture,
America has fallen in love with the quintessential homosexual male: The ''Queer Eye"
guy who likes to shop and ha<: a knack for interior design. {lbe same one who's not afraid to
tell you your butt looks fat in those jeans.)
For me, however, the connection goes back
much farther. You see, I have a problem that,
of late, bas become even more poisonous to
my love life.
I continuously fall for gay men.
When all is said and done (and all are out
and proud) these situations don't always end
badly - J come out of each one with a new
friend/shopping partner/wardrobe critic. Gay
men are like handbags to me now: I have a different one to match each outfit I own, and they
are all equally fabulous.
ELIZABETH
However. these men, like handbags, are
only good for so much. While they are cerCAWEIN
tainly the ones for wonderful conversation
over cappuccinos or an impromptu trip to peo"I HAVE A
ple watch at a local dive, there are certain
PROBLEM THAT,
need'> a woman has which cannot be satisfied
OF LATE, HAS by a gay man or a handbag.
Short of devising some type of elaborate
BECOME EVEN
n:une tag system in which everyone would be
MORE
asked (respectfully. of course) to don a tag
denoting their sexual orientation, I am unsure
POISONOUS
of how to go about curing this problem. I can't
TO MY LOVE
seem to help it - these men are outgoing,
friendly, spontaneous, artistic, sensitive, thinkUFE."
ing and feeling. It does sadden me that these

In My
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qualities would be red flags for homoseJtuality, but such is the way of the world, ladies.
Perhaps the worst of it is everyone else on
the planet seems fully aware of the seJtual
preferences of these men. As soon as I decide
I am attracted to a guy, a switch gets flipped
off in my head which paralyzes my ability to
recognize any signs of non heterosexuality. A
man could be holding hands and kissing
another man in front of my nose and I would
still be musing over the name of our firstborn
and colors of our wedding.
You would think after this happened the
first time 1 would be hypersensitive to it. Like
say. the first time you run into a glass sliding
door. The next time you might recognize it
was there, open it and walk through. Instead.
in true fa~hion with the Grace Adlers of the
world, I run out and try to replace the one that
got away with another one just like him. Good
move. huh?
A very wise woman once suggested every
woman needs five men in her life at all times:
a man wflO can tilt things, a man you can
dance with. a man who can pay for things, a
man you can talk to and a man to have great
sex with (The woman, by the way, is Jill Connor Browne, and the book is '1be Sweet Potato Queens' Book of Love," a must read for fag
hags like myself and other women in search of
humor and direction).
The point is all these men, except for one.
clearly, can be gay. So if this list were treated

as a linear progression, I must be next in line
for a straight man of my very owp. Why not?
I've filled all the rest of the positions with
some highly qualified candidates.
And now we've arrived at the second snag
in my quest for a heterosexual relationship my tendency to surround myself with these
former-crushes/new gay best friends. If I were
a guy and saw a woman at a party or out in
public dancing and talking with another guy
exclusively. J would be quite hesitant to walk
up and say hello or ask her for her number. I
suppose I shouldn't be quite so shocked guys
don't approach me when I'm dancing at a
club. After all. I'm usually shakin' what my
mama gave me rather suggestively with another guy. Little do any potential suitors know (if
t.here are any), that dance partner of mine
would be just as interested in them as I would.
So what can be done to remedy this predisposition I have for artsy. sensitive, fashionconscious men? The name tag concept would
certainly be of assistance. Until that day
comes, however, I guess I'll just have to tweak
my gay-dar a bit and stop trying to pick up
guys in art galleries and coffee shops, wooing
them with my copy of "Jane Eyre."
I'U just park myself on the power tool aisle
at Lowe's with the latest issue of Sports Illustrated and let nature take its course.
Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor for
"The Murray State News. "

Photo finish to· undergrad career
I don' t want to go.
It's not that I'm not ready. and it's not that I
haven't done everything in college (and more)
I thought I would do here, but I'm simply having too much fun to graduate just yet.
For instance, had I not been in college. last
Saturday, conceivably one of the best days of
my life, wouldn' t have happened.
It was 5:45 a.m. and 1 was at Churchill
Downs for the racetrack' s opening day.
Beside me stood I 9 other journalists from
across the nation, who like myself. had gained
acceptance to Churchill's 13th annual Collegiate Sports Journalism Seminar, a program
where students work alongside national media
crews covering the pre-Kentucky Derby activities.
So. chilly, dark and incredibly eaily after
our
late night at the dance club. the program
ERIN
organizers turned us loose on the backside of
RICHARDS
the racetrack.
"Stories are due at 5 p.m. Go to work."
"THIS IS IT, •
Anc.J we were off.
I could feel the deadline. My adrenaline was
GUYS. AT
pumping. Because I had to have a horse story.
M URRAY
I first snagged an interview with 21-year-old
Derby trainer Kristin Mulhall, then it wa<: off
STATE, AT
to my next target: the Executive Chef at
COLLEGE IN
Churchill Downs.
My "cool story" radar had gone off the day
,. GENERAL, YOU
before after talking to the thick, bald energetic
HAVE THE
man. I was intrigued by how he wac; planning
to feed almost one million people during the
ABIUTY
next week without the use of his normal
TO DO
kitchens (which have been wiped out by the
renovations at the track).
ANYTHING.''
"Chef Oil, there's a lady from the press here

ln .My
Opinion

that wants to talk with you,'' said a helpful
cook into his walkie-talkie.
Moments later. Oil Logan and I were talking and striding from the tractor trailers lined
with nothing but stoves, to tho room filled
with mint julep supplies, upstairs to Millionaires Row and on to the riu.y Jockey Club
Suites where l saw Rick Pitino settling into his
private box.
After typing my story in the press center. we
watched a race from the winners circle where
the horse I bet on won. I was $4.80 wealthier,
and 1 only had to wager $6 to do it.
Then Churchill Downs footed the bill for
dinner and we all partied the night away
downtown whilst making networking plans to
help each other score great future journalism
jobs. A great end to a great day.
The mor.1l?
This is it, guys. At Murray State, at college
in general, you have the ability to do anything.
From joining the women's rowing team my
freshman year to talking with nationally
acclaimed jockey Pat Day at last week's seminar, college isn't as much an institution a<; it
is a launching pad for your ambitions.
And underneath that springboard are your
parents, faculty and friends rooting you on.
With their encouragement and advice, I wrote
commentaries my sophomore year that
reshaped Food Services' policies, traveled
across the world ro study horses, learned how
to manage '1'he Murray State News" and
became a freelance magazine writer.
Then there were the things we did entirely
on our own. Like road tripping to Mardi Gras
and sleeping in the car. Or dressing up for Hal-

:Derby reigns supreme in
In My
Opinion

TAYLOR
EWING

..

· At the risk of being labeled a Louisville
snob, again, let me just say this- tomorrow is
the most important day of the year.
As a nai've freshman, I would have assumed
everyone knew what I'm referring to; however, my long years at Murray State have taught
me otherwise.
For every Louisvillian who has no idea
Muhlenberg County. is in Kentucky, refuses to
admit they have a southern accent and has
never tasted sweet tea, there is also a Kentuckian who rejects the state's largest, and nation's
16th largest. city (or metropolis a<: I like to call
it).
I realize one commentary cannot undo the
long history of resentment between Louisville
and the rest of the state; nevertheless, I am
proposing one simple request - for this one
day, let'!' put our differences ao;ide.
Maybe you still don't know to what I'm
referring. See if this helps: The first Saturday
in May. the most eJtciting two minutes in
sports, the only Kentucky event to ever be

loween at Pleasure Island in Oi-lando. And
dancing on the bar at Coyote Ugly.
We counted up how many guys we kissed
on New Year's Eve. We spent the night in the
newsroom because the work wasn't done and
it wasn' t worth it to go home. We Spring
Breaked in California with our best friends .
We went to foam parties. We raved. We
karaoked. We learned about sex. We drove to
a party in Carbondale because someone invited us at I I p.m. We traveled to conventions.
We walked home in the clothes from the previous night. We missed the plane. We sank the
boat. We snuck onto rooftops. We went rock
climbing. We got tattoos. We ran a halfmarathon. We went to the Kentucky Derby
after a bomb threat closed the school. We
applied for national scholarships and jobs. We
lost. We won. We cried. We thought we'd
never stop laughing.
•
And somewhere between it all, I studied,
wrote papers. interviewed hundreds of people,
wrote hundreds of stories, interned. edited,
worked, rode horses. organized, joined clubs,
reaffirmed my aspirations to work for
Newsweek and ... graduated.
Honestly. the disappointment the adventures will end is probably the biggest reason I
don't want to graduate. But I know I've taken
Murray State as far with me as it can go, and
it's time to pursue new adventtll'es somewhere
else.
After four years here, I'm confident I have
the power to make them happen.
Erin Richards is the outgoing editor in chief of
"The Murray State News. "

~ouisville

chronicled on "Wild on El" That's right! The attended the Barnstable-Brown party (the big.
Kentucky Derby!
rich party where all the celebrities go) and .saw
It's more important than Christmas or my Pamela Anderson so drunk you'd think you
birthday or even my children's birthdays. were in the infield.
whenever I have them. Furthermore. it's the
Which brings me to, what else, the infield.
That kind of grassy/kind of muddy plot of land
reason I'm appealing to you today.
Every year, too many Murray State students in the middle of all the action. If you like sun,
end up going to Memphis in May or River beer and crazy, naked people, this is the place
Stages, completely dismissing the world- you want to be. Last year I didn't even see a
renowned festival occurring the same week- horse.
end, in their very own state.
If you're not interested in that. you can
I understand few people will ever experi- always buy a big hat and go sit somewhere
ence the kind of love I, as a native Louisvil- more expensive. Or even go to a Derby party
lian. feel for Derby; however, that has not where you can watch the race and eat Derby
stopped countless celebrities and world travel- pie.
The point is, Derby is the best. and you
ers from appreciating it.
Don't worry, I'm not trying to get all snob- shouldn' t let all us Louisville snobs .keep you
by on you. It's not all . fancy international from enjoying it. Look, I'm being a nice snob
tourists and movie stars. Derby can be as and sharing. So, if you don't already have tickclassy or as trashy as you choose. that's what's ets to go somewhere- go!
~ great about it.
Not to mention that even celebrities Taylor Ewing is the outgoing opinion editor
embrace the Derby spirit. I have a friend who for "The Murray State News. "

As a wide-eyed freshman, I
watched the senior "News" staff
members write their final columns
and daydreamed of the time that
wouJd come when I would dispense
my own hard earned knowledge
about life in the final epitaph of my
college days.
Now all too quickly the time bas
come. and I'm still wondering if my
counterparts felt any wiser than I do
right now.
For most of my college career, I've
spent my time learning about learning. As an elementary education
major. my primary goal is to figure
out bow to deliver the message in a
manner that as many people as possible will understand. However, when
it comes time to write my final words
of wisdom, J find myself at a loss.
My mind drifts across the little
lessons that have made a huge
impact on my life, such as learning
why camping in Florida in March
wasn't such a hot idea, or the idea
that change is the only constant. I
can spend this column sharing how my life has changed since
I gave it to Christ, but even that story isn't encompassing
enough to help the reader understand the impact five years of
college have made on my life.
There has not been one defining moment that has made me
so different from the person I was. but moments that have
built me into the person I am.
In all of the rush to finish my education and get my degree,
I have recently been reminded of how little I know. Although
I am about to receive my bachelor's degree, there is so much
more for me to learn. Passing down what little tidbits I've
picked up over my time in college seems trite compared to
what the future can hold for me.
Often, I feel as green as the day I started college. As soon
as I think I've got life figured out, another curve comes my
way. knocking me flat on my back and reminding me I may
never exactly get this figured out.
But. all waxing poetic aside, what did I learn in college?
College for me wasn •t so much about the classes. but the education 1 received outside the classroom. Nothing can teach
you more than your own failures and successes, and through
my own collegiate experience I have been able not only to
learn a Jot about myself. but about others.
Writing this column has been a lesson all its own . I was
amazed at the impact a little fake news could have. When I
began this year, I was no stranger to being published in "The
Murray State News" but I was a stranger to actually having
my articles read.
I served as College Life editor three years ago, and never
did any real story I wrote receive as much publicity as the sto·
ries that graced the opinion pages. How I used to agonize over
every detail of my real stories, and now I was receiving
acclaim not for my reporting skills, but for the fact that 1 am
a creative liar.
People I had never even heard of before jumped to my
defense and compared me to great writers, something I would
have given my entire life savings for three years ago. Why. I
even ranked right up there with Police Beat as one of the most
read items in the paper.
So, for the final time my voice will be heard in "The Murray State News," I'd like to thank the stafffor their hard ,work
and dedication.
No one ever sees the hours behind the scenes as the staffers
agonize over every detail to put out u quality paper for the
MSU community, only to have some punk with a sarcastic
flair get all the glory. Without the staff, Berger and Fries
would be a cold grease .spot on life's fast food tray.
Melissa Stoneberger is a faux news columnist for
"The Murray State News."

Interested In writing? Have a good sense of
humorl Want to share your life ~riences
with readers of ..The Murray State Newsu?

Apply to be an opinion columnist.
Pick up an application at "The News'' office
in Wilson Hall.

:.-.Student' travels to Taiwan in spite of SARS outbreak

by Barry Reynolds
In the beginning it seemed everyone was
, against my going to Taiwan to study Chi... nese. Last May I flew to Taiwan during the
. SARS outbreak because I wouldn · t let anything stop me from going back to the place I
felt had become my second home. I know

that sounds really cliche but that really is
what Taiwan has become to me.
Upon first arriving everything was very
strange and much different than my previous experiences. In the city of Taipei there
was barely anyone on the street<: or the metro.
The people who were out and about had their
faces covered up in surgical ma<;ks and eyed
anyone strangely that made any noise resembling a cough.
Luckily, the SARS trouble passed and my
semester began at Chinese Culture University on Yang Ming Mountain in Taipei that
September. Yang Ming mountain is a very
beautiful place decorated with blossoming
trees and flowers of all sOrt!>. It has some of
the best parks and hot springs in the country
- and the freshest air in the city.
Unfortunately, J was studying there during
the winter. Yang Ming mountain has some of
the wildest weather in Taiwan. Typhoons

were always coming and going and a multitude of my umbrellas went with them. There
is even a part of the CCU campus called "valley of the wind.'' I learned the skill of how to
angle my umbrella very quickJy. If you didn't you would end up with the skeletal
remains of what used to be an umbrella. This
would happen after the wind had tried taking
you away like Dorothy to OZ.
Everyone was very friendly and helpful on
campus and I was very happy at actually
being able to fulfill one of my dreams studying Chinese in a Chinese speaking
country- but what I remember and miss most
about the city of Taipei is the food.
The food in Taiwan is some of the most
delicious I have eJer eaten in my life. If anyone goes there I must suggest some of my
favori te Taiwanese dishes. You must try the
man tou (stone bread). This is a type of moist
steamed bread that comes in a variety of fla-

vors- I suggest the taro or brown sugar varieties. The next is huo guo (hot pot}. I don't
believe the origin of hot pot is from China,
but I Jove the way the Taiwanese do it.
You can have a very expensive or common
one- depending on how much you're willing
to shell out. Basically, hot pot is a pot of boiling broth soup that is set out before you under
a burner. You use your chopsticks to drop
things into the .soup to boil then eat immediately. I prefer the pork and seafood hot pots.
You will have lots of other tempting edibles to go along with your "main dish" such
as tofu. cabbage, eggs. mushrooms.
dumplings. etc. The last would be a healthy
dessert that is wonderful during the hot and
humid summers - chua bing (shaved ice).
Crushed or shaved ice is topped with a variety of fruits, sweetened beans (trust me they
are delicious). and other tapioca food inventions, then smothered in just the right amount

of fruit sugars to make a delicious and
refreshing snack. Make sure you try one that
includes my favorite food of all time yu tou
(taro).
And whom do you think I took along during all my eating adventures'? Well that is
what had me back to Taiwan once again during this past spring break. To give myself an
added break from the hard Chinese classes I
decided to take one English literature course
while in Taiwan. On the second day of the
class I met the most wonderful guy ever and
we have been a couple ever since. I don't
want the article to get all mushy so J' II stop
here - but those of you that have never traveled abroad, don't be surprised if you come:
back with something more special than a
breakable souvenir. You may just come back
with something that will last a lifetime.
Barry Reynolds is a graduate from Murray.
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Widow begins wrongful death suit
against Applebee's, seeks millions

Officials charge teacher Jurors begin deliberating
with leaving crime scene on manslaughter case

AuthoriUes overwhelm
Thaland ..-ant group

CRESTVIEW HILLS (AP) -·The widow of
an Applebee's manager who was allegedly
killed by a past employee has filed a lawsuit
seeking more than $5.5 million in damages.
Stacy Smith, of Burlington, has filed a
wrongful death lawsuit on behalf of herself
and her two sons in connection to the death
of her husband, Mark Smith.
Smith claims Applebee's was aware her
husband and David Parsons, who has been
charged with the killing, had an ongoing
dispute. However, Smith claims the company didn't properly protect her husband.
A cleaning crew found Smith's body in
the restaurant's parking lot last April. He
had been shot in the cheek.
Stacy Smith claims her husband had rec·
ommended Parsons be fired. She said in the
suit that the franchisee instead transferred
Parsons to a Florence restaurant in January
2003. He was fired a month later after
allegedly stealing from a customer.
Kansas-based Applebee's International,
the restaurant franchisee Thomas & King of
Lexington, the companies that own and
lt>ase the building, and Parsons are named
as defendants in the suit filed Monday.

TAMPA, Fla. {AP) - An elementary school teacher was
charged Wednesday with leaving the scene of a car accident
that killed a teenager and his
younger brother.
Jennifer Porter, 28, went to
the Hillsborough County jail
and was charged with leaving
the scene of an accident involving death and bail was set at
$7,500, said her lawyer, Barry
Cohen.
·
The March 31 accident killed
Bryant Wilkins, 13, and Durantae Caldwell, 3. An 8 and a 2·
year-old were injured.
Cohen said Porter contacted
his office the day after the accident and he told authorities the
next day she was the driver. He
said she was too afraid to stop
after the accident.

PATIANI, Thailand {AP)
Police
gunned
down
machete-wielding militants
who stormed security outposts in Thailand's Muslim·
dominated south Wednes·
day, killing at least 112 people
in one of the bloodiest days in
the Southeast Asian kingdom.
The attackers were mostly
teenagers and were overwhelmed by police, who had
been tipped off in advance.
Officials said 107 militants
and five security personnel
were killed.
In Bangkok, Prime Minister
Thaksin Shinawatra said the
shootings would help halt a
decades-old ISlamic separatist
struggle.
The eight hours of mayhem
ended when police fired tear
gas and rocket-propelled
grenades into a 16th century
mosque, killing 32 militants
who had taken shelter inside.
No group claimed responsibility for the highly coordi·
nated assault by possibly
hundreds
of
militants,
although past violence has
been blamed on separatists
seeking to carve a Muslim
homeland in the south.

Judge bans courtroom cameras
in Scottsville man's murder trial
BOWLING GREEN {AP) - Television
cameras and photographers will not be
allowed in the courtroom when a Scottsville
man is tried on charges of killing a Western
Kentucky University student.
Warren County Circuit Court Judge Tom
Cnstlen barred attomies from commenting
to the media.
Lucas Goodrum, 22, is scheduled to go on
trial July 30. He is charged with murder,
rape, sodomy and arson in the death of
Katie Autry, a WKU freshman. Goodrum
has pleaded not guilty.
Autry, 18, was pulled from her dormitory
room in the early morning hours of May 4.
She died three days later at a Nashville hospital, where she was being treated for thirdand fourth-degree bums.
Another man charged in Autry's death
pleaded guilty in March to charges of murder, rape, sodomy, robbery and arson. In
exchange for Stephen Soules' guilty pleas,
he is to be sentenced to a life in prison without parole.

SOMERVILLE, N.J. {AP)
Jurors in Jayson Williams'
manslaughter trial started their
first full day of deliberations
Wednesday by listening to a
repeat of testimony about what
his houseguests were told after a
hired driver was shot.
The jury had asked for a readback of testimony about who
allegedly told the houseguests to
lie to police by saying they were
downstairs when limousine service driver Costas "Gus"
Christofi was killed in 2002. The
shooting
happened
while
Williams was giving friends and
members of the Harlem Globetrotters a tour of his mansion.
The judge had the court
stenographer read several passages of testimony by Williams
friend John Gordnick and
Harlem Globetrotters member
Paul Gaffney.

Commercial draftsman
Invents deer antler ring Offtclals prevent entrance
WESTMif:-JSTER, Md. {AP)
Barry Harden, a commercial to rtverslde cave complex
kitchen draftsman, came up
with an inventive way to make
a ring from a deer antler.
Today, Harden's rings· have
been featured in White Tail
Fanatic and Rack Magazine, he
has his own Web site with
orders coming in from all across
the country, and he's started
making other things out of
antlers, like pens and table
clocks.
Harden came up with the
idea for antler rings after making a series of buttons out of a
deer antler for his then 16-yearold daughter.
Harden realized that if he
made the button larger and
drilled one big hole in the center
instead of four small holes, he'd
have a riJg. Through trial and
error, Harden developed his
technique for making rings of
all sizes out of a typical deer
antler.
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ST. PAUL, Minn. {AP)
Authorities sealed the entrance
to a riverside cave complex
where three feenagers died of
apparent carbon monoxide poisoning, but were skeptical they
could prevent entrance.
The three died Tuesday while
exploring the Wabasha Street
caves, said police. They were
identified
Wednesday
as
Nicholas Lee Larson, Natalie
Lorraine Vanvorst and Patrick
Gerard Dague, all 17.
A fourth teenager, whose
name was not released, was rescued, and his condition was
upgraded to serious.
The 17-year-old boy escaped
the cave on his own. He alerted
authorities was treated at a hos·
pital and released.
The Wabasha Street caves are
a large network of caverns that
lies across the Mississippi from
downtown St. Paul.
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MADRID, Spain {AP) - A
Moroccan sought in connection with last month's Madrid
train bombings was indicted
Wednesday on charges of
helping plan the Sept. 11
attacks.
Amer Azizi helped orga·
nize a meeting in northeast
Spain in July 2001 that key
plotters in the U.S. attacks,
including suspect suicide
pilot Mohamed Atta, used to
finalize details, Judge Baltasar

GarZOn said
Azizi was initially included

•..

sages between plotters, :
according to the indictment.
The judge described Azizi
as the right-hand man of
lmad Yarkas, jailed in
November 2001 on charges of
leading a Spain-based aiQaida cell that allegedly pro- •
vided financing and logistics ,
for planners of the Sept. 11 1
attacks.
Azizi fled Spain in Novem- ; '
ber 2001, shortly after a wave
of arrests that netted Yarkas
and more than a dozen other ,
al·Qaida suspects.
Ntw~ in brief is compiled by
Melissa Kilcoyne, news editor.
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for planning hljacldngs

in an indictment Garzon
handed down in September
against Osama bin Laden and
34 other terror suspects.
The
new
indictment
charges Azizi with actually
helping plan the Sept. 11
attacks. Garzon accused Azizi
of multiple counts of murder.
The indicbnent was based
on information provided by
authorities in Britain, Turkey
and the United States, Garzon
said.
Azizi provided lodging for
people who attended the July
2001 meeting in the Tarragona region of Spdn Uld ac!led
as a courier, passing on mes-

,,..._.,.__...,. Tunn i n y & S tora g e Aen t o l

1 008 Chest nut St.

'1 008 Chestnut St.
For Showtimes. Phone :

Court lndids Moroccan

AP Photo/Apichart Weerawong , :

A Thai soldier, front, signals his coUeagues as a plaincloth .
police officer looks on from behind outside K.rue Se:
mosque in Pattani province, southern Thailand Wednesday.
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81 2 Whltnell Drive
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"Open hearts, open minds, open doors."

tannlrur. Packaaes. swtmwear
and lotions with MSU I.D.t

Sat.
9 P.m.

Closed 5cRiw

First United Methodist Church
Church School ........................9:50 a.m.
Worship.................................. 11:00 a.m.

504 Maple St. • Murray • 753-3812
We would like to invite you to join us
in worship and fellowship at

AMERICA~ CHURCH

OF GOD

of Anderson, IN

PASTOR

Allen
Waid

10 a.m. Worship Service • 5 p.m. Bible Study
Everyone Welcome! Come as you are!

(270) 293-7790 • americascog@hotmail.com

Open Hearts .. .
Ope n Mi nds .. .
Op en Doors .. .
BENTON FIRST U.M.C.

Sized to share with roommates.
Priced to get your own.

Hwy 641 Bypass • 527-3990
Church School 9:30 a.m. • Traditional Worship 10:30 a.m.

Trinity Christian Center
A growing church with room for you.

You're invited to enjoy the worship and fellowship,
where Jesus is Lord and yoo are never a stranger.
• Sunday School at 10 a.m. (nursery provided)
• Sunday Morning Worship at 11 a.m.
• Sunday Evening Worship at 6 p.m.

WITJI Talll S11IDJ •

C 2D04 PiZll 1M Inc.

Campus Delivery 75&-4646

601 N. 18th St. • Murray • 753-6183
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State mandate
adds language
requirement

Marriage
Jubliee
provides
advice
.
!Seminar explains criteria for building, keeping healthy relationships
by Charissa Acree

I
I

Staff Writer

I

A two-pan seminar to be presented this Saturday in
the Curris Center will give individuals who are marriect, anticipating marriage or looking for the right person to date an opportunity to learn more abOut finding
anCt building healthy relationships.
The third annual Marriage Jubilee and Dating 101
and Beyond, will address important issues all people
should know about relationships.
Donna Herndon, the program's organizer, said she
was involved in the program last year and wanted to
see it become more accessible to the community.
The Marriage Jubilee was begun by Bill Cunningham, judge of the 56th Judicial Circuit, three years
ago.
~unningham said the national divorce rate in 2001
wi{S 47 percent, but in Kentucky it was 57 percent. He
said these statistics and his own experiences with
divorces in court caused him to see the need for an
educational process for people after they were married. The Marriage Jubilee provides that opportunity,
Cunningham said.
Herndon said topics covered during the Marriage
Jubilee will include marriage readiness, reconcilable
differences, marriage enrichment and the second time
around. She said these topics are geared toward
mature individuals considering marriage, who are
already married, have been married or are engaged.
'fhe keynote speaker for the Jubilee will be Jerry
MAyes. president of ComSull Associates. Mayes said
he has spoken at the Jubilee every year since its beginning and will give a keynote address on Saturday
titled, "Paradox's and Pitfalls of Marriage.''

"The an of a successful marriage is a never ending
process," Mayes said. "What seems to be :ouccessful
today may evolve over time with the growth and maturity of the people involved. Most of us learn· about
marriage from friends, parents, or, unfortun•ely, television ... (At the Marriage Jubilee) we try to blend a
little bit of humor with a lot of substance lo provide
speaking points for those who are married or anticipating marriage."
"Marriage is of critical importance to a stable society," Herndon said. "I hope people come away with a
commitment to preserve marriage and avoid situations
that are not healthy.''
Herndon said Dating I 0 I and Beyond is geared for
an audience of students seeking a healthy dating relationship. She said discussion topics to be covered during the session will include the search for healthy relationships, signs of relationships. sex in relationship,
the seal of relationships and "Who wants a mate worth
a million?"
Ricky Cunningham, pastor of Hardin Baptist
Church, will be the keynote speaker for the seminar.
Cunningham said his keynote address titled "The
Dating Game" will te11 about the history of dating and
introduce different ways ancient civilizations prepared
their children for marriage.
''In my opinion, the primary purpose of dating is to
lind a person you will spend the rest of yOur life with
in the covenant of marriage," Cunningham said. 'The
purpose of marriage is to be united physically, spiritually and psychologically.lt is important to look at dating in a way that we are looking for all three areas and
that we put equal importance on all three."
.
Cunningham said he plans to discuss how young
people can date the "right person in the right place

with the right plan."
"We are going to talk about how to plan your date
and date your plan," he said.
Herndon said she hopes the seminar wiJI inform students about what is appropriate in relationships and
what is not.
"Hopefully people in on-nurturing relationships will
take this opportunity to learn more," she said. "The
most important thing for young people dating no.w is
to learn relationship skills they don't have time to
leam in school."
Cunningham said Dating 10 I and Beyond is the
most practical way for people to begin making the
right choices about dating.
"Young people have the concept of marriage in
mind and need to understand who is the right person,"
Cunningham said. "We can have more and more people making the right choices."
Herndon said the program has.expanded to include
counties throughout western Kentucky and many
groups in those counties are recognizing this program.
She said she hopes people will recognize the importance of a sound marriage to a family and take the
opportunity to come and learn to communicate.
Registration for the Marriage Jubilee will last from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday in the Curris Center. No
child-care will be provided, and there wiJI be a lunch
break at noon. Lunch will not be provided. D a t i n g
101 and Beyond will begin at II a.m. with a free lunch
to be followed by Cunningham's address and round table discussions.
Both events are free and open to the public.
Said Mayes: "With the broad array of topics being
considered I can't imagine a better way for a newly or
a prospective newlywed to spend their day.''

b y MeUssa Kilcoyn e
News Editor

Harvard study reveals student support for Kerry
by Lyd ia Barrow
Staff Writer
According to a Harvard University poll, presidential
candidate John Kerry is leading President George W.
Bush in popularity among college students. It is
argued his popularity is based sqjely on the fact that
studenb want an alternative to Bush.
Kerry has recently launched a college tour under the
theme of "Change starts with U!''
William Schell, history professor, said college students usually follow the liberal candidate.
''A young person who is not liberal ha'> no heart, and
an old person who is not conservative has no sense.''
Schell said. "Those who are committed to vote for
Bush will vote for Bush. and those who hate Bush will
for vote for Kerry. Our young people seem to fall in
the latter cmegory."
Lindsay Spaulding, graduate student from Covington, said the popularity of the candidate depends on
the hot ticket issue of the day.
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Blockbuster
WKMS
Murraymenu.com
Papa John's
Hardee's
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China House
Discount Tobacco City
Pizza Hut
Aurora BBQ
Graduate Student Office
Kroger
360 Youth
SGA
The Big Apple
Bad Bob's BBQ
China Buffet
Eyes 5 Eyewear
Cheri Theatre
Sun Star Tanning
Ain't That Art
Murray Main Street
• Wild Raspberry
Brinn's Auto
Essential Day Spa
• Neon Beach
J. Edwards
New Life Christian Bookstore
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf & Sports Center
Colloway County Chiropractic
The Mane Event
The Cutting Edge
Premier Mini Storage
Murray Place
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Kentucky Woodmen of the World
Student Affairs
Chad Hall
Cunningham Auto Repair, Inc.
BB&T
US Bank
Heritage Bank
Mr. J's
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Mr. Gatti's
The Keg
Alpha Gamma Delta
Josh Rose
Sigma Chi
Main Street Music

"I think it's split 50-50 most of
the time," Spaulding said. "Whenever it's an issue of national
defense. the president gets supports. But on economic matters,
• people flock to Kerry. Personally,
I support Kerry because Bush has
been such a disappointment."
Although Bush claims he has
had a college presence for a long
time, including recruiting young
college students to work on the
campaign, Kerry's anti-Bush sentiments are swaying young voters.
The poll reveals the margi n John Kerry
between the two is very close and can easily fluctuate
in either candidate's favor on uny given day.
Sche11 said Kerry appeals only to the "anybody but
Bush crowds.''
"John Kerry was chosen because of the perception
of elect-ability," Schell said. "It is that 8 percent or so

that will decide the elections. Those people who are
independents, mavericks and generally not that interested in politics will have the final say."
Justin Wright, junior from Jackson, Tenn., said there
has been a liberal bias festering on college campuses.
"Traditionally on college campuses there is disenchantment with the Republican party.'' Wright said.
"More.specitically wartime presidents since Vietnam
and Nixon have not been particularly popular. The
'anybody but Bush sentiment' seems to be hitting a
particularly high note among college students.''
John Dillon, professor of journalism. said the con:;ervative crowd in the south will probably support
Bush.
''There is still a lot of pro- Bus~ support in the south
because of be religious, highly conservative nature of
the bible belt," Dillon said, "Ailhough Bush drove out
some of the vote with anti-gay marriage advocacy,
amnesty for illegal immigrants and creating what
seems to be an unsuccessful war in Iraq. the south usually buckles under the influence of the Bible Belt.''
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Financial Aid Office
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Universit_r Bookstore
Registrar s Office
MSU Nursing Department
First Baptist Church
URSA Office
Krystal
Movie World
DCT Online
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Phi Mu Alpha
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Career Services
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Alpha Delta Chi
Mr. Ed's Campus Grill
Provost Office
Nick's Family Sports Pub
August Moon
Serloin Stockade
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National Society of Collegiate Scholars
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Southeast Missouri State University
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Desert Inn Resort
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McNutt Insurance
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College Republicans
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Star Search
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Ever After
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N ational Student Exchange
Dawahare's
Logan College
Pier 1 Impor ts
Racer Girls
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Beginning with the fall's freshman class, Kentucky graduates will be required to take two
years of a foreign language while in high school.
Students who enter college without completing the precollege curriculum will be required to
take two semesters of the same foreign language
before the start of their sophomore year.
Meg Brown, chair of the department of modem languages, said the state mandate is unfunded and only affects Kentucky graduates. She
said if a student comes to the University from a
state that does not require a foreign language,
the student will not have to take one at Murray
State.
"Kentucky is trying to catch up.'' Brown said.
"The system is already in place in most surrounding states.''
Brown said students who take their first two
semesters of a foreign language at Murray State
will still be able to apply those hours toward
graduation and Bachelor of Arts requirements.
She said studying a language is important to all
students.
"All of these courses count toward the student's knowledge of the world." she said. "When
students learn a new language, they also learn
about the culture. Now students can learn to
work with other cultures and not be isolated."
In making arrangements for the mandate,
Brown said she has worked all year to consolidate classes and faculty to provide extra sections
of I 0 I classes. She said three more classes will
be provided, but the department hopes to have at
least four.
C. Michael Waag, Spanish professor. said the
mandate is a positive change that should have
been made several years ago.
"Students who have had some language background do much better," he said. "Variation in
quality of programs in high school is great, but
we have some students who come in with a very
extensive background."
Brown said the mandate will be eased by the
fact that most students are already taking two
years of a foreign language in high school. She
encourages students to take an interest in learning a new language.
" I think it would be a mistake to think everybody in the world needs to learn English in
today's global economy," she said. ''It's good
for people to take Spanish. but I think they need
to look beyond and realize the importance for
economic growth of Kentucky to learn other
languages as well,"
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Extended Hours
May 3-7
Mon., 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Tue., 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
& Thurs., 8 a.m.-7:30p.m.
Fri., 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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•
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We buy all t:it:les having
resale 11 1arket: value.

PRE-PACKAGED
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
Your Prepackage Order Automatically
"REGISTERS YOU TO WIN"
Your Pre-package!
The Student whose name is drawn on
Tuesday, August 3 will receive their
Prepackage order FREE.
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University Store
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Bring This Coupon To
The University Bookstore
For a 5°/o DISCOUNT on
Your FAll 2004
PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS
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To be eligible for the 5°/o textbook discount we must receive your
Prepackage Textbook order form along with this original coupon on
or before Friday, May 7. Your Prepackaged Textbook orders will be
ready for pickup on Wednesday, August 18.
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STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS
20o/o off MSU Imprinted Apparel and other Selected Merchandise

Including Clearance Sportswear

April 30 - May 2
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RADUATION
Pom_p ant{ circumstance
Murray State traditions,
by Erin Richards
Staff Writer
"'

Next Saturday, the Regional Special Events Center

: will be filled close to capacity with about 8,000 friends,
family and faculty of more than 900 students eager to
: receive their diplomas. It's a scene that never fails to
impress Gary Brockway.
"As the procession of students comes onto the floor,
: the whole place, right up to the rafters, is filled with pea: pie standing," said Brockway, University provost.
~ "Everyone is in their nice clothes and the stage is filled
• with color. It's kind of an·awesome sight."
• ::To pull off the largest ceremony on campus, Brock·::t:ay said planning begins almost exactly a year prior to
:!aie event. There are faculty and supporters to coordi::aate, decorations to order, the figuring of the logistics of
_!•moving hundreds of people quickly and parents and stu:·~nts to infoml. To make it even more complicated,
..~ockway anticipates this year's May ceremony to be
: Che largest in Murray State history.
: • "Beyond getting married. perhaps a big career move
:::er having kids, this will be one of the mo.<;t significant

......
.. .

~ew

.

.

ideas shape spring commencement

moment~ in many students' lives." Brockway said. "lt's
before they walk across the stage.
important for students to recognize what they've accom"After commencement is over, the Registrar's Office
plished, and !'.ometimes it's even more important for gets the grades and my office becomes really hectic."
their friends and families (who want to come support Parm said. "That's our busiest time. We actually begin
checking each folder to determine if requirements have
them)."
been met and confer the
. Assistant . Registrar Jan
degrees. Then, approxiParm said her office begins
"Beyond getting mar- mately six weeks later, after
getting involved in March
by computing the honors
ried, perhaps a big we have gone through more
and compiling the names of •
career move or having than 900 undergraduate
students who need to be in
kids, this wilJ be one of folders, diplomas are printed for those students who
the commencement prothe most significant graduate."
gram. Then she orders
moments in many stuTo make the event as
cards to be mailed out with
dents'
lives."
commencement informaspecial, significant and
smooth as possible, Brocktion and begins the printing
Gary Brockway
way said the University
and rolling of the graduaProvost
takes
great pride in trying to
tion scrolls.
Additionally, the regisimprove upon each previous year's ceremony. Usutration office prints the
name cards students pick up before the ceremony. These alJy, it takes about 20 to 25 minutes for two lines of
enable students to sit wherever they want with their graduates to tile onto the floor. This year, students will
friends and :;imply hand their card to the announcer walk in four different lines to alternating rows of chairs,

which Brockway said he hopes will cut the two and a
half hour ceremony by about 10 minutes.
"Also, for the first time ever, we're going to march in
the new wooden shields for the residential colleges as
well as newly designed colorful flags for the academic
colleges," Brockway said, adding that the organi1.ers
always find something they can do better, even if it's
something not readily noticeable to the audience.
Faculty also play a large role in the ceremony's success. Brockway said in addition to a large number of
instructors who participate as faculty marshals. dozens
of others are sitting in the front row, cheering for their
students.
"We have about 150 to 200 faculty members who
help or support us,'' Brockway said. "Even though
they've been through it before. they come because they
are proud of their students. It's a result of their work, in
a sense."
To get the word out to as many students as possible,
Brockway said his staff members work to send out
advance notice about the ceremony's details to students
and their parents. For May graduates, there is a meeting
Wednesday in the RSEC at 12:30 p.m .

:~, Laude'

graduates recognized,
~ honored in comencement program
•

"It took about a semester to write and ended up being 24 pages
long."
Because of the demanding work needed to receive an Honors
Murray State seniors who have demonstrated academic excellence Diploma, many of the 148 students within the. program do not earn
• .ever the past four years will be recognized at the May 2004 com- one.
•!mencement ceremony with the announcement of summa cum laude
"I don't know why students opt (to) not ... get the diploma," Lori
• and Honors Program graduates.
Rogers, the administrative secretary of the Honors Program said.
• In order to graduate with honors, students JllUSt maintain at lea.o;t a "Most take the Honors :-eminars, but not all write the senior thesis.
,.3 GPA. which gives tliem the title of cum laude. The next levet 'is SometimeS they double major and don't want to take on the extra
tnagna cum laude. which requires a 3.6 or above and those who have work."
.between a 3.8 and 4 .0 graduate summa cum laude, which means
This year, eight students will receive an Honors Diploma at the
"highest academic distinction."
commencement ceremony and wear
''The commencement program - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - medallions previously awarded to
tlsts all those graduating with
''The summa cum laude grade point averages are them on Honors Day.
~ honors and the level of honors as the only ones that are read. Actual honors received
''I think it's a great honor and rep.. of December." registrar Donna
h
d
· M
resentative of the work I've done
.. Harris said. "The summa cum w en gra es are run m
ay are posted on the tran- here at the University," Trice said.
laude grade point averages are the script and diploma. ''
Murray State students can enroll in
only ones that are read. Actual
·the Honors Program if they have a
l)onon, rt!Ceived when grades are
Donna Harris
GPA of 3.5 or higher. According to
run in May are posted on the tranRegistrar
Rogers. the differences between regscript and diploma."
ular University courses and Honors
( As of last year, 73 students - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - courses include Rmaller class sizes,
graduated summa cum laude, up 25 students since 2001. The total the ability to work with distinguished faculty members (such as Ivy
~ number of students graduating with honors bas risen from 250 in League graduates) and exposure to more discussion-based teaching
" 2001 to 322 in 2003. Because enrollment has increased, the number methods.
"We've had several students come in as second-semester fresh.. of students graduating with honors is expected to rise this year as
: well, but the final count will not be determined until the Spring men, but rarely do we see a junior," Rogers said. "This is because
: Semester grades have been calculated.
upperclassmen would have to complete Honors courses such as Eng;
Also graduating with a mark of distinction wiU be students who lish 104 when they've already taken English 101 and 102."
: completed Murray State's Honors Program. In order to be an Honors
Like .s eniors graduating with honors. the number of students in the
'"' Program graduate, students muc;t take all required Honors classes, go Honors Program has also steadily increased, up 100 students since
• through level 202 in a foreign language. study abroad and write a 1989.
~ ~nior thesis.
"I think the increase is a result of people becoming more aware
:
The thesis is written under the direction of a student-chosen ad vis- that an honors program is available at a collegiate level," Rogers
: er and then is approved by that adviser and an examining committee. said. "I'm glad that students are really beginning to take advantage
C • "( wrote mine about censorship of Spanish film under the dictator- of the opportunities that Murray State has to offer."
.Jhip of Francisco Franco," Liz Trice, senior from Madisonville, said.

by Liz Smith
Staff Writer

r
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Chris Schweizer
YOU'RE NOT THE
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
MAN! THE PROGRAM
SAYS IT'S SOME GUY
NAMED CONNOR
CANTRELL.

I'M THE UNDERSTUDY.

THERE'S NO
UNDERSTUDY!

THERE IS IF THIS
"CONN~" DOESN'T
MAKE IT TO THE
COMMENCEMENT.

ARE THOSE
BRAKELINES?/1

..
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Graduating seniors face favorable job market
Employers look for. diversity
b y Ch arissa J\cr ee
Staff Writer

and

Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor
At the close of each senior's final semester, students are faced with the daunting task of finding a
professional job, one that will pay each month ' s
bills and take the place of being a full -time student.
This year, said Ross Meloan. director of Career
Services. the job market is looking good for graduating seniors, which he attributes to a strong economy and a declining workforce. ·
"We are to a point in our economy where companies cannot ... make their stuff with the existing
population, so companies are opening up their
doors (to new employees)," Meloan said.
The National Association of Colleges and
Employers also reported that employers plan to hire
11.4 percent more college graduates in 2004 than
2003.
Finding these employment opportunities can be a
job in itself. Meloan said the NACE reported it

takes 10 hours a week, over a span of six to nine
months for a senior to find a job. Sixty percent of
graduating seniors find a job within six months of
graduating, and 30 percent have jobs upon graduation.
For seniors not part of the 60 or 30 percent, he
said the most important characteristic is to be nexible in c;electing a job since employers are looking
for more than just one single experience.
"In the changing economy. employers are looking' for a wide variety of backgrounds," Meloan
said.
He also said students should be willing to go to a
potential job, since not all jobs will ''land in their
laps."
While students tend to look for jobs that pay
more money. Me loan said taking less money may
be to their advantage.
'Try not to get all of your money up front,''
Meloan said. "The? benefit package is equally
important -even if it means less money."
Meloan said students should look for jobs that
provide students with the ability to move up the
corporate ladder, but, failing that, prospective

Top Five Fastest Growing Jobs

Top Five Jobs with the Highest Growth

(2002-2012)

(2002-2012)

employees should take a position which puts "their
foot in the door."
For students interested in finding a way into the
company, Gina Winchester, assistant director of
Career Services. said internships can be the best
method for acquiring a full-time job.
While most summer internships have application
deadlines earlier in the year, Winchester said

Senior chooses· not to walk
places. The first time I competed for the school at an
indoor track and field tournament is an experience I'll
never forget."
Graduation from a university is usually a huge mileElrington said his time at Murray State was enjoyable
stone an in,person's life. Walking up the platform in that and eventful. Majoring in telecommunications system
cap and gown is the dream of almost every college stu- management, Elrington said he hopes to gain some work
dent. This isn't the case, however. for senior Orson "OJ" experience after graduation before attending graduate
Elrington from Belize. He has decided not to participate school. He said his dream would be to work for a major
in his graduation ceremonies and said graduations are corporation like Viacom.
"The field I'm going into is very broad," Elrington
often overrated events filled with pomp and circumstance.
said. "It shouldn't be that difficult finding a job that I'm
"For me the journey to graduation is much more sig- going to enjoy."
nificant than the celebration of being a graduate,"
Elrington said he believes Murray State has adequateElrington said. "Because to me the real accomplishment ly prepared him for the professional world, not only in
is overcoming all the hard work to get the degree. The training for his field but also in developing his commuceremony is just mostly for parents and since mine in nication and interpersonal skills. He said the wide array
another country: I hardly find it to be worth their while." of classes Murray State offers in the general education
During his time at Murray State University. Elrington curriculum has helped him to become a well -rounded
has received the OVC commissioner's honor role award, person. He said although the thought of graduation motitwo years consecutively, for doing exceptionally well in vated him to work harder and more assiduously in his
school while also participating in a sports program. senior year, now that the time has finally come around
Elrington is a member of the track and field team and 1 his excitement for it bas diminished.
recalls his fondest memories of Murray State occurring ~ "I've gotten my degree and worked hard for it,"
as a result of his participation in sport!>.
Elrington said . "As far as I'm concerned the college
"Being on the track team really helped me find a place journey ends there. Graduation is just for those people
at Murray State,'' Elrington said. "It has given me the who need an affirmation that their journey really has
opportunity to meet lots of new people from different ended."

by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer

art by Amanda HalVThe News
seniors can still find internships.
"If I had my preference, I would encourage freshmen and sophomores to get into the employment :
opportunities early, early on," Winchester said.
Students looking for employment opportunities !
can visit the Career Services office or go to th~ '
Web page at http://www.mursuky.edu/careerset- ,
vices/.

Post graduation party planning tips easy, inexpensive
by Heather Bryant
Assistant College Life Ec.litor
After graduates' hats are thrown into the air,
making a cloud of tassels and victorious shouts
are expelled from the mouths of those who finally have their diplomas in hand. there is only one
• thing to do ... party.
With some creative planning and price-checking, students can still have a great celebration
with family and friends even if they do not have
the funds to splurge on an expensive party.
There are many themes to choose from when
planning a party. ranging from a luau to a school
spirit party using the college colors. If the student
has a favorite movie, music group or anything
else special to them, the party can be themed
toward that aspect instead.
One essential item a graduation party must
have is a personalized cake. Other food like hamburgers and hotdogs are also a staple at any outdoor party. Blue and yellow tortilla chips are a
way to till the table with Murray State colors, and
a child's swimming pool filled with ice is an

)

)

effective way to keep salads and beverages cold.
Be sure to provide plenty of soda and water for
the designated drivers at the party.
'
A tent can be rented to provide shelter in a
backyard or beside a garage for the ultimate •
indoor and outdoor party sperience. At Paducah
Tent and Awning, a 10-by- 10 tent is $96 to rent
and the price goes up to $293 to rent a 20· by-40
tent.
The "Sweet Reflections" company offers a,
product that is a creative and edible way to provide guests with a party favor. Chocolate candy
bars can be personalized with a student's name,
college and a special message. Fifty "Choco
Cheer" bars cost $83 and can be ordered online at
www.chococheers.com.
'
A "tip jar" can be a fun activity each guest can
participate in at their own leisure. A containJr
can be set aside to hold "tips for the future" to the
graduate. Near the end of the party the graduate
can read these suggestion!> aloud. This is the perfect conclusion for the party as the graduate can
address each guest individually before the}'
leave.

.•
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Of all the uniforms
worn.by our athletes

an~ etJn(JJCAlulaus llt11. 6tJUtJHJln(J
s11.ni tJJCs HJittJ pa,clielpau~ ln lltll
S11.nitJJC 'l,ci6uu J),ctJjllel:

Dena Byers
Amanda DeHaven
Joshua Eckart
Lesley Hart
Justin Key
Portia Kleinik

•

...this is the most
important one.
Congratulations to all of our graduating student athletes.
Murray State Athletics wishes you the best in your future endeavors.
I
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Jennifer Lanning
Kelley Maxham
Robyn Myhill
Matthew Winters

Tamara Williams
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Outstanding seniors
to speak at ceremony
Honor surprises, pleases recipients
by Vanessa Childers
Editor in chief
Connor Cantrell, from Oklahoma City,
and Amanda Miller, from Metropolis, lll.,
were selected as the senior man and woman
to represent the spring graduat~s at commencement on May 8.
Cantrell, who first heard about Murray
State from a family friend, said he was very
surprised to be selected as senior man.
"I was pleased, but
I just don't see myself as
outstanding," he said. "I
figured there would be
someone who was more
outstanding than [."
Cantrell, double
major in Spanish and political science, will graduate
with a 3.9 GPA and plans
to attend law school at the
University of Denver.
Connor
However, he is on the waitcantrell ing list at George Washing&nior Man
ton University in Washington, D.C., and if moved up
to,admission status. he will attend there.
While some students take five or six years
to complete their bachelor's degree, Cantrell
and Miller completed their collegiate careers
in four.
rl"l didn't even declare a major until the
second semester of my sophomore year,"
Miller. who will graduate with a 4.0 GPA
and a double major in psychology and Spani~h. said.
· When she received the notification letter,
which informed her she was selected as
senior woman, Miller said she double
cllecked the envelope to make sure her name
was on the front.
Cantrell and Miller, who also plans to
attend the University of Denver and study
fgr her doctorate in cognitive psychology,
~came friends after they met through the
'I

Honors Program and their
mutual interest in Spanish.
Miller said she and
Cantrell received their
acceptance letters from
Denver on the same day.
"I got my letter,
and I saw him later that
day and said, 'Hey, guess
Amanda
what, I got into Denver,"' she said, "And he
Miller
Senior Woman
was like. 'Hey, me too.'
"We didn't even
know we'd applied to the same place,"
Miller said. "It was pretty cool." ·
Cantrell and Miller are scheduled to speak
at the commencement on May 8 in the
Regional Special Events Center.

Laura Culver (left), senior from Paduca~ and Areta Hathcock (right), senior from
Benton, enjoy good times and good friends at the Patti's 1880s Settlement Restaurant
Christmas party in Grand Rivers. The employees spend time together to end this past
fall semester and begin preparing for Spring 2004.

(Left to right) Seniors Shawna Rushing, from Murray, Maeean Mathis, from Benton,
Lizzy Donahawer, from St. Louis, Lane Dennison, from Murray, Whitney Morris, from
Murray, and Anna Tate, from Murray, demonstrate their school spirit by sporting their
blue and gold as they cheer for the Racers at the Murray State vs. the University of
Kentucky football game on Sept. 6, 2003.
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Job outlook different for college athletes
by j ake Low ary
A~sistant

What are your plans after
graduation?
"I plan to go on
to graduate
school to study
opera."

Sports Editor

Graduation for any senior is a great
accomplishment and the next step into
adulthood. However, many people
believe the commencement ceremony
has a different significance for student
athletes.
For senior Cuthbert Victor, Racer basketball standout and All-American Honorable Mention, graduation still holds
the same value as it would for any other
student.
•·Graduating is a big accomplishment,
and it's like taking another step in life,"
business administration major Victor
said.
Victor was Murray State's best bet to
enter the NBA draft this year, with his

All-American Honor and top-10 ranks
in fields like rebounding and scoring
average. However, Victor denied the
rumors and expectations of his entering
into the draft. He said he has opportuni·
ties to play overseas, and plans to, but
has not narrowed the sean:h for the perfect team.
Athletes in other sports, such as rowing, do not have the benefit of being able
to choose where to play or whether •hey
play at all. Rowing is not offered professionally, and thus its collegiate athletes
are fon:ed to enter the job market after
graduation.
Natalie Wendt, pre-med senior from
Bradford, Tenn., is one such athlete
being thrust into the job market as soon
as her collegiate career ends. She said
feels left behind by students who did not
participate in athletics.

"In college your sport is basically
your whole life and you have to start a
new life while students are already
preparing for their time after graduation," Wendt said.
An athletic lifestyle in general is much
different than that of a traditional student. Four hours a day are devoted to
practice, and they must abide by regulations laid down by their respective
coaches and upper management. For
some teams. a certain amount of time
must be spent studying in the Weaver
Academic Enhancement Center.
In some instances in the past, even the
graduation ceremony came into conflict
with athletic events, and rowers were
forced to choose between walking in
graduation and going to a rowing meet.
Senior rower and organizational communication major Elizabeth Skees said

because of time constraints and practice
schedules, team members do not feel the
accomplishment as other students do.
"We do not get the full experience of
graduation,·• she said referring to celebratory events held in residential col leges to commemorate the seniors who
are graduating.
For the administration within the athletic department, Athletic Director E.W.
Dennison said the main goal is having
students graduate but also hopes to teach
"life skills," which Dennison said are
basic mannerisms like tucking in your
shirt and brushing your hair. The athletic department has led the state two out
of the last three years in graduation rate.
Dennison said the department does
not provide guidance and job placement
assistance because the University offers
the services .

Aaron Lundy

..

senler, Owensboro

"I am planning
on owning an art
center for innercity children."
Courtney Wll!Jon
S«<lor, Mayfield

":Working anywhere but at a
restaurant and
making art on
the side to sell."

TanJsha forrest
senior, Murray

Coac~es

note importance of senior teammates
on his teams. He likes to start his athletes early by making juniors shoulder some of the load of leadership.
"It has always been my philosophy to start athletes in
a leadership role during their junior year," Elliott said.
college basketball as many underclassmen are leaving
the college game early for a chance to play in the NBA. "I'm not holding bands and telling them everything to
In college basketball, the major programs rarely have do. I rely on my seniors heavily to lead and help out
a chance to hold onto a truly skilled athlete until their with the younger athletes because we do not have as
many coaches a!i we need.''
senior year. The game has only seen a handful of outCoaching a team without seniors can be a tough thing
standing senior stars stick around to lead their teams to
as
coaches do not have a third leg to lean on. Having to
NCAA championships instead of being lured into the
coach
a team full of underclassmen can be a struggle,
riches of the NBA.
especially if the freshmen have trouble adjusting to a
This season the Racer basketball team had nine
coach's style.
seniors and started a lineup entirely of seniors several
Seniors can help out younger athletes by explaining
times throughout the year. That kind of senior leaderhow
their coach operates and which buttons to push.
ship can carry a team through the season to a boast-wor"Coaching
a team is definitely more difficult without
thy record in the end.
seniors,"
Elliott
said. "Seniors have spent time with you
Senior athletes can also entice a coach into transferand
know
all
the
nuances about you. They can convey
ring to a different school. The basketball seniors bought
that
message
to
teammates
and show their leadership in
into Head Coach Mick Cronin's style of basketball
verbal and non-verbal ways."
immediately while a younger team might have been tenCoaches will always carry a special place in their
tative to the fast-paced action.
hearts
for their graduating seniors, but they never have
For Track and Field Head Coach Norbert Elliott,
to
look
far for another batch to take over the leadership
seniors are expected to share a lot of the responsibility
and responsibility of the team.

Upcoming graduates shoulder responsibility
by Natha n Clinke nbeard
Sports Editor
While dogs have been dubbed man's best friend,
senior players could be given the moniker of a coach's
best friend .
Over the years an emphasis on seniors has been discussed on radio talk shows and in newspaper stories,
along with coaches themselves. It seems no one can
have enough seniors on a team, unless a coach cannot
recruit enough players.
Seniors are natural leaders after three years of experience under their belts, and that leadership can take a
major weight off coaches' backs.
"It is just incredible to have such strong senior leaders
on your team;• Women's Tennis Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "I have had teams with stong senior leaders and not-so strong senior leaders and their is a big difference.''
The senior leader may be a dying breed in the sport of

AttentiOn all ·graduating seniors!
·'

Don't forget to attend th~ Geremony review meeting in RSEC, .)Vedp~y May. 5 from ,12:30 to 1 p.m.

·'

tate·
news

would like to

congratulate its
May 2oo4 graduates.

s!

Abigail Aiken
Severo Avila
Tom Bell
Jami Davis
Taylor Ewing
Areia Hathcock
Lauren Heins
Allison Light
Tony Lucido
Erin Richards
Chris Schweizer
Dome Sopitgirapast
Brody Vincent
Jackie Wise

May your futures
always shine bright!

Aprll30, 2004
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College Ufe EdJtor: Severo Avila
, Assistant Collq)e Ilk Editor: Heather Bryant
Ph o n e: 762-4468

Korean student proves
goals, dreams attainable
despite manyt obstacles

This \\leek
'•Friday
•Relay For Life
Roy Stewart Stadium
•Movie - sponsored
by Murray Christian
Fellowship, 9 p.m.
outside Doyle Fine
Arts Building.

by jonathan Meador
Staff Writer

•Last Day of Class
Students need to
check the PIN system
after scheduling to
' verify scheduling is
correct before leaving
campus. PIN numbers
can be reset by visiting Registration on •
the first floor, Sparks
• Hall. Any money due
' 1from Spring 2004
·• semester will prevent
students from sched-

..
I

· •Saturday
' •Finals Begin
' Finals week, May I -

7.
•Baseball - Murray
State vs. University
of Tennessee at Martin, Reagan Field, 1
p.m.
•Festival
Contemporary Keyboard Festival,
1 p.m., Performing
Arts Hall.

•Sunday

Stud€nts suffer severe 'Senioritis'
byUzSmith

•Baseball .,_ Murray
State vs. University of
Tennessee at Martin,
l p.m., Reagan Field.

•Monday
•Art Display
BAIBS Senior Art
Exhibits, 8 a.m . to 4
p.m. Monday through
• Friday and 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, Clara M.
~ Eagle Art Gallery,
Free admission.

Staff Writer
More frightening than the
Macarena dance craze of the
1990's. and as contagious as a
preschooler covered in snot, it lurks
around every corner waiting to
infect unsuspecting students with
laziness and stupidity. There is
nowhere to run. There is nowhere to
hide. There is no escape from the
dreaded Senioritis.
At the end of every school year,
this puzzling phenomenon contaminates Murray State seniors, creating
a Freshman 099 state of mind. Students copy and paste their way
through essays, neglect their home-

work and attend classes as often as
Ben Affleck makes a good movie.
Not often.
''Today I forgot I had a class,"
senior
Pau l
Wurth
from
Gi lbertsville, said. "Lately I've
been feeling kind of lost."
And he's not alone. As the disease
spreads within a senior's body~ it
voraciously consumes thousands of
brain celJs, causing students to forget where their classes are located.
As a result, c lass sizes rapidly
deplete toward the end of the school
year and teachers find themselves
talking to rows of empty desks.
"I've noticed that some students
have just quit coming to class."
James Clingerrnayer, professor of

Continued on page 38

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
WHATAREYOU
GOING TO MISS
ABOUT MURRAY?

•

:! •Tuesday
••
'. •Meet ing

- Faculty
Senate meeting, 3:30
to 5 p.m.. Barkley
Room of the Curris
Center.
'

HOW MOVIE WORLD
HAS EVERYTHIN6•..
DO YOU HAVE THIS
OBSCURE TillE THAT'S
BEEN OUT OF PRINT
SINCE 1985?

fJD

or-:;
n, •

·· •Wednesday
•Bible Study
Christ Ambassadors,
7 p.m., Curris Center
theater.

government law and international
affairs. said. " 1 have a sign-in atten·
dance sheet, so sometimes students
will show up and sign in, with 20
minutes left in class."
The epidemic of Senioritis has
already claimed the bodies of students in classes like Clingerrnayer's, but with only days until graduation, the progression of Senioritis
has only worsened. This crippling'
disease has managed to morph the
seniors of 2004 from promising
leaders to incompetent sloths.
unable to peel themselves from their
mattresses.

She tilts her head back and
closes her eyes.
"I'm ready to take a nap,"
she said, and emitted an
obnoxious snore before bursting into a full blown cackle.
Despite being exhausted,
Eun Jeong Kim, sophomore
and English education major,
still has enough energy for
laughter. She has j ust returned
from class, a nd a swollen
backpack rests at her feet. The
wind whips wild strands of
black hair about her face as she
candidly recounts her life and
the consequences of coming to
the United States to study.
Born and raised in Cheonju,
in the Ch ungchung Bukdo
province of South Korea, Kim,
31. grew up the youngest of
three children. She lived at
home with her parents and her
siblings until she turned 24,
when she decided a higher
power had plans in store for
her.
Kim traveled to the Philippines where she did missionary work for a local branch of
the Seventh Day Adventist
Church. But the experience
proved to be more complicated
than she expected.
"Before I joined the missionary I felt like God was calling
me (to do work)," she said. "I
was disappointed to find such
hypocrisy there."
What she did learn was
patience, a virtue that would
prove useful when she lived in
the big city.
•
After spending four years in
Seoul, South Korea's largest
city, Kim decided city life
wasn't for her, and it was time
to further her education.
"I don't like crowded
places," she said. "Pollution
was very serious. It was like
(big cities) in the United
States : People are too busy to
be nice to you."
For a woman to show ambition and continue her education in South Korea is a rare
thing, and when Kim obtained
her visa and made the choice
to come to M urray last October, she encountered greate r
obstacles than mere tui tion
payments.
"I'm 31," she said. "There

are certain things my society
and my fami ly expect me to
be. They expect me to be a
housewife with kids. But I'm
not these things, so in Korea I
am odd.
" I wish I could be a housewife," she said. "I don't know
what happened:'
Kim's mother, whom she
descri bes as a "typical Korean
woman," adheres to the longhe ld belief that women in their
country should not be smarter
than males. As the first one in
her family to study abroad,
Kim has fought to make her
way to Murray State.
" I met an American couple
in church while Jiving in
Korea," Kim said. "The husband was in the militJlry. When
I told them I wanted to study in
the (United) States, they wanted me to come."
W hen the couple returned to
the United States, they sent
Kim all the necessary information to apply. She was accepted at both Murray State and
Austin Peay, but chose the former d ue to the abundance of
international scholarships.
Yet the guilt of her family ' s
expectations still haunt her.
"I feel guilty because I'm
still single. I don't have to feel
guilty. do I?" she said.
She said if she meets the
right person, she'll be happy to
inform her mother.
"She's always calling me up
and asking, 'Are you still sing le? Are you seeing anyone
yet?' I'm still stressed out,"
Kim said.
Kim is wary about the
future, waiting for it to unfold
before she makes any judgments.
'
''I can' t say that (coming
here to study) was the best
cho ice because I haven't finished yet," stre said. "But l can
say that it was a good choice."
S itting o n a bench in front of
Regents College, she cracks a
smile. She continues to focus
on the same point on the horizon, studying something perhaps o nly she can see.
"I don't know how I'm
going to handle the future,"
she says. "But I truly believe
God has brought me this far
and He w\11 accomplish His
plan for me. l know I'm going
to make it."

MISS KATHY IN
THE BOOKSTORE...

•Thursday
• •Art Display
BAIBS Senior Art
Exhibits, 8 a.m. to 7
p.m.• Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery, Free
admission.

t

I

THE NEWSPAPER PAYS
US FOR SHOWING UP
EVERY WEEK. .. - HERE'S YOUR
FOUR DOLLARS.
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This Week
•Music
~. Confessions - Usher
2. Now 15 - Various Artists
3. The Reason - Hoobastank
4. Damita Jo - Janet Jackson
5. Greatest Hits - Guns 'N'

Roses
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Man on Fire - starring Denzel Washington
2. 13 Going on 30- stah'lng
Jennifer Gamer
3. Kill Bill: Vol. 2- starring
Uma Thurman
4. The Punisher - starring A.
Russell Andrews
5. Home on the Range - starnng G.W. Sailey
Source: Associated Press

'•Books
-1. The Da VInci Code - Dan
<Brown
:2. The Five People You Meet
In Heaven - Mitch Alborn
3. Nighttime Is My T1me
Mary Higgins Clark
4. Glorious Appearing - Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins
5. Angels & Demons - Dan
Brown
Source: Associated Press

:•Web site
, www.coffeeuniverse.com
!With finals approaching next week,
.you may find that your coffee cop will
!become your best friend. This Web
:site has facts and tips about coffee to
:help you Jearn more to select the perfect brew for you. You will learn
interesting things, such as, coffee is
judged on the criteria of flavor, acidity, aroma and body. The Web site also
bas a fun coffee quit. that tests your
knowledge of the caffeinated concoc·
tion. So when you are sipping coffee
next week as you cram for finals, take
Ia quick break from studying and
' check out this Web site to find out if
' "the French philosopher Voltaire
1reportedly drank in excess of 50 cups
' of coffee a day. True or False?" Even
~ though the question may not be on
, your exam, it is always good to know
some useless trivia.
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Cheap Trick obscure yet inspiring
b y J ustin Bontrager
Music/Film Reviewer
Between I977 and 1978 Cheap Trick
released three remarkable albums, their
eponymous debut, "In Color" and '"Heaven Tonight." Pretty prolific for an Illinois-bred bar band; especially considering the tendency of some '70s rock bands
to spend several months, or even a year in
the recording studio. Add to the fact that
each record equals or surpasses its predecessor in terms of songwriting, musicianship and commercial success (feats most
bands are lucky to pull off once, if ever).
Sadly. most of Cheap Trick's albums
since the mid-'80s ended up in the obscurity of clearance bins, and tbe band went
from selling-out stadiums to playing the
county fair circuit. But these albums serve
as a testament to a once (and still) great
band that defied pop and rock conventions and still managed to kick a dent into
the mainstream.
Straddling the line of British punk and
American hard rock, 1997's "Cheap

Trick" is a sonic jewel.
Combining the pop ::;ensibilities of The
Beatles and the sardonic humor and edginess of the Ramones. ''Cheap Trick"
swerves between lucidity and obnoxiousness like a drunk hillbilly driving on a
back road. Critics loved the album, but it
stuttered commercially, lacking the FMready polish of Foreigner and Fleetwood
Mac that attracted rock fans. and being
way too over-the-top for the "Mellow
Gold'" contingent who embraced James
Taylor, Carley Simon and Paul Simon.
Standout cuts: ..He's A Whore," a diatribe
directed at the "'Me Generation" (and Inter
covered by industrial-punk pioneers Big
Black). and "Mandocello." a sparse psychedelic ballad utiH1ing a weird mandolin/cello/guitar hybrid strummed by
gon10 guitarist Rick Nielsen.
Later that year the band released '"In
Color," enlisting producer Tom Werman
to help smooth out the edges. "In Color"
included the studio version of "I Want
You to Want Me,'' a Tin Pan Alley take·
off which became their first hit in 1979

when it resurfaced on "Live At Budokan."
Many consider this to be the quintessential power pop album. Again, it went
ignored by record buyers but has been
influential till present day. inspiring
band~ as diverse as Green Day, the Pixies
and Motley Crue. Standout cuts: "I Want

You To Want Me," which sucks compared to the Jive version. "Oh Caroline,"
which sounds like John Lennon singing
for the Buzzcocks, and "Southern Girls,]
a park your car at the Dairy Queen and
drink cans of cheap beer out of the trunk
on a summer night anthem.
Cheap Trick had their first taste of com-::
mercia! success in 1978. "Heaven
• Tonight" combined the sonic urgency of
their first album with the slicker produC'\
tion of "In Color."
'I
The result: their first hit, "Surrender.'i
and one step closer to the multi-platinum
sales and stardom they would finally
achieve on their next album, "Live Aa
Budokan."
Standout cuts: ''Surrender," of course.
How can you lose with a song that chants
"Mommy's alright, Daddy's alright/ The)l
just seem a little weird ... " And "Auf
Wiedersehen," a suicide note in the guiso
of .a song that somehow escaped the
scrutiny of the Parents' Resource Musia
Center.

Springer-Franklin hosts FreeKee- TeeKee ~'
by Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer

Murray State University said "Aioha·oi''
(farewell to thee) to the school year yesterday as the Springer-Franklin residential college sponsored the FreeKee·TeeKee campus
celebration.
Cassidy Norvell, sophomore and SpringerFranklin College co-vice president from
Poole, said that the event was a way for students to relax and blow off some steam
before next week's final exams.
"It is the FreeKee TeeKee where everyone
gets leid," said Holly Willson, junior from
Dixon, as she passed out plastic leis to attendants. Wilson also serves as the SpringerFranklin college co-vice president.
The evening's events included alcoholfree mocktails, boola-hoop contests, waterballoon throws and whipped-cream pies at
residential advisers, fcee food, music, carnival games and a rock wall provided by the
Kentucky National Guard.
"We just want people to come out and
have a good time," said Ken Bowman, college head of Springer-Franklin.
Bowman said tbis event was one last
blowout for the Murray campus before the
end of the school year.

Janna Tanner/The News

Jennifer Pryor, freshman from Louisville, deals cards to visitors at SpringerFrankUn's FreeKee-TeeKee Wednesday.
"I think the timing is relltly good.'" said
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robenson, noting the large turnout of both
students and faculty for the event.

Willson said the event ~as first proposed
to the Residential College Council over a
month ago as an attempt to create an annual
campus wide event.

"(The council was) having a meeting, and
we were tossing around the idea of a final,
big (event) to do.'' Willson said.
Sbe added that the RCC came to the decision of helping to sponsor a kind of big block
party open to all college members.
"We tried to get the whole dorm circle
involved with it,.. Norwell said. "We want to
make it a campuswide (event)."
Two other residential colleges helped out
by providing activities for students attending
the event. Hart College hosted a barbecue
cook-out while E1izabeth College provided a
Las Vegas gambling booth for the festivities.
Winslow Dining Hall also was decorated
like a traditional Hawaiian luau for a student
dinner before the event began.
Andy C. Fellows, junior from Metropolis,
Ill., attended the Hart cook-out to have some
fun before next week's finals.
"The hot dog was cold, but the girls were
hot," said Fellows as he picnicked on the
Hart lawn.
The Springer-Franklin residential colleges
were selling T-shilts during the event to
ensure the event becomes an annual tradition. Next year tho RCC i8 planoin8 ro organize the event around midterms to ensure
greater participation from residential colleges.
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President: Megan Mottaz
Vice President: Nancy Parrish
Secretary: Dawn Barwig
Treasurer: Ashley Morris
Recruitment: Emily Goehman
Education: Julie Rust

CHAIRMEN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•

Campus Involvement: Cassie Wells & Lauren Jones
Triangle: Courtney Young
Standards: Ellen Grommet, Michelle Matzke, Rachael Alberter & Lauri Throgmorton
Plaython: Lauren Jones & Jenny Drake
Volleybash: Diane Sater &Amber Hudson
Special Events: Kelli Fitzpatrick & Jennifer Martin
Social: Jennifer Martin &Ali Christ
Alumnae Relations: Adrienne Haley & A lisa Stull
Risk Management: Kendra Brown & liffany Lampkin
Fraternity Events: Maggie Pechacek & Lauren Harms
Community Service: Kristin Windsor & Laura Rimar
Fundraising: Sara Belcher & Cassie Wells
Sisterhood: Mary Harmon & Emily Scott
Music: Shannon Moore & Megan Claussen
lntramurals: Katie Roth
lnnerhouse: Kendra Brown
Historian: Kristen McGill & Ali Christ
Personal Development: Sarah Neal & Ashley Pace
Intercom: Lauren Harms
Webmaster: Crystal Johnson
Efficiency: Lauri Throgmorton
Senior Programming: Emily Scott & Crystal Johnson
Parliamentarian: Bethany Boone
Public Relations: Dannie Cain & Maggie Pechacek
Spirit: Brittaney Hall & Mary Harmon
Awards: Becky Bosse & Katie Arnzen
Ritual: Michelle Matzke, Macie Fletcher & Bethney Terry
RPM: Brittaney Hall & Paula Singer
Parents Association: Laura Rimar & Katie Roth
Executive Assistant: Ellen Grommet
Asst. to Recruitment Director: Jenny Drake & Kristin Windsor
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' Senioritis' rampant
throughout campus
Continued
page lB

from

I

"Recently, I spent the
entire weekend watching
'Friends' on DVD," Liz
Trice,
senior
from
Madisonville, said . "I
just
couldn't
bring
myself to do any homework.''
Such scorn towards
thinking inevitably contributes to intense procrastination, one of the
most common symptoms
of Senioritis.
While
some, like Trice. put off
their studies for only one
weekend, some procrastinate for about three-quarters of the entire semester.
• "I had a few weeks to
write a paper for one of
my classes." Tim Stark.
graduate student from
Murray, said. "I partied
the night before it was

due and the next day I
played a few hours of
golf. I ended up writing a
seven-page paper two
hours before class."
Though some may
think Stark and other
seniors are just lazy, it
only seems natural for
students to reach graduation day week and wither
after years of studying
and testing.
"I sympathize with the
s tudents because they've
worked so hard for so
long," Joseph Fuhrmann,
professor of history. said.
"They deserve a break."
And a break is just
what they'll get come
graduation on May 8,
when the seniors of Murray State will forever be
free of Vector Calculus
and Pathogenic Microbiology. But most importantly, they will be
released from the atrocity
that is Senioritis.

·'CLUES ACROSS

Advertising major busy competing, interning
by Heather Bryant
Assistant College Ufe Editor
One Murray State student graduating next week has made an impact on
campus through leadership roles and
involvement with activities, all the
while maintaining exceptional grades.
This student is Jordan Eakin, senior
from Hardinsburg.
The majority of students strive to
receive one internship while in college, but Eakin has participated in two
internships.
"I did (an internship) with Murray
Tourism Commission in town," he
said. "I was writing press releases
while designing posters at the same
time."
The other internship was with One
Alliance in Lexington. Eakin said as
he completed assignments they were
critiqued, which allowed him to correct his mistakes and learn from them.
Eakin was also an art teacher with
the Upward Bound program on campus. This program provides positive
learning experiences for high school
students, and Murray State funds the
program, he said.
·•1 taught basic design principles of
art," said Eakin. "Jt was a great time
and I looked forward to it."
He received the Outstanding Senior

51 . Reminder of injury
53. A vacant or unobstructed
space
56. Unhurried ease
61 . A way to ascend
63. Small evergreen shrub of
Pacific coast
64. Cabbage with coarse curly
leaves
65. Groom
66. Good Gosh!
67. Cast off hair, skin, horn, or
feathers
68. Kilometers per second
69. Pick up

1. Air or parking
! 6. Portend
10. Prevents harm to young
14. Of the city
' 15. Experts
16. Scarlett's home
''17. German city
' 18. Potassium nitrate
• 20. Lower classification
1
22. Having information
23. No more than
1
,25.
Interprets
1
26. Slams
30. Riata
:a3. Ancient Greek City
34. A former gold coin worth $10

.,u.s.

•,35. Small projection of a mammary gland
38. Pre-game attraction
42. Division of geological time
43. Lake in South Africa
·•44. _ Mater, one's school , ( ..
~ 45. Bird of prey, Middle English
46. Neater
48. Dark brown pigment

38

award in advertising and participated
in activities and groups. such as Alpha
Sigma Phi. Alpha Delta Sigma and the
Ads Club. The Ads Club went to the
National Student Advertising Competition in West Virginia last weekend.
"We went there and presented along
with 12 other schools," he said.
Their advertising campaign was
centered around the concept of Florida
tourism and how to draw more people
to Florida attractions. The name of the
campaign was "FLA USA ."
"I Jed the creative team in Ads
Club," Eakin said, "(The concept) was
an effort on everyone' s part."
He said the Ads Club worked on the
campaign for the entire school year,
and it was the product of a great
amount of collaborative brainstorming.
"The work l did was actually putting
those concepts down on paper. We had
a few other designers on the team too,"
Eakin said.
Murray State did not place in the
competition. but Eakin said he
received a compliment that truly
encouraged him and allowed him to
see the c1ub·s efforts did not go unrecognized.
"The adviser from the University of
Kentucky came and told us our presentation was the best he •s seen in a

11. Indian city
12. Gospel
13. Joke rs
19. Astronomy unit
21. Foot (Latin)

CLUES DOWN
1. Totals
2. Small sailboat
3. Apron
4. Two surfaces meeting at an
angle different from 90 degrees
5. Protein
6. More abject
7. South American wood sorrel
8. A small wooded hollow
9. This (Spanish)
10. Musical equipment

24. In a way, progresses
26. "A Chorus Line• star
27. Chemical sprayed on fruit
trees
28. Stalk of a moss capsule
29. Protection from weather
31. North-central Indian city
32. Patti Hearsrs captors
34. Oh, myl
35. Type of tree
36. The highest point
37. Sweet, gritty-textured fruit
39. In a way. adorned
40. Louis _ _ , comic actor
41 . Small amount
45. In a way, trapped
46. Arctic explorers, abbr.
47. Murdoch, Japanese and
Spanish
48. In a way, conks
49. Hebrew unit of dry me a sure

long time." said Eakin.
He said the two professors that have
encouraged him the most are his academic adviser, Gill Welsch and Jim
Bryant, professor of art. Both of the~e
individuals have helped shape his college career and ultimately affected his
future professional career. Eakin said
one thing he has learned at Murray
State he will carry with him for the
rest of his life is the skill of leadership.
"Murray has taught me how to deal
with people and having leadership
experience on campus...you have to
listen to people. At the University of
Kentucky
it
was
more
structured... Murray offers more freedom as leadership (roles) are ,concerned," he said.
Networking capabilities are yet
another gift Eakin said Murray State

has given him. The University pays for
students to go to conventions and
other events where students can meet
professionals, he said.
"I'm sure (networking capabilities)
are available at other universities, but
they' re prominent at Murray State," he
said.
One bit of advice Eakin would give
other students is to make the most of
their college experience by getting
involyed with groups and activities.
"Something great about Murray
State is that they allow you to get
involved early." he said.
Eakin said even stressful experiences allow a student to build from
and develop.
"Take advantage of the opportunities (you are given) but don't get in
over your head," he said.

J ordan Eakin, senior
from Hardinsburg,
created this ad for
the National Student
Advertising Competition in West Virgina. The ad features
EakJn himself, and
was part of a series
intended to attract
tourists to Florida.

50. Norman VIncent 52. Musical notations
54. Piece of land
55. Take by theft
57. Having wisdom
58.-Bator
59. Radioactivity units
60. Other
62. The top edge of a vessel
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Dorm decor ranges
from garden to swamp
by Heather Bryant

could put in strobe lights for dance parties," said
Gholson.
Tiley put artificial flowers on their walls to cover
When stepping through the door of a residential up holes and said they are looking into buying a vaccollege room, you never know what you are going to uum cleaner and more fans to cool down their room.
"(Other people) mostly say (our room) is really
find . These rooms, varying from precisely organized
to scattered with an array of items, give a glimpse relaxing," ~aid Gholson.
•
into students• lives and personalities.
Said Roe: "We' ve had someone say it looks like
Eli1.abeth College residents, Natalie Roe and Jen- an interior decorator decorated it"
nie Gholson, are both sophomores from Paducah.
Both students said they hope incoming freshmen
Their room has a sweet aroma. which carries on the will realize they can transform their residential col·
theme of the llower posters, borders and bedspreads. lege room into an environment like that of a real bed·
Vibrant colors like lime green, aqua blue and violet room.
splash the interior and bring a creative energy, they
''People say best friends can't be roommates but
you can," said Gholson, "We love it."
said.
Brian Collier. junior from Paris, Ky. and Matt
" I really like all of the Hawaiian, tropical-themed
items in my room because they help me to relax,'' Hill, freshman from Owensboro. share a room in
said Roe.
Hester College. Their room has been nicknamed
She said the posters of palm trees and the ocean '"The Swamp" for reasons other than their love of the
make her feel as though she were on vacation. She television show "M.A.S.H."
"Everything (in our room) has a story," said Colsteps behind one of the curtains that covers the clos·
et area and explains this is their dressing room. Tiley lier.
have n full -length mirror on the wall behind their
"I would classify (our room) as a flea market in a
clothes and they creatively use this small space to dorm room," Hill said. "We have a little bit of everything."
change clothes.
''(My favorite thing is) my map of the El in ChicaThe room is heaped with interesting items found
go," said Gholson. "I went to Chicago on a mission in unique locations. 1bere is a stop sign with a bl.ack
trip last summer and it helps me to remember that." light attached to it atop their stereo.
Roe said she gets most of her decorative supplies
"We were going to Hazel ond saw an old, dilapifrom Wai-Mart.
dated bus out front and stopped to buy the sign," he
.
"We bought material to make our curtains," she said.
The centerpiece of the room is a white, leather
said as they both laughed. "Jennie stapled hers."
Gholson ~aid she bought her orange closet shelves recliner with a truck mudflap as a floor mat in front
and hatboxes, (even one the size of a quarter) at the of it. He retrieved the mudtlap from a semi truck that .
IIcea store in Chicago.
was involved in an accident, and the recliner came
Roe and Gholson frequently invite friends over for from a man who was moving out of the residential
dance parties and said they choreograph dances colleges and did not want to take it with him.
together or just let loose and have fun . If she could
A "Little Caesar's Pizza Delivery" sign also
change something about their room. Roe said she adorns the room.
would make it bigger so they would have more space
"We have the ("Little Caesar's") hat, shirt and
for the dance parties.
sign and neither one of us have worlc.ed there," Hill
''(I would like to) replace the ceiling tiles so we said.
Collier said the thing he likes best about his room
is the Jack of bare space on the walls. Two big
posters from the movie "Shawshanlc. Redemption"
are on the walls and he said it is his favorite movie
because of the perseverance of tbe main character.
"(Our room) will be even better and improved
next year pecause we' ll have time to collect (more
stuff)," said Collier.
He said he is looking into the pos.sibility of getting
a couple of bus seats for his room. He has not been
Collier ' add Hill say tfley "borrowed' tbls sign able to procure road signs for decoration because it
is illegal, Collier said.
·which sits In the corner of their room. Neither
..What happens in the swamp, stays in the
has ever worked for Little Ceasars.
swamp," said Collier jokingly.
Assistant College Life Editor

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Elizabeth College ~sidents, Jennie Gholson (left) and Natalie Roe (right), both sophomores from Paducah, enjoy their spacious room which is decorated with bright colors, contemporary patterns and a lot
of flowers. T he room's several tropical-themed posters ,give the roommates a feeling of being on vacation.

(Above) Matt Hill, freshman from Owensboro, has a great
time riding his stick horse named 'Racer One' in his Hester
CoUege room - 'The Swamp.' An affinity for the television
show 'M.A.S.H.' was the inspiration for the 'room's name.

(Above) The centerpiece of The Swamp's
decor, is a white leather recliner with a semi
truck mudnao as a floor .m at
(Left) Gholson l\'Orks on her computer and
when ~he needs her headphones, she simply
takes them otT her blue mannequin head
ttiat sits on her desl<: On the wall behind her
desk is a map of the El she got in Chicago.

urra
Place
Select your roommates and reserve your
room online at www.MurrayPlace.com
At Murray Place you get the best of the best.
We offer four~bedroom four-bath and
two-bedroom two-bath
apartments.
,.

SGA SECRETARY
SGA SENATORS
THREE MISS MSU FINALISTS
STUDENT AMBASSADORS

Amenities In~lude:

ORDER OF OMEGA

• Private bedroom and bathroom
'
• Individual leases
• Fully furnished living room: sofa, oversized chair, coffee table,
end table, entertainment center, bar stool~ and bunt in kitchen table
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• Rent includes cable, water and electricity
• Clubhouse with: Foosball, Ping-Pong, Billiards and 1Vs.
• Community with: Fitness center, b~cue gnqs and picnic areas,
lighted tennis court and a sparkling swimming pool
• Walk-ins welcome to tour our model

ORDER OF OMEGA PRESIDENT

Reserve a room for the fall and your name will be
entered into a drawing for one month's free rent

www.MurrayPlace.com

1700 Lowe's Drive • Murray, KY • 759·3003

GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA
CAB OFFICERS
HIGHEST NEW MEMBER GPA
HIGHES'If OVERALL GPA
COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
BEST SISTERHOOD A\VARD
OUTSTANDING EDUCATION PROGRA~1 AWARD
NE\V MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM AWARD
OUTSTANDING ADVJSOR AWARD
GREEK AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
UP TILL DAWN-SPIRIT AWARD
HONOR SOCIETIES
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Pat McCutchen's office is full
or trinkets and treasures sbe
coDected from her trips
abroad and tbose sbe
received as gifts from lnternadonal students. Tbe sociology lecturer said rapphig is
ber way of keeping students
interested in class.
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Matta Barnard/The News

Sociology lecturer raps to get students ' attention

\

I.

•..
f

byJanetRobb
Contrlhuting Writer

Even though Pat McCutchen, sociology lecturer for Murray State, never intended to be a
,.
teacher, she has a unique way to get her stuc
dents' attention. She raps.
••
.. 1 try to put myself in the student's shoes and
•
think about, OK, what kind of stuff would I
t
want to hear or see," McCutchen said.
She said rapping is a novel way to deliver the
material to students. lt wakes students up and
•
makes them pay attention. McCutchen uses her
artistic side to make the material more interesting.
"I thought, OK. you know, I do poetry, why
can't l rap? I' ll j ust rap a lecture or rap some
material," she said.
Born and raised on a farm in Graves County,
McCutchen was an only child with non-traditional parents. She said both parents lived
through the depression, which led them to perceive the world in survival mode.
--...-~............-" "My father grew up seeing women being
dependent on men and if (the) men fai led,

r

(women) would have to find another,"
McCutchen said.
Her father raised her to many for love and not
to be taken care of, she said. Her mother t~ught
her there are no "men" jobs or "women" jobs.
In 1973. McCutchen majored in journalism at
Murray State. However, her creativeness kept
her from fini shing, and she left after several different majors.
In 1984, McCutchen's husband was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. At age 28,
McCutchen came back to college to get a
degree to support them.
"I had no idea on what to major in,'' she said.
"My husband told me to do what I've always
done, listen to people ' s problems."
McCutchen came back to Murray State as a
psychology major. During her senior year. Kentucky passed a law in which only people with a
doctorate in psychology could be called psychologists. This closed doors for what she wanted to do without getting a doctorate.
With the nearest doctorate program states
away, McCutchen couldn' t pack up and leave
her disabled husband and her mother to further

her education.
She looked for different options. McCutchen
found she could do more with a master's in
social work than in psychology. After receiving
her bachelor's degree in social work from Murray State, McCutchen enrolled in the accelerated advanced studying program at the University of Louisville to get her master's .
"I drove up every weekend for II months,
and l would be there Friday night (and) Saturday for classes and come home," McCutchen
said.
Upon graduation. McCutchen worked with a
counseling firm before stress wore her down.
Through her husband's relapses and
McCutchen being in the hospital three times,
she recovered and started working at a private
psychiatric program.
The program was continually resold and during the third sell, McCutchen lost her job. She
said she talked with the head of the sociology
department at Murray State who suggested she
try teaching.
"I am not a teacher Jand I don' t perceive
myself as onet' McCutchen said . ..1 am a thera-

pist and J go into a classroom doing group therapy."
She decided to give it a shot and signed up to
teach one class. Before the end of the semester,
the department head asked her to teach another
semester. McCutchen received good evaluations and kept teaching. She accepted a fulltime position in 2000.
McCutchen said since many of her students
are from the MTV generation, delivering information in shon snippets by rapping works.
"Kind of from a psychological standpoint.
(I ' m) trying to use creative means of getting
their attention and shovi ng some information in
that moment I have their attention," she said.
McCutchen tells outrageous stories and gives
bizarre examples to make the material fun and
not so cut, dry and boring.
"You spring this on them and suddenly
they' re awake," McCutchen said.
McCutchen said she wants to get a doctorate
.in social work and do volunteer work in third
world countries.
"1 never planned on teaching," McCutchen
said.

CONGRATULATIONS
MSU GRADUATES
FROM EVERYONE AT
All sizes available now!
Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray.

Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

•

Indoor Climate Control Storage
Residential & Commercial
I

STORE YOUR STUFF!
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video surveillance
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

Premier
Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
Murray
Phone: 270·753-9600
Fax: 270-753·9602

.
l

• U-Haul rentals
• No deposit required
• Air-conditioned units
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

r----------------------•

: Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

: FREE PADLOCK

1
you move in!
I _ when
_________
_

I
I
I
I
I

Premier
Mini Storage
Coupon good through May 31 , 2004

·----------------------·
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This photo, taken by Shelby Winterrowd, sophomore from Steele, Mo., using a Canon Rebel X camera. Tbe subject is Fancy, Winterrowd's horse. Judges thought the image was very powerful and that tbe central image- the
eye - was a stark contrast to the animal's color, and the light background of tbe sky. Tbe Image immediately
grabs you and holds your attention.

•r------------------------------------.

By selecting only a small area of
(Pogue Library), Ricky Agos
Louisville, captures the inter~
between leaf and stone, and shad

HM

Judges were impressed by the whimsical nature of
this photo. The sign looks like it's being swallowed
up by the shrubbery and vines. It points to a cun·e.
while itself standing at an angle. There is a rur.ll
charm about this image taken by Kila Phillips.

This photo works because it bas a theme- line. The concrete steps follow lines, the ivy follows a line, and the metal ralls at the top also follow their own lines. It Is tbe interplay between all these elements, as
'"·ell as light, that creates a fascinating scene. This was taken by Sandra
Reason. sophomore from Gilbertsville, using a Canon EOS Elan.
Agostin also earned honorable
focused area of a larger scene. 'I
photo make an otherwise unevent
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WEDDINGS

April 30, 20~

Boemgan-Oakley engagement
Morrison-McElroy wedding
J. Brent Morrison announces his engagement to Randi
Rayburn McElroy. The couple plans to marry June 12 in
the bride's hometown, Morristown, Tenn.
Morrison is a theatre major who will graduate in
December 2004. McElroy is a 2003 graduate of Purdue
University who currently works as a college admission
counselor. She plans to enter law school in the fall.
They plan to reside in Chicago after the wedding.

2003 graduate Alissa Gail Oakley. of
Evansville, Ind. and 2001 graduate
Alan Dale Boerngen, of Carlyle, Ill.,
are engaged to be married July 31 at
the Old North Methodist Church in
Evansville, Ind.
Oakley. daughter of Rick and Jeannette Oakley, and the granddaughter of
Charlotte Thompson and the late
Harold Thompson and the late
Lawrence and Marion Oakley,
received a degree in music education
with a vocal emphasis. She is the former president of College Music Educa-

Sharpton, Cunningham to marry this summer

tors and is a member of Sigma Alpha
Iota.
Boemgan is the son of Lyle and
Shirely Boemgan, of Lebanon. Ill .• and
the grandson of Christine and the late
Benjamin Budde and the late Emory
and Esther Boemgan. He graduated in
2001 with a degree in music and will
receive a master's degree in music
composition from Illinois State University in December 2004. He was a
member of the Murray State concert
choir, wind ensemble and the Phi Mu
Alpha sinfonia.

Vaughn-Honaker wedding
Murray resident William Vaughn and Pamela Honaker,
of Paducah, are engaged to be married May 22 at the Hardin
Baptist Church. '
Honaker, daughter of Wanda Brewer, is a student worker
in the history department. Vaughn, son of Bill and Ginny,
currently resides in Clinton Township. Mich.

J' •

.

'"

Seniors Kelly Swartz and Ken!··
neth Lee Conklin will be married
April 13, 2005, at Holy Rosary •·
Church in Evansville, Ind.
The; bride-to-be is the daughter
of Kevin and Jane Swartz, of
Evansville. Ind ., and the grand·'
daughter of Nema Sander, of
Jasper, Ind. She is a member of'•
•=·"""'-"'""' the Hester College Council. as
well as an intramural participant.'•
The groom-to-be is the son of
Tony and Lillian Conklin and
grandson of Tony and Joan Espe-.. 1
jo, ull of Elizabethtown.
He is involved in the joumalJ
ism and mass communicationS'·
und radio an-:1 television departments, ns well as Alpha Kappa'~
Psi.
'
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News Writers

TO IIELP YOU TIIROUGII YOUR CRAM
·sESSION$, DORM MEETINGS, STUDY

Sports Writers

BREAkS. FRAT PARTIES. LAST MINUTE
PAPERS, MOVIE NIGMTS. ROOMMATE

Opinion Columnists

..,

Seniors Swartz, Conklin announce engagement.,.

Emily Frances Sharpton and
Kevin Lynn Cunningham, both
members of the Association of
Engi neering,
Graphics
and
Design, are announcing their
engagement.
They plan to marry July 26 at
the First Baptist Church of Murray.
Sharpton, daughter of Randy
and Cindy Sharpton of Franklin,
Tenn., will graduate in May with a
degree in drafting and design. She
will then pursue a degree in engineering. graphics and design.
Cunningham, son of Rebecca
and Randy Cunningham of Murray, will graduate in December
2005 with a degree in engineering,
graphics and design.

Now hiring ...
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GOSSIP SESSIONS, PRESENTATION

PLANNING, FINALS FREAkOUTS
S SEVERE INSOMNIA. YOU MAY

BE LATE FOR
YOUR 8 O'CLOCk,
.

Graphic Designers

for 2004-2005
Apply today,
first floor of Wilson Hall!
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Track team
holds annual
Twilight meet
by Julie Reeves
Contriburing Writer

Despite future budget cuts to their athletic program, Murray State's Track and Field teams continue to run the races set before them.
Murray State snagged six event titles at the
MSU Twilight last Saturday.
Senior Joan Lettman brought the Lady Racers
into the spotlight once again.
With a time of 54.84 seconds. Lettman continues to dominate the 400-meter dash.
"I'm very happy that I won first, but in terms of
time, no.'' said Lettman. "I expected to be faster."
Lettman sAid it was the home crowd's roar that
helped her.
"The crowd was astounding," she said. "They
pushed me to do better."
Lettman also pulled through for the women's
team in the 1,600-meter relay, adding another first
place title to the list.
"It was a spectacular performance by Lettman,"
said Head Coach Norbert Elliott. "She was 25
meters back and caught the other runner at the finish line."
,Freshman LaShondra Durias also helped lead
the way for the women's track and field team.
Durias said she was happy with her second place
finish in the JOO.meter with a time of 12.20.
"I was disappointed with my time though," she
said. "I thought I had done better."
Durias said being at home helped her to be more
relaxed.
"I was much more comfortable because I was on
my own track," she said.
For the men's team, freshman Wesley Korir and
sophomore Derek Sargent both finished first in
their events.
Korir won his fifth straight 5,000-meter run with
a time of 14 minutes, 55.66 seconds and the 3,000meter steeplechase at 9 :45.74.
Korir said he thought he did very well but
expected more from himself.
"Because of the competition and the weather. l
didn't get the best times,'' he said, "But I'm glad
we won."
"The"5,000-meter run is my race," he said.
Elliott agreed and said Korir is a fantastic athlete.
"He won two races and he has his own cheering
squad," he said. "He's a good find for Murray
State.''
Sargent placed first in the javelin throw with a
53.61 meter toss.
Although it is only Sargent's second year at
Murray State, he said he may not be here all four
years.
Elliott said the cuts are a sign of times for the
men's track and field team.
"We still get to keep the program even though
there are cuts," Elliott said. "We have bright kids,
and they will find other sources of financial aid."
This unfortunate news may result in the loss of
team members. but the men and women's track
and field teams choose to keep the end of the season races their focus.
Korir also looks forward to the OVC Championships held May 7-8 in Birmingham. Ala.
"I am excited about competing and I know we
will do well," he said.

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

No matter how you say it, Murray State fans show their Ion for the track and field team and freshman Wesley Korir as he competes in the
3,000-metcr steeplechase. Korir also extended his collegiate career unbeaten streak in tb e 5,000-meter run. The meet was held in light of a
recent decision made to make the men's program a non-scholarship program beginning in the 2004-0S season.

Men's track faces scholarship cuts
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Edit()r
The line of athletes omsidc Track and Field Head
Coach Norbert Elliott's office door is almost long
enough for people to start taking numbers.
His runpers aren't there to talk about workouts,
injuries or the coming meet. They are there to ask for
signatures on releases from the team.

Sophomore Matt Ernstlng sprints toward the
finish line in the I 00-meter dash.

With the Kentucky state budget cuts Murray State
University has taken a hit, but no one has had to take
a harder hit than the athletics program. While the university has taken a 6 percent cut, Murray State athletics have had to deal with a 12.5 percent cut.
After discussions and research the difticult decision rested in the hands of Athletics Director E.W
Dennison as he chose to make the men's track and
field team a non-scholarship program starting next
year.
"We understand that athletics is just one compo·
nent of our university and we're going to have to
make some sacrifices," Dennison said. "This is one of
the hardest decisions I've made during my tenure. but
I felt it was our only option."
The men's indoor, outdoor and cross country teams
will still exist, but scholarshipl> will be need based in
all three sports.
This decision has caused frustration throughout the
men's program as several guys have begun the
process for requesting releases and linding schools to
run for.
Some of the upperclassmen are now faced with the
choice of finishing their education at Murray State
without a track scholarship or transferring to another
school offering a scholarship.
"Obviously. I'm a little upset because one of the
main reasons 1 came to Murray State was to run
track," junior Brandon Lancaster said. "1 realJy think
it was bush league of them to wait till the end of the
season because it is going to be hard for a lot of us to
transfer to schools that will be willing to take us this
late into the signing year."
While the men are facing cut scholarships, the
women's team's will remain at their current level of
funding.

Title IX has had no effect on the Athletic Department's decision us Murray State remains close I<)
even on the scale in terms of equality between the
men's and women's programs.
Several options were thrown around to deal with
the budget cuts, but ultimately the blow was deal! to
the men's track and lield team. Dennison said cutting
every program across the board wu.; nn option, but
making every team mediocre was something he wanted to avoid .
''We've endwed cuts liefore and cut across the
board. We' ve cut all sports, academics, SID (sports
information director), trainer and all that," Dennison
said. "We're getting to the point where we can't cut
anymore in academic support and staffing. If we go
back to the individual sports und cut them across the
board then all we're going to be is mediocr~ in everything."
~
Other reasons stated for the cuts in the men's track
progrnm were home attendance at track meets and
overall money r&ised for the team.
The men's teams will receive the same amount of
funding for travt'l and other expenses.
With previous budget cuts the University has had 10
cut sports such as swimming nnd wrestling from it's
athletics program.
"The purpose of this cut is not to eliminate track,"
Dennison said. "We're still going to have a track
team, and we're still fully budgeted for travel for the
men's team. We're just going lO non-athletic scholarships and still encouraging need-based scholarships
by going to the financial-aid office.''
After spending their careers running for Murray
State's men' s track and field team some runners are
now lacing up their spikes for another trip on the
recruiting block.

Semester's end triggers fond memories of columns past
It's been quite a
trip this year. Those
of you who bave
kept up with the
column
might
remember some of
the hunts highlighted through the year.
I started last September,
talking
about dove shoo~
in the hot sun.
Gradually. it progressed to bow season, with various
tales of success and
failure throughout
the season. Opening weekend was tough,
with me wounding a big buck I'd scouted

for several weeks. My luck picked up
though, with several doe tags filled and
finally my first big buck with a bow and
arrow toward the end of season .
Next, duck and goose hunting occupied
the space in this column. Tough luck around
here was the name uf the game last year, as
the ducks just didn't seem to geL here until
after the season was finished. Hnwcver, an
invitation from a newfound friend to his
homestate of Louisiana added several ducks
and a pile of geese to the season's tally.
Shortly after Christmas. the yearning for
warmer weather and biting fi sh begnn to set
in. I talked about cold-water bass fishing
with tiny jigs and catfishing during the first
warm days of the year. It was a great year
for catfishing too. My buddies and I came
home with hefty stringers on severo! occa-

sions during Spring Break.
After the lishing bug was scratched a little, the talk turned to turkey hunting, where
it's stayed for several weeks now. Trying to
put my finger on what spring turkey hunting
is all about is always tough, and it's especially tough to put it into words. The prepa·
ration before season, and the chess game
that takes place when you hear the first gobble of the new season are difficult to
describe adequately. Those who have expe·
ricnced it know what I mean.
rvc wanted to accomplish some things
with this column. I'm a story-teller ut heart,
and this column is about the best way for
everyone around to hear my stories if they
choose to do <;o. I've also wanted to show
the world of hunting and fishing to those
who may not have known much about it

before. Hunting and fi!:l~m~. are different
sports. They require a diflcrent sort of athlete. At times they are pl1ysical endeavors,
to be sure. At other times, they are mental
games, with a wrong decision leading to
failure.
Of course. they are more them games.
Animals die as a result of hunting and fish·
ing. This is the way things are intended to
be. Predators kill and eat their prey, simple
as that, and humans are predators. Spend a
day in the woods just observing. and it
won't take long to see that death is everywhere in nature. The predators understand
that and so do the prey. It's my belief that a
man can learn more about life and him.;elf
(or hersell) by spending time in the woods
as a predator than in any other place, As I've
said before, u predator in the woods is a part

of those woods.
I appreciate the feedback folks have given
to me for writing this. It's led to meeting
new people and going to new places. Most
of those new people have been hunters and
anglers, just like me. Time and again,
hunters and anglers prove to me they are
some of the finest folks around. The ones
I've met as a direct result of this column are
no exception.
I hope everyone catches a bunch of fish
this summer and locates some big bucks
before next fall. Soon, it will again be time
for dove shoots in the hut sun, nnd that .,.,.Jll
lead to new stories being told.
Will Bra11tley is the outdoor colum11ist for
"The Murray State News."

Around Athletics..•
Men's Baseball Standings
ovc

Overall

12-3
10-5
9-6
9-6
TIU
8·7
EIU
8-7
5-10
UTM
Morehead 5-10
5-10
MSU

25-13
16-22
17-21

Samford

10-27

APSU
EKU
SEMO
JSU

4-11

13-19

25·9
18-21
14-25
12·25
11-26

Men's Baseball Schedule
M.ayl
Austin Pt>ay at Eastern Illinois. I p m.
!!astern .Kentucky at Southeast Mi.'t-<;auri, t p.m
TeMessee Tech at jac:ksonville State, l p m
Morehead State at Samford, 1 p.m.
Tenntttft-Martln at Murray St.at•, 1 p.m.

Women's OVC Golf

~yl:l

lllinulHt f "~h·m Kt'nlucky, 11<10n
J~d~m~illc State- at Ttnnt':IM'l'·M.trtin, I p m.
South,•.asl Missouri at Morehead State, 1 p.m.
N mtord ill I crutessre 1 t'< 11, I p.m.
Murr.•y Sl.lte at Au~tin Peay, 2 p tn
f·,t~t\'m

MSU
TIU
JSU
EKU
ElU

M.ay2
Austin Pray at Eastm-.lllinois, I p m.
Eastern Kentucky at Soulht'a5t Missouri, I p m.
TennneoeeTechatJ~nv•lleStatt>, l

Men's Baseball Schedule

p.m

Morehead ~teat Samford, 1 p m.
Ttnna-M.utin at MWTay Stat~. I p.m.

APSU
Samford
TSU

Men's OVC Golf
Scores

Scores
325-315-323"' 963

323-328·326 = 977
327-334·32R =989
334·342·329 =1005
352-345·347 =1044
347-352·346 = 1045
353·351 ·347 - 1051
400-397-393 = 1190

302-298·306

MSU

302-304-304

EKU
APSU
TSU
Samford

307-310-301 = 918
298-311-317 = 926
305-314·312 =931
310-311·313 934
315·308-312 =935
315·309·325 =949
305-327-318 =950
310·323-318 =951
320-327-327 974

:::::::::: .. ::
;

-

:

Ohio V.ltlcy Confcn·n•'t' Ch.unpion.•I\Jps

Uirmingh.tnt, Alu.

=910

lilA

M.ay8
Ohio Valley C:Onfcr..nc't' Champio nships
llirminghMl, Ala .
TIJA

=

T-Martin
Morehead
EIU
SEMO

w

M.ay7

=906

JSU

TIU

:

Men's and Women's Track

=
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Young men's squad captures
•Racer Basketball Update• : second in OVC Championship ·NCAA's repeal of rule
by Nathan CIJnkeobeard
Sports Editor

With a young team consisting of three
sophomores and two freshmen, it's safe to
say the Murray State men's golf team will
be back battling for the Ohio Valley Conference Championship next year.
The men earned a second·place finish at
this year's OVC Championship with a
combined score of 910 for the tournament
held at the Country Club of Paducah April
26-28.
Jacksonville State won the overall title
as a first-yw member of the OVC with a
score of 906. The Gamecocks came over
from the Atlantic Sun Conference where
they were a perennial powerhouse.
Eastern Kentucky finished third with a
918, followed by Austin Peay' s 926 and
Tennessee State's 931 to ro\fd out the top
five.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt felt his young
team could compete for the title and with
the close loss he knows this experience
~ill just fire hbi team up for the corning
season.
"This is a great experience for them,
and they played against one of the best
team's in the country,'' Hunt said. "I think
that shows that they feel that they can play
against these kind of kids."
Overall, the men were led by sophomore Kyle Shirley as he fired a three-day
total of 226, gooc.l enough for a tie for
fourth.
Going into the final round, Shirley held
a three-stroke advantage over JacksonviUe
State's Matias Anselmo for tirst place, but
struggled early in the round to finish with
an 82 falling by three strokes to Anselmo
and his teammate Nick Mackay.
Shirley is contident he and his young
teammates the Racers can come into next
year's OVC Championship and play even
better.
"We have a great outlook for the next
two years," Shirley said. "We've got a
develOping team, und I know we've all
played well in only one tournament the
whole year. We just have to all come
together for OVC next year and we'll pull
it out."
The wind all three days at the Country
Club of Paducah made a difficult golf
course even worse as players had to deal
with swirling wind~. tight fairways and
multiple ho~With bunkers and water. •
Sophomore Will Cox was a 'star for the
Racers in the final round as he roared in

paves way for signings .
by Jake Lowary
A"-'>istam Sports Ec..litor

Rashod Taylor/The News

Sophomore Kyle Shirley stares down a chip shot Wednesday on the
18th green in the final round of the OVC Golf Championship. Shirley
shot a three-day combined score of 226 to fi nish tied for fourth.
with two birdies on the final two holes for
an even-par 72 to post the second best
score of the day. He finished in a four-way
tie for ninth ovemll with a three-day score
of229.
Cox is familiar with the Country Club
of Paducah because he is a member, but
he felt an added pressurl tfrperform on his
home course.
"I think there was more pressure on me
than anything," Cox said. "With this being
my home course I'm trying to play better.
I try not to think about it. Everybody's got
to play some golf, and we've played tough

all three days.''
The Racers finished with every golfer
in the top 20 as sophomore Jnmie Frazier
finished 13th with a score of 231. Fre.,hman Nicolas Griffen was right behind Frazier in 14th place ~ith a total of 232, and
freshman Michael Craft completed his
tournament tied for 17th with a 233.
With youth on their side finishing third
last year and coming in as runner-ups this
year. the men's golf team can only hope
that next year they move up .another o;pot
to hoist the trophy ao; conference champions.

With the cloud of troubled athletes fading into
the distance, men's basketball Head Coach Mick
Cronin has been busy at work filling the nine
spots vacated by graduating seniors.
Cronin continued the signing period after signing junior Reggie Jackson, from Lamar Community College, to letters of intent two weeks ago.
The 6-foot-8-inch forward will take the spot
vacated by the team's second leading scorer,
junior Kelvin Brown, who was released from the
squad the same week after two drug offenses last
season.
''We wish him luck and the best wherever he
goes," Cronin said.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the protection of the University was the reason for the
dismissal of Brown.
"We want to give kids a second chance," Dennison said. "But you can only go so far and we
must protect the integrity of our program and the
integrity of the University."
For a period of time, Cronin was also trying to
reenlist senior guard Rick Jones. Dennison and
Cronin were working with University officials to
get his eligibility up to par so he can step out on
the battlefield with the Racers in 2004-05. However. being an education major and going into
student teaching, Cronin said Jones is unlikely to
return as a player but will help on the sidelines.
''Rick (Jones) was just ready to move on with
his life," Cronin said about the 23-year-old who
will begin his student teaching after five years of
Southeastern Conference and OVC basketball.
The NCAA's 5 and 8 rule had previously only
allowed collegiate teams to sign five new players
ond eight in any two year "period.
The Racers have 10 spots to fill.
"We have been trying to prepare for (the 5 and
8 ruling)," Cronin said Monday before the ruling
had been determined. "But it's hard because you
can't sign guys because (we) don't know what
the ruling ts."
On Thursday. the NCAA made a ruling to
remove the regluation and allow schools to hand
out scholarships on their own accord.
If the rule were not lifted, the Racers would
have been in a jaf(l with the recent release of
Brown which would have left the unfilled and
unexpected lOth spot on the roster.
'
Murray State was given reprieve this year,
because of the number of graduating seniors, and
allowed to sign a sixth player after signing five in

2003.
• I
However, with Brown's spot now empty and~,
the ruling Thursday, the Racers will be able to fill
the spots they need.
.,,.
De~pite the drama surrounding the NCAA,
Cronin has been busy putting jerseys on new 1
players waiting to graduate from the high school
ranks and ones that have been in the shadows .
since last season.
.:
One of these new talents is Keith Jenifer. A .
transfer from the University of Virginia, the 6foot-2-inch guard is quick on his feet and a good .
distributor of the basketball.
,•,
"He's a super quick guard who looks to get his~
teammates. involved first, which is the mark of a ,
great point guard," Cronin said about Jenifer who
had to sit out the 2003-2004 season because of ,
his transfer.
Jenifer and Pearson Griffith. junior transfer:.
student from the Murray State College in:.
Tishomingo, Okla., are two of three athletes who,
have been on the sidelines since last season,
because they were redshirted or unpble to play ,
because of their transfer.
,
Griffith, a 6-foot-l 0-inch forward, has come to',
MSU from his home in Barbados where he was ,
ranked at No. 8 among centers in junior college:
before his sophomore year. His 7-foot-2-inch .
arm span is the largest in the conference, and
Cronin said this will help the Racers inside where ,
shot-blockers are needed.
Cronin was unable to comment on the specifics
of his recruits. but said he is filling the spots he
needs to and is trying to do so with high school .
talent.
,··~
"In general. we are trying to add a couple ~ .
high school guys to balance out our cl{lSses," .
Cronin said.
Now that Cronin has held his position for more
than a year ond has acclimated himself with Mur-.
ray and the head coaching ranks. he has had th~ .
necessary time to scout recruits and find the ath-,,
letes that best fit the needs of his program.
"I have been able to take more time this spring
to find the kind of guys that will fit in at Murray
State not jusl athletically but just survive here.~
Cronin said.
::
Dennison agreed saying that last year, Croniic;
was hired late and didn' t have adequate time t8:
seek out new prospects and choose the ones thaC
best fit his coaching methods.
::
"We have had time, this time, to research (the:
recruits) aJittle bit bene.r and know a little
about their backgrounds, and I feel good about
it," Dennison said.
·

more
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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NPR'$ Morning Ed1Uon

753-6666

Weekend &lotion

Morning CJu~ics

CLASS DISMISSED

A Prairie Home
Comptutinn

Sc.:icu<:e
friday

When you eat pizza 5 days out of 7,
make sure it's the pizza made with high
quality ingredients. Papa Johns!

• 1s ''7:
•
F Ina
,,. ee k Specia

Mostc f:rom lhe
f'1'0nl Porch

Mcrldiun

Suuchne Blues

Cafe )DZI

J1t22 Hnrmm•

.....

:·------------·:

1 Add an order of
1
J l Breadsticks and a 2-Liter 1
I of Coke with your pizza fo ri

•
:
$3.99
I
ToppIng
..
~picablt
1
One Large One .~..~
-----------Expires 6109104. CuStomer pays ••

:·------------·
rfiilliJM II

$5.99
make an extra large for $2 more

I.

Papa John's wishes you
"Good Luck"
on your finals.

: Add Cheesesticks and a :
12-Liter of Coke with your 1
I
pizza for $5.99
I
llo E'xpites .5I09JO.C • CIJsf011!8r pay~ an appilcable Ales ~ax. .II

-----------:·------------·
riiPfiM :
I Add an order of chicken 1
I strips and a 2-Litcr Coke I
I
with your pizza for
I

:
lo

...

-

aolee tax ..

-

$5.99

------------

EX!11191 .5/tl9104 • CUstonwr paytt'l applicable aafes Ulx

I
.II

We now have "pull on tires" - name brand, almost newl

EVERY DAY: Oil/filter only $18.95:
I

Up to 6 qual'tB of a basic bPand oil! ~

MECHANICS ON !HAND DAILY!
Mon. - Sat. • 8 a.m. - 5:30 ~p.m.
COME ON IN!! NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
OUR TEAM OF MECHANICS IS QUAUFIEDI
GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where "The Golden Rule" is our policy!

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin .Restaurant) 759-0003
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Rowing team
falls to U of L
in state meet

Young trainer has shot in Derby
by Erin Richards
Stn.tf Writer

For most 21-year-olds going to the
Kentucky Derby Saturday, necessities
include liquor taped to their legs or disguised in water bottles, clothing that can
be easily removed and a blanket to eventually pass out on.
=aut Kristin Mulhall, 21, doesn't need
any of these.
She will be taking Imperialism, the
racehorse she's been training for owner
Steve Taubs since January, as well as the
public's attention as the youngest trainer
and potentially the first woman ever to
win the Kentucky Derby.
"I don't even think about her being so
young," said her father Richard Mulhall,
the retired trainer of 2002 Derby winner
War Emblem. He said his daughter has
been riding since she was 3 or 4 years old.
"She's 21, but she's got 15 years of
experience," he said.
Even more remarkable is that much of
this eJtperience was in a different equine
discipline. Although the young California
horsewoman accompanied Mulhall to his
West Coast racing facilities as a kid.
much to her father's relief, she opted for a
riding career in the show jumping world
instead. By 18, she was making so much
money importing Gennan show jumpers
and reselling them in the United States
that going to college seemed pointless.
1 "I bought my own house when 1 was 19
with the cash I had made from buying and
selling," Mulhall said.
-But after an injury grounded her from
the big fences a year and a half ago, Mulhall quit her career that had been progressing toward a place on the Olympic
show jumping team and spent her recovery time 'hanging out at the racetrack in
California.
"Before I hurt my arm I would have
sworn I never wouJd have gotten out of
show jumping," Mulhall said. "But I hung
out at the racetrack at Delmur and fell in

love."
By the time her arm recovered, Mulhall
wa'l buying racehorses of her own. With
the added advantage of a 5'2" frame. she
was able to bree1~ them herself after hiking up her stirrups to a quarter of the
length they used to bang.
Soon she had a client, Taubs, as well as
a bam full of racehorses and a new one on
the way - a dark gray, Imperialism. The
horse attracted Mulhall's attention with
what she thought was an extra kick when
he ran at the Tropical Park Derby on New
Year's Day.
"He has this weird sunken right eye,
though.. and once I watched him bolt to
the left and almost go over the inside rail,··
she said. "Now, I run him with one full
blinker covering that eye and he's amazing. He has a heart that's a-; big as this
racetrack- that's what gets him there."
It's not the first time Mulhall has surprised her fellow trainers with new ideas
and training aids. The fonner show jumping star sometimes rides her thorough·
breds in bits and reins usually only seen in
the hunter/jumper circuits.
"Everyone laughs at me because I do
different things, like riding my horses
down near the (starting gates) and working them in figure eights. or the fact that I
do lots of jogging and wafking so my
horses get to spend more time out of their
stalls than everyone else's," she said. "I
don't care, I just do my own thing."
The week before the Derby, Mulhall is
at Imperialism's stall, feeding the athlete
peppermint<> and kissing him on the nose.
Mulhall clearly has a connection with the
horse she alone saddles and rides every
morning.
"I only throw a jock on him in the afternoons or before a race," she said.
If not for the cameramen staked outside
her stall, an onlooker might mistake Mulhall for a nonnal young horsewoman in
her boots and chups instead of a profes·
sional trainer competing against some of
the biggest names in the business. most of

by Stephanie Zeller
Contributing Writer

photos by Erin Richards/The News

Trainer Kristin Mulhall, 21, and Imperialism, owned by Steve Taubs,
have a respectable shot at winning the Kentucky Derby Saturday.
whom are two or three times her age.
But if anyone is rooting for her to win
the roses. it's her father, who, after his initial disapproval of Mulhall's career in the
rocing world, is now her biggest supporter.
"I'd love to see her win it," he said. "In
fact, I'm rooting for her more lhan I am
lor the horse."

(Right) Mulhall walks to the tackroom after an exercise ride last week.
(Above) Richard .Mulhall a nd
Kristin relax while preparing for the
biggest event of her career.

matlon and applic.ltions, e-

driver's lrcense tr:tinmg. 1-800 ·
771-(•318. www . primei~

m~L_priS()n-srudyowku . edu

rofessiono~l

office space for
nt in Frankfort. Just oH US
7 near 1·64 . Approximately
0 square feet on s e c ond
private bath , closets .
per month, inc ludes
ter/sewer, elec tri c, gas .
II 502·223-8821 ,

BR $325, 2 BR $ 3 7 5, 3
R $535, 4 BR $37S . No
ets . Depo>it and leHe .
ay~
753-4937 ,
nights
59-8926 or 753-1951 .

distributor wanted. Make big
distributing
school
~ing products. Work part
nome. No start up cost.
1-800-369·3991 or info at
ww.dollar>tretchercards.com.

•~mnno•v

Tumor
Registrar
exible ior a Comprchenuniy Cancer Center
ro Medical Health
ndidate must be a
of <1 medical record
program or certitumor registrar with 2
abstracting experience.
CT R in tfie state of KY
ible. Fax resume to :
-1610 or apply on our
: www. omhs.org.
ed

IREFIGHTt~S

le<trn f~re·
hting skills. Great pay,
it~ . Must relocate . 17years old h.s . diploma .
II M·f 800-284-6289 .

VAC TRAINEES NEEDED
OWl!
Begin your new
areer In Healing Ventilation
nd Cooling with our short
erm Training Program . AllTATE CARfER ACAD(MY .
II 1 -866· 568-4869.

ATHNTI O N
RESORT
&
HOTr:L Management Major11
Internship< available In
reson
activities,
front
office and food service.
Myrtle Beach and llllton
Head, SC; Orlando, ll Join
us for a semester or summer
gainil~g hands on e"perience 1n sunny resort locations ! Call 1-800·864-6762
or email : ln(oOamericanhospilalityacatlemy . com or
www ••1 merican hospital it yacademy.coml $300/month
stipend, (urni5hed hou~ing,
shuttled
transportation,
cultural events and socials,
gain a c ultural experience,
make friends from around
the world, ga•n Mi&la certification, receive internship credits .

CDI · A DRIVERS, Min imum 6
Months OTR •re.. m s RU A5 o
West Coast •Late Mode l Equipment •Grear f'ay Miles & Benefits . Call Steve Mux Tru cking.
A~k for Marci. 1-1100 ·253-S 141).
DRIVf.RS: Owner Operator~ .
Stan Immediately! Up to
$ . 90/ mi . 100% fuel Surc harg e. No forced dispatch,
Home weekends. Older tru c ks
wel c ome. T & T Dedic ated
Carrier~. Inc. , l.ouisville, KY
1· 800-5 1 1-0082
DRIVER: $1,000-$.-::l-::,2:-:0-:-0-:-W
~
lEK·
l Y. Quarterly bonu5e~. Shorl
hc1ul l'ay, layover & Detention
Pay. Compreh e n~iv e Benefit
Package. Class-A COL Rcqurred .
Call S"milh Transport at 1-888·
467· 6484 or visit our website at
www.smithtransport .com

DRIVER-COVENANT TRANSPORT. Teams Jnd Solos check
out our new pay plan . Ask
about our Regional Runs.
Owner Operators, (xperlenced
Drivers , Solos, Teams and
Gradu.11e Students Ca II 1-888·
MOR(PAY (1·88a-6&7-.l729).

Average S1,000/wel'k for 1
year oT experience! Plu~ miles,
homl•time.
and
respect.
l-lfARTl.AND EXPIUSS 1-800441 · 49 53
www. heartlandexpre~s . com .
Get paid and
hometime that you de serve !

GR[A T SUMM[R CAMP JOBS!
Help guls grow strong, make
lifelong friends and kayak in
your frer time! Girl Scouh of
Kentuckiana hiring for Bear
Creek Aqualfc Camp (KY l akel
and Camp Pennyroyill !western
KY). Camp counselors, Lifeguards, Bodting St.1fl, Health
Supervisor, Business Manager,
Waterfront Director (WSl lr and
Cooks. Excellent benefits, fun
traditiOM and playful o1tmos·
phere!
Apply
tod.1y
at
www .kyglrlscoutcamps org or
call (888) 771 -5170 ext 2}4
loin the ~outhwoods way
Southwoods is <1 co-ed res idential children ' s camp
in the Adirondack Mount<~ins of New York . Southwoods Is seeking f; NTI-IU SIASTIC, [N£RGFTIG, AND
FUN - lOVING individuals
to make a posiuve Impact
on a child's life . Po)itlons
are available in the areas
of; group leading athletics, outdoor a<fventure,
creative and performing
arts. water sport~ .1na
mu c h morel Bt>nefits of
working at Southwoods
include
salary ,
travel ,
room , board , laundry, and
much
morel
For
more
Information aod to complete
.HI
application
please
contact
us :

---

DRIVI R - $2,500 Sian-on
bonus -+ home wccld)•r A~J..
about our 3cpm pay r .u~e .
Company driver, 00 or I ease
eurc ha se . Call today! 8 0 0:.43·61123. www. boydbros.com
Dr~ver

BARR-NUNN TRANS·
PORTATION Owner operator,
solo ,1nd tPams necHled . Up
to $1 ,5 00 sign on bonus ! Our
own•~r ops averaged $1 27, 700
at 9 7c pm loaded and empty
last year! Call the Recruiung
Hotline at 866-207-5 -179.
DR lVI RS, over the road , 35
states. r1,1t w/sh.lcs. 1.1te model
conventionals. 3 years exp~ri 
enre. $2, 000 ~ign o n honu~ .
Start .34 cents - . 3"8 c:ents mile-+
ben eft h . Call (800) 4•14 -6648.
STAR TRANSPORT . lnexperi·
enc.etl drivers needed. Home
most
weekends,
Petcrbelt,
trucks, ~hared tuition. I oocl and
lodging provided. 16 day train·
ing program. 1-800· 45 5· 4&82
Driver BAR-NUNN TRANSPORT AliON ownf"r operator,
solo .1nd teams needl'd. Up to
$1 , 500 ~1gn on bonu~l Our
owner op~ averaged $1 2 7, 700
at CJ7c:pm loadeil nud empty
Lht year! Call the rcc ru11ng
hotline at 8&6-207-5479
DRIV(R - Now earn more!
Increase m pay pack.lge Contractors & Company needNl. I l<Jtbed
- rP(rigcrated - tankt•r. Owr· thP·
road . Some reg1on.1l. Commercial

DRIVER • SIGN ON BONUS,
e arn $ 50K plus. Home weekly,
a ssigned truck~ with PrePass.
425RP engines, NO NYC. Ter·
minal
Efizabcthtown,
KY.
[)(perience required . Owner
operators welcome! 800-441·
4271 ext . ET135

pc•r mllet New lease Purch.m:
Plan w/$0 Downl Call t-800·
Cll·DRIV[, www.didrive.com
Al TN: FLAT BED D RIVER Guar•
anteed Home/Weekends + 1
rime thru week. Conshtent
Freight thru home. Top pay.
Class A COL 800·246·6305.

FOR

:...._~-----

DRIV[RS. BEST gets Beller! Company up to .45 cents. Teams to
. 53 cents 0 /0 to .93 cents per
mtlel New leo~se Purchase Pl<~n
w/SO Down! Call 1· 800-CfiORIVE, www.cfidrive.com

-

-

-

llatlwd!Dry/Reeler OTR drivers :
rompetitlve pay, in~uranc:e
optwns,' raises, '(uality equip·
ment, pas~nger program, 98%
No· touch , oncntation pay. I&R
Schugcl 800-871 - 1822 X 99; 6
mus 0 TR, COL-A

----

0/0'S fraclors SIS\, SIT $1.15,
Cargo Vans $.75·.80. Up to
$3,000/ Sign on bonus. Call Trl.
Stale E~~~~ted 8!8·320-5425.
RYDER the roo~d 10 your future .
Single and team owner opera·
tors needed Immediately due
(o business growth . Own your
uwn trud o1nd need a littlf1
IJloney to get startedlU Sign on
honu5 is offered lor a limited
time for a single owner and all
teams . Weekly ray settlements
and weekly fue surcharge. All
di'JHitched mrlcs paid 90 to 85
cent~ /lt'r mlle. Dedicated
route~/c edic.lted customers of
1!i years. Horne weekends and
holidays. ruel tax, permit~.
c a rgo and trailer 1nsurance
supplied. Fuel purchase program. COL class A liAZMA T
with two years experience,
cle.tn MVR .1nd background.
Dnn't own a truckl but need ,1
johl Call now, we 1ave owners
that need drivers! I! Ryder lnte·
grated logistics, Inc., 240 W .
~~sen Ref., Georgetown, KY.
800· 925-4268
Opt1on
6,
EOE/ Drug tesung is a condi·
tio~ of contracting with Ryder.
Sm.1ll Co. Class A·CDL, 2 yr~ .
exp ., 23 yrs o( age, must pass
Government Clearance, Top
pay, teams or solos. Call 800·
1)54· 0528, !.'Xi . 231 .
DRIVER -SIGN ON BONUS ,
E.trn $50K plu5 . llomc
Weekly . AHign••u Trucks
with
PrePaH.
425
Ill'
[ngine5. NO NYC . Term•·
naT
Elizabethtown ,
KY ,
£xperlence required . 800441 -4271 ext ·IT1JS .

DRIVERS ;

- -

BEST gets Betterl
Comn.wy up to .45 cents. fpams
to .53 cents 0/0 to .93 cent~

SALE

fRl [
4-ROOM
D!RfCTV
SYSHM Including tnstalla·
t1on l Free 3 - Months HBO (7
movie channels)
w / sub scnpllon . Access 225t TV
Ch,lnnels . Digital quality!
I irnlted offer . Restrictions
apply 1-800 · :l08 -4&17 ,
SAWMillS - $2,695 . 00 LumberMare-2000 & lum·
bcrlite-24 . Norwood lndus trie~ also rn11nufacrures utility A TV attachments, loll
skiduers,
por1,1hle boa1d
edgers and forestry equipment . www . norwoodlndtJstries . com - I rec 1nformation :
1- 800- 578·1363 ext 300N
6 349 ACRES Wllll 2 bedroom, 2
b.Jlh remodeiPd trailer all fenced.
Appmised at $5 1 soo, sacrifice
for $48,000 . Wil 1 p.1y closing.
Call Charlie 270 ·535-4129 or
270·597-3;33q o(ter 6 p.m.
AB50LUT£l Y all cash-90 vtlnding machines. with location) all
for $9,995 . 1-IIOO-l30·2140.
I ACTORY BUll DING SAt l I
"Rock Bottorn Prke>! '' Priced to
~ell Beat next price Increase. Go
direct/save.
25X30,
30X40,
3SX50, 50X120. Others. Pioneer
1· 800-668-5422. Since 1980.
ROLAND LIMOIJSIN, Cynthiana
Kentucky • r or Sale limou~in
bulls l:S-24 months of r1ge (859)
234-3<+86 or !859) 234-7344.

BUSINESS OPPORTlJNITIES
WOlff
TANNING
BEDS
AI FORDABLE ~coNVE:Nl[NT
T.1n At Home, Payments from
S2S/month. rR[( Color Cat.1 lol(. C<•ll Today 1 ·888-839·
51~ w.=. np . ~an .com

CASH FOR S TRUCTURED
SflTLEMENT/ Annulty pay·
ments . It's }'our money! Get
(:,Jsh now when you need II
mostl Oldest/be~t in the
bu~lnes~ .
::rettloment Purchasers . l-877- Money-Me.
I am looking (or 5 1st time
homebuycrs to take advantage
of Governlll('nt I tome loan Pro·
gram. Call PMr 1·800-710 1695. Don't mi~~ this oppor1uni-

More than 800 spectators watehod last Sunday as the
Murray State Women's Rowing Team competed against the
University of. Louisville for the Kentucky State Champi·
onships on the Ohio River in Louisville.
The race consisted of three 5QO..meter sprints. Both teams
had two boats competing in three races each. The boat with
the best time for two out of three races won the championship.
The MSU team was hoping for a victory over their opponent, but the Louisville Crew retained their State Championship trophy by winning all three races.
Murray State's top varsity boat lost by 4.87 seconds in
the first race, 3.23 in the second and 7.8 in the last race.
"It's kind of disappointing because Louisville is one of
our big rivals and we really wanted to win the races," said
Laurie LeCompte, freshman from Louisville.
The women's captain, Natalie Wendt, senior from Bradford, Tenn., is proud of her team.
"We've made a lot of improvements since last yw,"
Wendt said. "They were a 101: closer races this yw."
The state rowing championships became an official Kentucky Derby festival event this year, and both women said
there were many more people on the Ohio River this year.
Eight hundred passengers watched the races from the
Belle of Louisville. Others paid $5 and bought a Derby pin
to have lunch and watch the teams glide across the finish
line.
"It's always nice to have people come out because rowing isn't much of a spectator sport." said Wendt.
Head Coach Bill Mclean said he was proud the team
"held it together" because it was a challenging race.
With the state championships behind them, the women's
rowing team will now train for the NCAA regional champi·
onships.
"If we do well there we will get a bid to the NCAA
National Championship." McLean said.
The Women's Rowing Team will need to place in the top
six out of about 40 crews in order to make finals.
"We've made improvements and we're definitely faster,"
Wendt said, who isn't sure what to expect, but is confident
they will do well.

$$CASI-I$$ Cash now for structured settlements, annuities, and
insuranc~ payouts, (800) 7947 J 10 j.G. Wentworth ... JG Went·
worth Means Cash Now For
Structured Settlements.
AMERICA'S HOTTEST OPPOR·
TUNITY-OOLLAR
STORES.
Own your Own Store. Turnkey
(rom
$45,900.
DollarServices4 .Com. 1-800-829-2915.
ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS
D1splay Homes Wanted for
Vinyl Siding Replacement Windows. No payments until 2005.
Payments SI.Hting at $89.00
per month. All credit qualifies.
Call 1-800-251-0843.
ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS.
Display Homes Wanted (or
Vinyl Siding Replacement Windows. No Payments until 2005.
Payments starting at $89.00
per month. All credit qualifies.
Call
1-800-25 1-0843 .

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

NOTICE
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Grear deals on surplus and confiscated items. Easy and conve·
nient, right (rom your computer. Items change dally. Reg1ster
free. www.govC.Ieals.com or call
(800) 613-0"156.
TEACH in florida - Attend the
Florida Teach-In, june 14-15 1
In Orlando. Districts ana
~chools will interview teachers. Call 800·832-2435 or
www. Teachlnr lorid.1.com.
HAVE DREAMS OF BEING A
JOURNALISTl I( you want to
work in the fascinating and (ul·
filling field of print journalism,
we can help . The Kentucky
Press Association H offering a
three·week journalism Boot
Camp, July 12-30, at George·
town College. Graduates rave

~

2004 Blockbuster Inc.

!iJ"btitrM ,_,..,. s

762-0040

759- 2005

130 4 Chestnut St . • Murray
Dixieland Shoppin g Center

.

Cl.ASSIHEDS RATES

mo~weddlngchapels . com .

GATLINBURG! SECLUDED hot
tub cabins Sun bathe, soak in
your heart shaped jacuzzi,
grill steaks. Midweek 5 night
~pecial from $395. Weddings
from $199. Reunion lodge,
$550/night 1-800-453-05 79 .
www.gocabins.com
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MUS IC MAJOR in search of
like-minded individual to
accompany him on the rusty
trombone. Phone 761·2205 .

SPRING TRAVEL

G~l\'111' 1

HOURS:
Monda y - Saturday: 1- 9 p.m .
Sunday: By Appoi ntment Only

PERSONAI.S

A BEAUTifUl., COMPLETE
Smoky Mountain wedding.
Original log wedding ctaapel.
Everything provided: photos,
video, flowers, forma[ wear,
cabins. Smokies best value. 1·
800-262-5683
www. smoky·

Ain't That Art
TaHooing & Body Piercing By
Jerry • Ryan • Billy • Jason • James

a
intensive training
program; many are now working
as newspaper reporters. Helps
free-lance writers too. The cost
Is 5645 for three-weeh..o( _print
journalism training. Includes a
continental breakfast and lunch
on clas$ days. Register by
11 and receive a $50 discount
oH the regular price! Participants can commute or will find
affordable lodging nearby.
information and to receive a
packet of materials, call the
Kentucky Press Association at
(502) 223-8821 or 'lisil our web
site at www.kypress.com .

PER WORD!

762-4478
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Tillman gives new definition to sports heroes
rorism. On the table. the Arizona Cardinals
were offering a three-year. $3.6 million
contract, but Tillman didn't think twice.
The Army was his calling and the 3.6
million chances being waved in his face
were not going to change his mind about
enlisting.
With his brother Kevin, Tillman enlisted
in the Army to serve in the elite corps of
Army Rangers.
Left behind was Tillman's wife Marie.
They were newlywed and fresh off the honeymoon when he made the decision to
enlist.
With word of his decision the media
wanted Tillman. but Tillman didn't want
the media. He declined interviews and
made it clear he wasn't doing anything
more special than anyone else who enli!.ts.
Tillman j ust wanted to be like every other
soldier No special treatment or attention.
just hard work and dedication for his good
'ol red, white and blue.

Pat Tillman wouldn't want this column
written.
In his eyes, be wasn't a hero. He was just
doing his job by serving his country because
of the deep effect 9-11
imprinted on his brain
and heart.
To Tillman, he was
just like every man and
women putting their
lives on the line for
love of country.
Everyone was giving
up something for the
service, and to him it
did not matter it was a
career in the NFL.
After the attack on the World Trade Center, Tillman was inspired to do what he
could to help America fight the War on Ter-

THE KENTUCKY
FORENSICS
ASSOCIATION
THANKS YOU!

That was the type of guy Tillman was,
honest and never wanting the spotlight ro
shine on him.
He spent his college career at Arizona
State University where he was an under·
si1.ed linebacker with ferocious tenacity. At
only 5-foot-1 1-inches, 200 pounds he was
named Pac-10 defensive player of the year
in 1997.
Not only was Tillman athletically gifted
he was also intelligent. as he graduated with
a 3.84 grade point average in only 3.5
years.
On April 22, Tillman was in eastern
Afghanistan when his Ranger patrol was
attacked by small arms fire and mortars
during an ambush.
Tillman was the only U.S soldier killed in
the skirmish, while two uf his fellow soldiers were injured.
Kellen Winslow, you have absolutely no
idea what war is.
I woke up on Friday morning and got on

ESPN.c.:om like I usually do. I remembered
when Tillman left the NFL fot the service.
and learning of his death was tough to swallow.
Reading about Tillman. I realized how
strongly he loved his country and how he
never thought of himself as better than any·
one else. lie wouldn't want anyone to feel
bad for him nor lift him up as a hero.
The irony is the small football player
with a massive heart never wanted any
press, but his death has created the ·:mess"
he so despised .
His passing has brought an understanding
for what other families have to go through
on n daily basis.
Not only did the NFL and the sports
world lose one of the good guys, fans loSt a
rare athlete not caught up in him~elf.
Pat 'fill man wished to be treated just like
every U.S. soldier. America is treating him
like every soldier should be.
A hero.

ARE YOU 65 OR OLDER?
Would you like to aave money on your preacriptlona?

Right Store.
Right Plice=

'

courtesy of Todd Warshaw/A//sp~rt :

:- ;
...

Pat Tillman
1976-2004

. .

Alma

Starting M• y 3 rd Kroger Pharmacy
can help you enroll In • discount
eerd program that will

MY.Lmll.M.Dldrl

First, we give all praises to God
- the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit for allowing us to
have a successful Speech and
Debate State Tournament.

Matters!

Several professors from around
the state said. "I think it wa."> one
of the best organized state competitions I've been to in years."
We would like to thank numerous
MSU departments, individuals,
and community members for
helping us to receive these positive accolades from our col·
leagues around the state during
the weekend of February 20 and
21. We thank Dr. Dannie
Harrison, Dean, Dr. Gerry
Muul<a, Asst. Dean in the Colle~e
of Business and Public Affrurs
and Dr. Steve Cox, Chair of the
Department of Organizational
Communication for their constant support of the team's
efforts.

AH v..n.tlu
(22,. :10.7S . .. pice.)

TURKEY
BREAST

AI Vwlollet
(16.65 .. *1.7 ... , . .,

4to 7 Ut. Avg.

TONY'S PIZZA

fro~

•

Also. we thank the following for
either judging, advertising. or
provid1ng a service for this
event:
President F. King Alexander,
Ms. Sandra Rogers. Mr. Trice Sear~ent
(Assistant VicePresident of Murray Bank),
Professor Jane Hall and the
College of Business Student
Ambassadors, tbe MSU News,
Mr. Eric Walker, Mr. John
Wright, and The Murray Ledger
& Times, The Trophy Case,
MSU Catering and Food
Services, Becky Carr & Mr. Ed's
Campus Grille (there wa.~ talk
about the great food all weekend!), Mr. David Devoss &
Public Safety Personnel, Mr.
Johnny Miller, Ms. Joan Cooper,
Mr. Mike Suey and the ENTIRE
Facilities Management Staff
(Thanks Pat!), Assistant Provost
Dr. Tim Todd, Ms. Ladonna
McCuan, Ms. Pam Duncan, Mrs.
Jamie Helton, Dr. Barry Brown,
Dr. Robert Lochte, Dr. Ed
Brewer, Dr. Jim Booth, Dr.
Sheryl Lidzy, Dr. Lou Tillson,
Professors David Balthrop.
Lissa Graham-Schneider, Cami
Duffy, Barb Malinauskas, Ann
Landini, (Students Cry~tal
McGruder. Stephanie Utley,
Alicia Christ), Wai-Mart Deli &
Bakery.
the
Depts.
Of
Orgamzational Communication,
Geosciences, Journalism & Mass
Communications. TV Channel
11, Mrs. Shelley Todd and the
Regional Special Events Staff,
Mr. Will Aubrey. Debate Team
Graduate AsSJStant Jennifer
Miles and all of the colleges and
universities from around the state
that sent competitors to this tournament!
We also appreciate Mr. Ronald
Coleman, Ms. Stacey Thomas,
Mr. Justin Ferrell, Ms. Karen Hill,
Ms. Ashley HaHston, Ms.
Charletta Ell1s, Ms. Paula Smith,
Ms. Natalie Blackmon, Professor
Jatta Culj)epper, Mr. Mike
Kirschbaum, Dr. Jeanne Scafella,
Dr. Maeve McCarthy, Mr. Dan
Grigson, Ms. Ashley Crook, Ms.
Rosyln White, Mrs. Dwanna
Stafford. Dr. Staci Stone, Mr.
and Mrs. Brad and Jill Jackson,
Miss Victoria Jackson, Ms. Amy
Jackson, Ms. Macy Andrews
and my COM 161,361,353 past
and 8resent students for helping
us a year.
We thank God for your time. tal·
ent, resources, and encourage·
ment. That weekend, we won
nine trophies. took 2nd in team
debate and 3nl in speaking. Not
Bad! Please congratulate our
students!
Crystal RC Coleman, M.A., J.D.
2003 - 2004 KPA President
MSU Director of Speech &

Debate (Forensics)
Michael Homer, Team President
Jennifer Stafford, Vice-President
Justin Ramey
Amber DuVentre
P.S. Any failure to acknowledge
someone was purely unintentional -Thank you all!
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Brown anniversary time for reflection
by Walt Garrison

The 1951 Murray State College Thoroughbreds basketball tea m won
the regular season title and
became the first
team in school
history to win
the Ohio Valley
Co nference
Tournament.
The team had
an
overall
r eco rd of 21-6
and e nded its
seaso n ranked
No. 16 in the

Courtesy of The Shield

The women of the Wells Hall Council, the governing body of the women's dormitory, enjoy a social moment,
circa 1951.
, ::;-
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" It means having the ability to
get along no matter what race,
culture or religion. It's acceptance."
Cyndi Niles
Freshman.
Smyrna, NY.

" It de a ls with
the integration of
people from other
cultures and races
so we have varie t y .

"

Dr. Eugene
Nget.em
Engh!>h Dept.

"If a thing has happened before, it can happen again."
These were Congressman Jim Clyburn's
sentiments when he came to campus to give a
lecture on Brown v. Board as part of Murray
State's celebration of the 50-year-old case.
Congressman Clyburn of South Carolina is
one of the most esteemed politicians in the
country. Currently the House Democratic
Caucus Vice Chair, the fourth-ranking Democratic representative and the highest-ranking
African American in the J08th Congress, he
also has been instrumental in environmental
justice issue::..
In introducing Clyburn. University President F. King Alexander said, "Public schools
determine society for years to come."
After 55 years, Kentucky seem!. to be
showing that.
Before 1904, the commonwealth of Kentuck-y had no law racially segregating schools.
Then the Day Law took effect, segregating
public and private schools in Kenrucky.
When Carl Day, a legislator from Breathitt
County. visited the desegregated Berea Col lege, whtch wa<; integr.tted, and sa" a black
male kiss a white female, he began pushing
the General Assembly to outlaw integration
in education.
After the Day Law was enacted in 1904,
the Madison County Grand Jury indicted the
trustees of Berea College. In 1908. the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld the Day Law. Justice
John Marshal Harlan, of Kentucky, dissented
from the majority opimon.
The law was amended in 1948 to allow
black nursing and medical students to be educated at the all-white Louisville hospitals.
Kentucky ended state-sanctioned segregation in schools in 1949, five yean; before the
U.S. Supreme Court's Brown v. the Board of
Education of Topeka, Kan., decision, which
made segregated schools illegal. It took until
1996 for the state constitution to be amended
to remove provisions for a poll tax and segregated schools, but Kentucky is still at the
forefront of integration.
Murray State's first known application
from a black person was received in the summer of 1955. The following fall, the University received four applicants. Before 1955,
Murray has no record of any black person
attempting to apply for admission because

continued on page 3

people
" It 's
who have different viewpoints
and
varying
backgrounds that
live, work and
learn together. "
Jenny Lowery
MSU Alumna

.,
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continued:

Kentucky student
population among
nation's most diverse
prior to 1955, race was not recorded.
At the U niversity of Kentucky, Lyman
Tefft Johnson, who was p reside nt of the
LouisviUe chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
applied to UK's doctoral program in history
in 1946. He was rejected and filed the lawsuit that opened the University of Kentucky
to blacks.
Also at U K, J ohn Hatc h, a black man,
applied and was accepted to the university's
law school in 1949. Hatch was forced, however, to attend classes at Kentucky S tate Univers ity. White professors fro m UK wo uld
commute to KSU to teach Hatch.
Another difference between Kentucky and
many other states was a lack of rioting. The
riots in Sturg is cannot be overlooked, but
compared with the violence in other states, it
was minimal.
Annazette Fie lds, director of the Equal
Opportunity Office at Murray State, said "the
University has an open ad mission policy"
and does not have any afflmlative action.
A report released by Harvard University
found schools in the United States are as segregated now as they were in the late 60s. ln
1998, blacks made up about 45 percent of
previously predominantly white school!.. ln
2001, the Harvard data showed those figures
had dropped to 30 percent, about the same as
in 1969 nationally. The study also showed
Kentucky's schools among the most integrated in the nation.
To keep Murray State's diversity levels up.
the University administers the Office of
African-American Student Services/Ethnic
Programs. The office was established to provide assistance and support to Murray State's
minority students, and it focuses on helping
students before and after they enro ll.
The African-American Recruitment and
Rete ntion Offi ce also was set up to increase
the black stude nt population. T he office is
also developing a black alumni network.
S ho wing the importance o f Bro wn v.
Board , Clyburn said aU later desegregation
cases cited Brown.
He also asked, " When have we ever had a
celebration for a Supreme Court decision?"
The decision in Brown spelled out that it
should be done " with all deliberate speed."
"What is all delibe rate speed?" Clyburn
said. 'We are still trying to figure that out,"

" It's becoming
open-minded and
educated with
different things
and different culture s. ,

Elena Vassiliou
Senior
Greece

Rashod Taylor

Students in Elizabeth Residential College eat and bang out in their lounge. The atmosphere
today is much more conducive to having diverse friends and ideas. Residential colleges hold
events Uke movie nights to give students opportunities to meet new people.

Courtesy of Murray State Athletic Department

The 2003-04 Murray State University Racers basketball team reflects not only a more diverse student population but also what good can come from working together. Last season the Racer team had a record of 28-6, winning its 12th Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. Cuthbert Victor (10) led the team in points and rebounds.
He was OVC Player of the Year and was on the NationaJ Association of Basketball Coaches' All-District Team.
Victor was aJso an Associated Press AU-American Honorable Mention for 2003-04.

" It's much
more than just
variety. "

Dr. Mica Howe
Modern Languages
Department

' ' It means different races of
people. Different
langu ages and
religions, too. "

J.D. Lin
Junior
China

" It's being able
to communicate
with all types of
c ultures with the
ending result of a
common resoluti o n ."
Sheri Hill
Union Planters
Bank

_,
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'What the

•••

' is going on?

House is the Catholic campus ministries organization
that serves as a spiritual and social group for all Murray
Gathered around several tables in the Curris Center, State students of various denominations. The program
many students listen intently to the soothing words of a started to draw attention from a variety of student
religious leader. These students, who have different groups, many of different ethnicities and religious backbackgrounds and faiths of their own, are interested in ground<>.
This program, appropriately titled "What the ... ?," has
becoming more familiar with the doctrines and history
attracted members of the student body by teaching
of other religious faiths .
At the end of January, a new program sponsored by about diverse religious faiths through presentations by
the Newman House began to take shape. The Newman leaders of those faith communities.
Bill Duffield, administrator and campus minister of
St. Leo Catholic Church's Newman House, said several
students involved with the Newman House had been
discussing the idea of having an informational program
to learn about different religious beliefs and backgrounds.
"While I've done a lot of organizing of it, this was
really a student-driven activity," he said.
The students began to realize that although they knew
much about their own faith, they really did not know as
much about others.
"They were inspired to learn more about other religious ways of life." Duffield said.
Of the programs completed thus far, the one that
brought the most attendance was about the Episcopal
Church. The Rev. David Simmons, vicar and campus
minister from St. John's Episcopal Church in Murray,
presented the background of his faith and answered
questions.
Simmons said he believed this approach to learning
about religion was a great idea from the start.
"I felt it was a very open environment to speak in,
and I believe my message was received warmly," he
said.
Mary Kathryn Cash, public relations director of the
Newman House and a senior from Fancy Farm, agreed.
"This objective approach allows students to receive
accurate information and cut through the untruths or
speculations about these various faiths," she said
Melissa Bates, who has been involved with the Newman House for two years, attended the Episcopal program. She said the program has been doing well in giving straightforward and unbiased information about
these faiths to those who want to learn.
"I think that each speaker has felt that they are getting
their points across, and (they) may have answered a few
personal questions for some, as well," said Bates, a
junior from Owensboro. "I don't know why (other students) are coming (to the program), and I don't know
about their personal questions, but 1 have a feeling that
(we) are in the same boat."
She also said this program is a great opportunity to
photos by Ellen Copeland
become up-to-date on religious information, because
Mary, believed by Christians to be the mother of religion may be an important part of someone's life and
Jesus, is a key figure in many Christian denomi- how they live it.
nations, especially Catholicism.
"I want to learn about all faiths, so if I am ever talk-

by Elle n Copeland

What
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mean<)

to you.

" People with
different backgrou nds, races
and cultures coming together, with
all differences

HOLY BIBLE
The Bible is considered a sacred
script to Christians. This one is on
display at St. Leo Catholic C hurch
in M urray.
ing with someo11e about their faith, I will know where
they are coming from," Bates said.
Cash said she understands that the Catholic population in western Kentucky is sm'all, compared with other
faiths. In smaller church communities, sometimes
Catholic~ are misconceived by others.
"We have our share of misunderstandings, as well as
others, but this program helps bring together our similarities, instead of focusing solely on our differences,"
she said.
The program has provided a wealth of knowledge
about denominations. The first session. "What the ... is
a Presbyterian?," was followed by many others such as
Christian Scientist, Charismatic Christian, Non-Denominational, and Judaism.
The students who coordinated the sessions, said they
are very pleased with the outcome and have reached
more of an audience than they expected. The speakers
involved in presenting the information said they were
satisfied, as well.
"I would be glad to participate, again if I was invited," Simmons said.
Since the program has had such an impact on those
who have attended, the Newman House is planning to
continue hosting these educational sessions next fall.
"The students (who) want to become more educated
are coming regularly," Bates said. "Since it has been a
success this semester, we are probably going to continue it next semester."

" It is different
peop le coming
together. "

"Accepting
everyone for who
they are, not what
they look like or
stand for. "

aside. "
Christian Davis
Freshman
Memphis

Guadalupe Valdez
MBA
Murray

Keith Richie
Junior
Louisville
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Convictions, criticisms: religious
controversies go hand in hand
already had anti-Semitic beliefs, they would see justification in the movie," Chejfec said, "but if someone who did
It is evident in everyday life that biases exist. In 1936, not have such feelings went in to see the movie, they
the book. "The Study of Man," included the phrase: "the would probably not see anything to that effect"
last thing that a fish would ever notice would be the
Hamid Alzobaidi, senior and president of the Muslim
water." By not readily noticing biases, do we fit into this Student Organitation, said knowing about Christianity is
key to understanding the religious history of the movie.
analogy that anthropologist Ralph Linton once used?
"For anyone who understands Christianity, it is lrnown
The more recent, well-publicized example of antiSemitism is the fear of many Jews concerning Mel Gib- that (Jesus) came to die. It doesn't matter who killed
son's "The Passion of the Christ." In the more than 50 him," he said. "The truth is the truth, and history is histoyears after the end of World War II and the release of ry; we can't change it"
Kelly Rogers. adviser for Campus Outreach. said the
thousands of Jews from concentration camps, many people fear the movie will renew such animosity. However, film accurately portrayed the events of the last hours of
many people such as the members of Amcha. The Coali- Jesus' life as foretold in the Old Testament
"Tsaw no anti-Semitism, only the Son of Man, the Son
tion for Jewish Concerns, feared it would. Ameba held a
protest outside a theater in New York wearing concentra- of God, a perfect man, without sin, put to death as was
tion camp uniforms to show the parallel of the film's por- foretold in scripture (isaiah 5:3), for the sin of all who
have faith in Jesus and turned from sin," Rogers said.
trayal of Jews and the Nazi Holocaust.
Not everyone has the same reaction, though. Assistant
The Rev. Ray Goetz, of St. Leo Catholic Church in
Murray, said in "The Passion of the Christ" he saw no Professor Sarah Gutwirth said she thinks it is racist.
anti-Semitism toward the Jews but said he understood
"I have not seen the movie, and 1 will not see it,"
many Jewish people would be afraid the film could cause Gutwirth said. "I will not attend the movie theater in this
anti-Semitic feelings.
town until it has left, and if there were any options, I
"I really don't think that it was anti-Semitic, but when would boycott the theater for having shown it."
you are on the receiving end, you may be more sensi''r would not have seen a movie of this violent nature
tive," Goetz said. "I believe that if it was anti-Semitic, in any case since I abhor violence in films. However, I
then it was also anti-Roman."
have been reading about this film for a year, and the conDaniel Chejfec, executive director for the Central Ken- troversy that surrounded it while it was being made, and I
tucky Jewish Federation, said he did not like the movie.
am convinced that Mel Gibson is an anti-Semite and the
"I believe that if someone went to the thep.ter and content of this film is racist in intention and in effect."
Gutwirth said she has experienced forms of racial
stereotypes being voiced around her such as Jews having
big noses, being rich, and dishonest.
"I have had both kinds of beliefs voiced in my presence and not always because people are aware that I am
Jewish." Gutwirth said. "However, I think the more
insidious form of racism ... is the belief that everyone is
Christian."
Gutwirth said Murray is not diverse at all except for
the international students.
"I have never lived anywhere less diverse," Gutwirth
said. "Tilis is the most homogeneous community I have
ever encountered, and it is not tolerant.
"I have known a number of people here whose native
language is not English, and they are treated with rudeness. The tacit assumption that 'we are all Christian' is
oppressive. I have been proselytized frequently, which 1
find repellent. People are friendly and generally well
meaning, but their ignorance of the history of their religion and the genocides that have been practiced in the
past by those who call themselves Christian, is disturbing
tome."
Goetz said the Catholic Church often senses antiErin Gilles
Catholic feelings, which may be attributed to recent alleThe mosque in College Courts housgations of sexual misconduct,but in Murray, he says he
es a collection of Islamic books.
doesn't see it as much as in other areas of Kentucky.

by Holly Bradley

" To me, diversity is being confident in who you
are and accepting
others for being
different. "
Carlos Johnson
Senior
Hopkinsville

"It's accepting
people for who
they are. "
Cindy Clemson
Coordinator for
Services for Students with Learning Disabtlities
Offices

Ellen Copeland
A statue of Jesus, located in St. Leo Catholic
Church, reminds Christians of His love for them.
"Everyone has biases; most of them we don't know
about," Goetz said. "If we spent half the time focusing on
what we have in common with everyone else than we do
finding differences, we would find that we have a lot in
common. Diversity is good, but division is bad."
Historically the Islamic faith is faced with prejudices.
Such biases have risen because of recent world events.
Lukman Saleh, graduate and webmaster for the Muslim Student Organization, said he believes a lack of
understanding fuels many biases.
Chejfec agreed saying education is the only way to
overcome prejudice.
"Sigmund Freud was once asked why people hate, and
he said we do not necessarily hate what we do notlrnow,
we hate that which we used to know but has now
changed," Chejfec said. "People still want to see Jews the
way that we were depicted in the Bible, and that is not
how we are anymore."
Saleh said all media have biases.
"I believe that you have to take information like you
would eat," Saleh said. "You need to chew it first before
you eat it. Some people accept what the media says right
away when they should think about it before accepting."

" It means that
different cu ltures
can study and
work together. "

"Wit h out
diversity, life
would be boring.
Color is a beautiful thing. "

John Wang
Graduate Student
China

Katie Burnett
Senior
Fort Mitchell
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Costly trip offers no guarantees
by Denise Brazzell

photos by Denise Brazzell

Pastor Jose Rivas, at right, speaks to two of his church members about
becoming legal citizens of the United States. Both young men, who refused
to give their names, work in Graves County after buying papers to make it
appear they are in the country legally.
(Right) Rogelio, a n illegal
immigrant who paid a
C oyote to smuggle him
into the United States,
d oe s th e di s he s in hi s
Mayfield home. Rogelio
would like to become a
U.S. citizen but faces language and cultural barrier s. He works in agriculture in the Graves County
area
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Rogelio is not in the United States
legally. He does not want to give his last
name. He lives in Mayfield in a rundown house he rents from a man who
does not ask questions, he said. Rogelio
likes it when people do not ask questions. He said he feels safer that way.
He came to Mayfield from his childhood home of Cheran, an Indian village
in the highlands of Michoacan in Mexico. He did not know anything about
Kentucky when he began his journey, he
satd, but he had a friend already living in
Mayfield who told him he could find
work there. That same friend is the one
who told him about the man who rents
houses to Hispanics without asking questions. So Rogelio is here.
And the friend was right. Rogelio
found work. He works in the tobacco
fields of Graves County as well as doing
other odd jobs - construction and lawn
care - enough to pay the rent and send
some money home.
Steve Jiminez, fonner director of the
Mayfield-Graves County Habitat for
Humanity, said Rogelio's story is indicative of Latino culture.
"The Hispanic people are very 'y.-ord
of mouth ,"' Jiminez said. "They get
word from friends already living in the
United States telling them where there is
work, and that's where they go."
Roge1io tells the story of his journey to
the United States in a straightforward
manner. He does not show emotion; he
just states the facts.
It was 3 a.m. when he left his home to
begin the trip north. His mother fixed
breakfast for him, but they were quiet so
they would not wake the younger children asleep in the next room. Rogelio is
t he fifth of seven children, a nd his
younger siblings wanted hi m to wake
them before he left, but he did not. He
said he did not want to deal with the crying.
"Jt was sad already," he said. "I did
not want to make it any sadder by seeing
them crying as I was leaving. I j ust wanted to go."
The rest of his family, two older broth-

" Differences in
everything from
geog r ap h ica l ,
rac ia l, gende r,
relig ions, and
sexual choice. "

"Differe n t
races and differe nt classes of
people. It's valuing ind ivid ualism."

Linda Bartnik
Reference Librarian

Li Lin
Junior
China

ers, a sister and his mother and father,
said goodbye to him at the door of the
family's dirt floor adobe house. He
walked off into the dark, he said . He
would be the first of his family to make
the trip to the United States and the ftrst
in his family to be an illegal immigrant.
The final arrangements for his trip had
been made a couple of days earlier, but
the initial atrangements started a couple
of years ago, Rogelio said. He saved as
much money as he could, which was not
much since he only made about $35 a
week working in the fields around Cheran. Most of his money, like the money
his siblings made, was pooled to help
support the fami ly. But he saved a little.
The rest he borrowed from a man in
Cheran who speciali7es in loans for the
Coyote.
The Coyote is the man who smuggled
Rogelio and 10 others across the border
at McAlle n, Texas, 1,000 long mites
from Cheran.
Rogelio paid the Coyote $2,000 with
no guarantees and certainly no refunds,
he said. T he Coyote would get him
across the.border. After the border crossing, another man would pick the group
up at a rendezvous point and get them to
Kentucky.
The trip began. Rogelio said. with the
I I Mexican Nationals in the back of a
pickup truck. Only the driver, the Coyote, was allowed in the front. Anyone
who brought suitcases or personal
belongings was fo rced to leave them
behind, he said If there were pesos in
their pockets, the Coyote took those too.
"Nothing," Rogelio said. "We could
bring nothing with us. Just the clothes on
our backs. One man left the pictures of
his children in a pile in the dirt."
The group drove for two days to reach
Reynosa, a Mexican town across the Rio
Grande from McAllen. They stopped at
points along the way to use the bathroom, but nothing to eat, Rogelio said,
and only water to drink.
At Reynosa, another man met the
group to get them across the river. They

continued on page 7

" It's making
su re all o f t he
members of your
com mun ity a re
represented."

Arthur Bym
Mayfield Mayor
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continued:

Working to send
money home
waited until dark, Rogelio said, and then
crossed the black water two at a time in a
small boat.
"[t on ly took a few minutes to get
across the river,'' he said, "but 1t seemed
to take forever. I was one of the first
across, so r watched for the border patrol
as the others crossed."
The Coyotes know their business border patrol officials at McAllen, Texas
said.
"They know when to cross," said Jose
GarL.a, head of the Border Patrol's
McAllen sector. "They know about :sh1ft
changes and the times of regular patrols.
We also have to realize that all the technology we have available to us to use to
catch them, they have to use 10 avoid us.
They're good at what they do."
After the river crossing, Rogelio said
the group walked all night and all the
next day.
"The Coyote told Ul> th1s was how we
would avoid the border patrol," he said.
"We walked around the edges of properties in the desert until we came to a town,
and another man met us with a van."
Rogclio said the group was given little
food during the walk, but there was plenty of water.
Once he was in the United States.
Rogelio said he relaxed.
"I wasn't as afraid as J was while we
were sull in Mexico.· he said . " I was
excited then. I figured since we made it
this far, we would make it to Kentucky."
The group began its drive to Kentucky.
Tha.t was the easiest part of the trip.
Rogelio said. "We weren't ull crowded
like we were in the pickup," he said.
"The man was nice to us, and we stopped
to eat and get something to drink."
Rogelio arrived in Mayfield in early
September, and he has been working
stead ily. he said. He sends money home
every month - "remesas," money orders
from the United S ta tes - to pay the
$1.200 owed to the loan shark. It will
take him over two years to pay the debt.
He also sends money home to help support h is family.
Rogelio lives with three other men
who are also in the United States illegally. He said he is not lonely, but he misses
his family. He found out recently,

Rogelio cooks Cherat, a dish he makes from fish he catches in a local pond
and combines with a potato and flour gravy. He said he misses his mother's cooking more than anything.
though, that one of his older brother!>
made it to Chicago. so he is no longer the
only sibling in the United States.
"I wish I had a picture," he said. "ltalk
to them every week. but it is not the
same."
He is cooking dinner as he talkscheral. a di~h made of li!'>h he caught in a
local pond mixed with a flour and potato
gravy.
He stops stirring for a moment. "And I
miss my mother's cooking," he said with

a grin.
Jose Rivas is the minister of Casu Del
Faith Church in Mayfield. Rivas said he
serves the migrant population not JUSt
with the necessities for a spiritual life,
but with what IS needed for the physical
as well. Today, he brings a box of food
to Rogelio and his friends. After 38 years
of experience workmg with the illegal
immigrant population across the southwestern United States, he said Rogelio's
story is one he has heard thousands of
times.
"They come here for the money," he
said. " W ouldn't you if you knew you
could make two, maybe three, times what
you could make at home?"

" It is an o pportunity we h ave to

" It means different cultures. I

e rase ignorance.

would hate to be
somew here
where
there
weren't differ-

"
Aaron Butler
Freshman
Murray

ences."
Amy Breitbarth
Freshman
Stafford, Va.

Rivas stands in Rogelio's kitchen and
looks at the ground that can be seen
under the sink where the wood has rotted
awuy. He asks Rogelio if he has looked
for another pluce to live, some place
safer perhaps. since all the exit~ except
the front dour are boarded up in thb
house.
"No; Rogelio said with a shrug.
Shaking his head. Riva' usked Rogclio
what else he and his friends need.
·•some blankets." Rogelio said. "It has
been cold the last couple of nights. and
we don't have any blanJ,.ets."
'Rivas tells him he will bring blankets
that afternoon.
"They come here with little expectation to live any better than they did in
Mexico," Rivas said. "They are used to
sleeping in the floor, to having nothing.
So many times the social workers I deal
with ask 'how can they live like this?'
but fro m where they are coming from.
this is actually better."
Ri vas came to Mayfield as a missionary with the Southern Baptist Missionary
Association to try to serve the growing
Hispanic population of the area. According to the 2000 census, 5.9 percent of

Mayfield's 10,439 residents are Hispanic.
Davey King, director of migrant housing at the Kentucky Housing Corp., a
state agency in Lexington, said the census numbers do not give an accurate picture.
"In the housing business. we say you
have to multiply the census numbers by
two or three to get the true count," King
said. "Obviously. if they are here illegally. they aren't counted in the census."
Two poss1ble reasons for the large Hispanic population in Maytield may be Pilgrims Pride, a poultry processing plant in
Graves County thtll has a large number
of Hispanic employees. and the tobacco
production of the area. Jiminez. again
Cites the 'word of mouth' CUltural reasoning.
''If they have been told by others that
they can get a job here, then they will
come to the area." Jiminez said. ''And
tobacco production is something they are
familiar with as well, since Mexico produces tobacco, too."
Two of the men who live with Rogelio
work at Pilgnms Pride. When asked
about the proper documentmion required
to get a job, Rogelio will not answer.
Rivas. however, ~aid he knows the
answer to that que~tiun . "They buy
them." he said. "It can cost $200 to $500
to buy the papers required to get a job.
Several in my congregation have bought
their papers."
Rivas said he struggles with what he
calls the "Christian criminal mentality''
of his parishioners. He sauJ he tries to
make them understand that not telling the
truth is wrong, even if 1t gt:t-; them a job.
Rogelio said his ultimate goal is to
become legal. He wants to get a good job
and have his family with him, maybe
even own a house and a car, he said.
Sounds much like the American
dream.

Rogello (right) and a friend at the
door of their rented Mayfield home.

" People with
differe nt backgrounds. It gives
u s a wide range
of ideas abou t
things."

" You see som e
differences, but it

Johnny Jackson

Daniel Yong
Owner, August
Moon Restaurant

Mayfield City
Council Member

means everyone
is still equal."
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photos by Rashod Taylor
Leslie Watkins (left) and Teresa Heard have been engaged since October. They say the
gay and lesbian community in Murray struggles with the issue of respect. They are
both members of Alliance, a campus group that supports the rights of the gay community. " We are like family. It is so much more than just a social outlet. It is a place to be
ourselves," Heard said.

- -- ----

Teresa Heard, a Murray State student originally from TellDei
did not come to Murray to get an education. She came because
was in love.
Heard met her fiancee in what she calls a "classic" manner.
"We had a mutual friend who spoke often- and highly- a
each of us to the other," she said. "But this friend never thougl
introducing us as romantic partners."
That could be because Heard's fiancee is a woman. She is eng
to 32-year-old Leslie Watkins, also a Murray State student.
When Heard and Watkins finally met, Heard said, it was actf
an accident. Heard, who is 48, was living in Wisconsin at the I
and she was trying to reach her friend on the computer. Instead
reached Watkins.
"We knew each other's names, but we didn't really know
other," Heard said. "But we chatted online all that day and aJ
next day. Our relationship just progressed from there."
About six months into the long-distance relationship, Heard de
ed to move to Murray. She said at her age, she has had plenty of
to figure out what she wants out of life.
"I wanted to be with Leslie," Heard said. "I was sure of that."
Heard and Watkins are members of Alliance, Murray State's
dent organization that supports the rights of gays, lesbians, bisex
transgenders and straight students. Though many people on car
may have heard of Alliance, they do not know where the group n
or how often - in fact, most do not know too much about Allian4
all.
Danielle Walsh, senior from Frankfort and president of Allie
said she knows why. "We put up flyers all around campus about
meetings," Walsh said. "But the flyers get ripped down, and we<
afford to keep making them. So no one knows much about us."
The public's attitude that leads to the ripping down of flyers
hate messages scrawled across the flyers is described by Watkir
"narrow-minded and hateful" but is one with which most membe
Alliance are used to dealing.
'1'eresa and I went to a rally in Frankfort recently to support
rights,'' Watkins said. "And across from me stood a lady with a
that said 'Our state is great, keep it straight,' as if to insinuate l
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The shoe tree bas a
long history of tradition at Murray State.
Couples who meet and
marry while they are
at school here place a
shoe from each of
them on the tree. Teresa H eard (left) and
Leslie Watkins would
like to put their shoes
on the tree as well. The
two have been engaged
for alm os t a year
though t hey ca nnot
marry
lega lly.
"It's crazy that someone can tell me who I
can marry or who I
can't," Watkins said.

nt not defined
1der constraints
make our state something bad because I am a lesbian. That attitude
just makes me sad and angry."
At a recent meeting of Alliance, members discussed the misunder~see,
1 she standings that surround the group.
"One of the things that gets me is people ask all the time when we
'decided' to become gay," said Aaron Butler, freshman from Murray
bout and Alliance member. "You don't decide to ·become gay- you just
!.It of are or you aren't."
Heard agreed with Butler's sentiment
aged
"You know, I think I have the right to address this question," she
said. "I lived in the straight world for 46 years, and I was miserable. I
lally was married three times, and each time a marriage failed, I blamed
ime, my husband. But it was me. I wasn't where I needed to be. I was tryI she ing to be what society told me l should be, and in denying myself, I
made myself- and the people around me- miserable."
each
The members of Alliance said they want to make sure everyone
l the knows there is a place where gay people can go and feel safe to be
themselves.
~cid"Being gay in a small, rural Kentucky town isn't easy," Watkins
time said. "We don't do this because we want to be ostracized by others.
We just want the chance to be ourselves, to express ourselves, like
anyone else."
stuHeard agreed.
uals,
"Just like the question about marriage," she said. "So many people
opus ask me what the big deal is about marriage. Well, the big deal is not
teets about marriage itself; it's about denying us the right to be married::e at to establish our families, to have legal rights with each other."
The group said Alliance membership affords them not just a social
tnce, outlet but a support network as well.
t our
"It's like a family," Walsh said. "A place where we don't have to
:an't constantly look over our shoulder or pretend to be something we're
not."
and
One of the main goals of Alliance, the members said, is to inform
IS as the public that a gay community exists in Murray.
rs of
"It isn't like we' re putting ourselves on display," Heard said. "It's
more that we want others to know we're here, and we're here to stay
gay . whether they accept us or not."
sign
hat I Abby Aiken and Holly Bradley contributed to this story.

Teresa Heard and Leslie Watkins share a quiet walk across campus. The two are
engaged and say the Jegal recognition of their relationship, wbile important, is not
the only thing that matters to them. "Teresa and I are together till death do us
part," Watkins said. " Our commitment to each other Is real whether we have a
piece of paper saying so or not."

Teresa Heard (left) and Leslie Watkins greet each other with a
kiss at a local restaurant.
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Non-English
speaking patients
force change in
medical community

Culture in the classroom
Murray Elementary students learn ofdifferences, diversity
J>y Leah Evans
"We all come from different pans
of the country," Robin Brown, second grade teacher at Murray Elementary. explained to hi!> class.
"Where do you come fromT
One student ra1sed Ius hand and
said, ''I'm from Indiana:· Several
other children named places like
Georgia, Iowa and Tennessee.
But, in Brown's class. Thailand,
Taiwan and Malaysia are also home
for -;orne students.
Brown said his students listened
intently as he explained that everyone has differences- different
homes, parents, likes and dislikes.
He said the most important thing
to teach children about diversity,
hln\ever, is to just "let the kids
know that we are ull dif"terent. and
that is OK."
Brown. 33, who n:ccived both his
undergraduate and gruduate degrees
from Murray State, said teaching
children that we all ha\e differences
1s important to their education.
Brown's class consist'> of 22 students, three of which are from foreign countries. Brown said having
these student!> in cl:~ss not only adds
to the educational dcvclopmem of
his students. hut ulsn his knowledge.
"Having these students in class b
a great way to teach kid:-. about other
culture!>," he said.
One student, Nathan Sutherland,
who was born in Taiwan. claimed
he is really from Murray.
Although he i.., like many k1ds his
age 10 that he is ready for summer.
his reason for excitement is unusual.
'Tm ready for fifth grade, so I can
do Algebra," he said enthusiastically. explaining he hopes to skip third
and fourth grades.
Brittany Yong. another student in

by Denise Brazzell

Rashod Taylor
Brittany Yong a nd Nathan Sutherla nd, both 7, listen as their
teacher discusses the impor tance of appreciating diver sity.
Brown's class. :-;aid she is ready for
summer. too.
'Tm going to Malaysia in June,"
she said, "and I'm going to go shopping with my mom."
Yong explained $he has two
youn~Jer brothers a·t home. one
which v. ill start kindergarten this
fall,
Brown said all his students are
involved tn class d1scu),sion, including his tnternattonal students. For
example, when Brown asked his studel11s to thank Santa for the gifts
thcv received la... t year, one student
...aid "he did not celebrutc Christmas
with gifts. Brown -;aid this i), just
one mstance of hnw he ha), learned
about diversity during his I 0 years
in the classroom.
Brown, who tnught in Caldv.ell
County for two years bel(1re beginning at Murray Elementary. v.here
he has remaineJ for eight years, ...aid
he became intere~ted in teaching in
college when he reali1ed many students lack father figures in their
lives.
He said although it is rare for
males to teach at the elementary
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school level. he feels completely
comfortable in his position and cannot imagme doing anything else.
"Everyone in this class works
together, and we're one big family,"
Brown said. "We make sure that
every ~tudent feels loved and needed."

Bmv.n referred to the unity in his
classroom a'> ..one big melting pot"
anti said all the student-; in h1s class
work wonderfully tagetha No student ever feels left out, and each student plays an important part in each
day, he said. He stated he ha.!> never
had a problem v. ith his students
accepting other cultures.
Coincidentally. Brown said his
favurite subjects to teach h1s students rue science and social studies.
lie ~aiJ he enjoys using current
e\ents as tea~hing tools in the classroom, becau~e not only do the student!. learn about these e\ents, but
they also become more uware of the
world around them.
Having international students in
his cl:~ss helps all of his students to
understand that the world is much
larger than Murray, Brown said.

Writers
Joshua Adkins
Holly Bradley
Ellen Copeland
Leah Evans

" God c reated
all of us uniquely
a nd differen tly.
so we can't all be
alike."

Huong Kelly
Murray resident

Walt Garrison
Jessica Higdon
Alicia Ray
Jessica Wade
Beth Wood

Getting sick is never easy. Getting sick and not being
able to speak English may be even more difficult. For international students at Murray State, getting help will be easier if Enghsh is the language spoken.
Kathy Price. associate director of Murray. State's Health
Serv1ces, said the University does not have Interpreters on
staff. nor does it translate any of its medical information
into other languages.
"We just have to get across to them that they need to
bring a translator," Price said.
Just as important as being told what the nurse is saying,
however, is being able to tell the nurse what is wrong.
Research in the field of cultural competence in health
communication has shown many medict~l situations involving non English speaking patients can result in misdiagnosis, which can be life-threatening.
Kim PaschaU, staff nurse at Health Services, suid she
often uses pictures or pointing to specify where a pain is or
to indicate how a patient feels .
"It can be really difficult," Paschall said. "We want to be
sure we get correct information, but it can be hard to make
sure I know what a student is telling me."
Pnce said if there is difficulty to the point that a patient is
not understood at all, they will contact' the Institute for
lnternation:~l Studies for help.
Marth:~ Smith, administrative assistant at the in~titute.
said she is usually the office staffer who deals with questions .'>Uch as getting medical help. Smtth said she uses any
option available.
..Their adviser can usually help," Smith said. "They wiJI
often know a friend (who) has better English speaking
skills (who) can speak for them. Most of the tune, that
works Fortunately. we haven't had to deal with any real
medical emergencies, but we may ha\e to at some point."
The two largest groups of international students listed on
Murmy State census material for the fall 2003 semester are
83 As1an or Pacific Islander students, which is .82 percent
of the University's 10, 100 students, and 77 Hispanic students, which is .76 percent. The numbers don't seem to

continued on page 12

Editor's note: This spec1al publication
Advisers
Dr. Jeanne S. Scafella was produced by students enrolled in
JMC 586 Special Topics: Diversity in
Dr. Celia J. Wall
Journalism at Murray State UniversiJoe D. Hedges
ty. Funding came from a NewspaperF. Gilland Welsch
in-Residence Grant.

" Di vers ity is
freedom. "

" Di versity is
co mm on sense;
it's reali ty. You
deal wit h it, or
you reject socie t y .

Leslie Watkins
Freshman
Mumty

Roben Valentine
Elizabeth College
Head

"
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U.S. Hispanic population rising
Is MSU prepared to accommodate this student demographic?
by Alicia Ray
By 2010, it is estimated that Hispanics
will outnumber blacks to become the
largest nonwhite demographic group to
graduate from public and nonpublic U.S.
high schools, according to a Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
study.
By 2017, that number will have almost
quadrupled, reaching 1 I ,889 graduates,
almost a third of the 32.276 Caucasians.
As Murray State has increased its Hispanic population over the past 10 years
from 33 to 77 students, University offiCials
are recognizing it as a quickly growing
student population.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said plans to prepare the University for a large increase in Hispanic
enrollment are in the infancy stage.
"Really, at this point, it's just
more questions being asked," Robertson
said. "I would say we're just scratching
the surface right now, but at least we' re
acknowledging that it's happening."
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice president
for Enrollment Management, said Murray
State is very proud that enrollment among
Hispanic students is beginning to increase.
"Realizing that the Hispanic population
in the (United States) and in Kentucky is
growing, we're beginning to position the
University to respond to those demographic changes," Vaughan said. "We're trying
to be proactive."
Vaughan said the University has already
translated the general interest piece for
recruitment into Spanish and is working to
translate the Financing an Excellent Education brochure as well.
Roslyn White, assistant director of
School Relations for African-American
Recruitment. said translating informational
documents is the first step Murray State
needs to take to attract Hispanic students.
"The students (often) understand
English. but the parents don't," she said.
The University needs to work on carving out a niche for Hispanic students at
Murray, White said.
"You're comfortable with people you're
used to," she said. "Once we get the word
out to students that we are going to be
comfortable to students, (the Hispanic
population will grow even more) .... If

" Having the
op portunity to
experience things
outside
your
comfort level."

Jennifer Pryor
Freshman
Louisville

Alicia Ray

Noe Madrigal, freshman from Mexico, and Stephanie And rews, sophomore from Ecuador, judge projects for Dr. Bodevin 's Spanish 203 class
you're going to get a university education,
we need to go somewhere that reflects us."
White said her position may eventually
cover all minority recruitment instead of
only African-American recruitment.
Annazette Fields, director of equal
opportunity and American Disabilities Act
coordi nator, said the University does not
have a specific plan for hiring faculty of
any particular group right now. She said
Murray State advertises for faculty in
magazines and other publications such as
"The Chronicle," where the readership
audience is diverse.
"I believe that our hiring procedure is
designed to recruit a diverse body," she
said. "We look at the qualifications that
the job requires, and then we look for people (who) have this background, this set of
skills. After they've found this group of
people, we're able to choose people with
more diversity."
Fields said while she is pleased with the

''It

is

what
makes us all
unique. Different
ethnic
backgrounds, cultures,
income, race and
religion. "
Lisa Cox
Jumor
Eastview

progress Murray State has made recently
in increasing diversity in faculty members
and the student body, the University is still
far from where she would like to see it.
"It's a moving target," Fields said.
Pedro Garces Tamayo, who left Cuba to
come to the United States after winning an
immigration lottery six years ago, said
although the school is doing well recruiting Hispanics as a whole. there is much
room for improvement.
Garces Tamayo, freshman who lives in
LouisviiJe, said he and another Hispanic
student from Cuba. Deneb Perel, also a
freshman residing in Louisville, have met
with several administrators in order to discuss ways to better accommodate the
growing Hispanic population.
Garces Tamayo said he suggests the
University incorporate the Englis h as a
Second Language program with tutoring
to help bridge the gap between immigrants
and native-born Americans.

" In co l lege,
diversity should
include a respect
for individuals.
We are a l l here
for an education,
not to worry
about differences
in race. sex, religion."
Ryan McCafferty
Junior
Owensboro

"If I take a paper to someone !for help),
they would n't understand it." Garces
Tamayo said. "(In high school,) we still
had that group (of ESL teachers) to come
to for help when we needed it."
Ingrid Thompson, senior from Antigua,
Guatemala, agreed Hispanic students need
an office of some sort to which they can
visit when they need help overcoming the
cultural and language barriers.
''(When I lirst arrived her~ seven years
ago), I just knew some words from when I
went to school in Guatemala. but just like
one year," she said. ''Just colors, numbers,
'my name is' . and how to drive a car."
Thompson said she didn't feel people
could understand her when she first came
to Murray State.
Garces Tamayo said it is difficult to be
compared in his classes with those who
primarily speak English.
"Our level of writing is not as good as
someone who's been here all their life," he
said. ''(Professors) expect the same level
out of someone who's been here their
whole life (and) out of me, and I've been
here six yean;.
" I think it would be a lot better to create
a program for permanent immigrants that
come here," he said.
He said the school should look into having more cultural events.
"It's kind of hard not to forget our culture," Garces Tamayo said. "Having more
cultural events. at least once a year. having
culture days for all parts of the world
(would be goo<.l). as well as activities."
Garces Tamayo saJd a plan to start a
support group for Hispanic students is
under way and should be implemented by
the beginning of next semester.
"Sometimes you want to be involved
with a group and make a difference,"
Garces Tamayo, who regularly attends
Black Student Council meetings, said. "If
we start our own group, we can make a
difference like (the Black Student Council)
has."
Garces Tamayo said he thinks the University is responding well so far to the
growing population of Hispanic students.
" It' ll keep growing," he said. "We
already outnumber the African-Americans
in the total (national) population."
Said Garces Tamayo: "I hope when I
graduate, there will be 300 Hispanics here."

' ' Diversity is an
integration of different personal ities. "

Noah Lucas
Sophomore
Dyersberg, Tenn.
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Kuwaiti student realizes America
not just about 'The Colonel'
by Josh Adkins
Muhammad Abdul al-Mumen
used to think fried chicken was all
Kentucky had to offer. However,
he soon discovered there was
much more to Murray 's small
community.
AI-Mumen's easy-going persona lity and level-headed demeanor
quickly su rfaced, as he nonchalantly managed the interview in
between on-air breaks at Murray
State University's public radio station, WKMS.
" I was born and rai sed in
Kuwait City, Kuwait," ai-Mumen,
a graduate student, said . "I maintained an excellent grade point
average throughout high school
and was awarded a scholarship to
study abroad by the Kuwaiti government."
He said his parents, both educated in Kuwait, had always dreamed
of sending one of their children to
the United States for further education. AI -Mumen said he was
comfortable attending a university
in Kuwait, but his father insisted
he attend college in the United
States.

" I was very narrowminded when I lived in
Kuwait. But very soon
after coming to America I
learned that it was all right
to be open to its diversftl
Muhammad al-Mumen
graduate student from Kuwait
"Father definitely wanted me to
study in America," he said. "lf it
weren't for him, I wouldn't be
here. He really pushed me."
In 1995, al-Mumen said he
apprehensively boarded a plane
bound for a new land filled with
promising opportunity.
He and a few other exchange
students from Kuwait landed in
Knoxville, he said. It was there alMumen experienced his first taste

of American culture.
"l was very narrow-minded
when I lived in Kuwait," be said.
"But very soon after coming to
America, I learned that it was all
right to be open to its diversity.
"You see, much of Kuwait
views America as dangerous, full
of thieves with guns and knives.
So. when J came here, I kept my
hands in my pockets because I
was afraid of being mugged. One
man stopped me on the street and
sai d . ' Excuse me, sir,' and I
jumped because I thought he was
going to rob me. Turns out. he just
wanted the time."
After spending some time at the
English Language Institute in
Knoxville, ai-Mumen took an academic achievement test to determine if he was qualified to attend
a university. After receiving an
acceptable score, he was given a
list of universiti~s for which he
was eligible to apply.
" I had no idea where to go, so I
just sent applications to schools all
over the United States. schools
like the University of Minnesota,
Florida and California," al-Mumen
·said...But, Murray State responded first. They told me that all I
needed to do was bring my luggage and move in. So I chose
MSU."
Upon arriving in Murray, aiMumen said he was a litt le
shocked by Murray's population,
but soon fell in love with the small
community and dependable people.
An International Student Adviser from Murray State helped aiMumen finalize all his legal documents and move into a room in
College Courts. They also provided him with the information he
needed to contact international
organizations and religious
groups, as well as opportunities to
attend English conversation classes.
While AI-Mumen said he appreciated the selection, he did not feel
the need to join many of the organizations because he liked the idea
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Joshua Adkins

M uha mmed ai-Mumen,
gr adu a t e stu dent fr om
Kuwait, enj oys more than
fried chicken in his American life.
of being free from cultural and
religious obligations.
"I've made a lot of friends just
walking around campus. or in my
classes,"
ai-Mumen
said.
"Although I appreciate them, I just
didn't want to confine myself to a
particular group or idea."
After a year o n campus, alMumen moved to the second floor
of an English professor's home in
Murray and has lived there ever
since. He helps her clean the
house, often washing dishes, vacuuming and taking care of the lawn.
In the spring of 2000, he graduated with a bachelor's degree in
radio/television, and he is now
seeking his master's in journalism
and mass communications. He
works part time at a local hotel,
while broadcasting Murray State's
football and basketball games on
WKMS.
With his free time, al-Mumen
said he enjoys watching movies
with friends and enjoying the
peaceful social life Murray offers.
'T m really satisfied here a nd
don't plan on leaving anytime
soon," he said. "Murray offers me
a quiet, safe and cheap community
to live in."
When ai-Mumen does go home,
however. he's learned to expect
one simple question from his
friends and family : " How's the
chicken?"

continued from page 10:

On-staff interpreters,
translation services
used by local hospital
warrant translating medical information into other languages, that is unless you are one of the students needing
the information.
For the Murray community at large, which deals with a
larger population of non or limited-English speaking residents, the issue is even more pressing. According to U.S.
census data for 2000, approximately 1.7 percent of Murray's 14,500 residents list Hispanic as their ethnicity and
2.7 percent list Asian.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital keeps a list of interpreters on staff in the emergency roomf Carol Ann Passemore, director of guest services, said.
"We have several staff that can speak Spanish," Passemore said. "We also have a nurse from Korea and one from
Vietnam, so we do have staff at hand that can translate."
Passemore said the first thing personnel do in a language- barrier situation is to check the interpreter list. If
there is no one available, the hospital has another option.
Under a contract with a translation/interpretation service
called NetworkOmni, the hospital can reach an interpreter
within a minute or two, Passemore said.
"We have access to over 150 languages with just a phone
call," Passemore said. "And we have used the service, so 1
know it works."
The process is relatively simple she said. The medical
professional calls a number posted in all administrative and
emergency areas of the hospital. The service guarantees an
answer within 60 seconds. The staff tells the NetworkOmni
operator what language is needed, and they are connected
with an interpreter within two minuteS, according to literature from the translation service. Then, with the phone on
speaker, the patient or family member describes symptoms
and is given medical information in their own language.
"It's important that we are able to get symptoms and
other information accurately from a patient," Passemore
said. "When a person can give us that in their own language we don't lose subtleties that may not translate well
in a general way. Sometimes the difference between
describing a sharp or shooting pain verses a dull, aching
pain makes the difference in a diagnosis."
The hospital also uses another of the company's services, translating documents that must be acknowledged by
a patient before treatment can occur.
"We have several documents translated into Spanish at
the moment," Passemore said. "And we are working on
several more."
Documents such as consent for treatment and privacy
rights are included in the list. In addition, the hospital is in
the process of translating documents relaying information
about what patients can expect during certain procedures.
"An informed patient is always a better patient,'' Passemore said. "It is frightening enough just to be ill. To not be
able to communicate with your caregivers must be even
more so. We want our patients' experience with us to be a
positive one, so lbis is just one way we try to accomplish
that.''

" (Being) willing to branch out
and learn about
(another) culture,
w h ich
wou ld
eliminate discriminatio n ,
which is caused
by ignorance."

" It is the ability
for people of different
backgrou n ds
a nd
beliefs to come
together
and

Jessica Stone
Sophomore
Barlow

MeeRi Lee
Freshman
Korea

unite."

" It is realizing
the importance of
t h e fact we are
a ll different and
deve loping an
understanding
and
r espect
of those differences."

Don Robertson
Vice President of
Student Affairs
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Limitless learning
Nontraditional students do not consider age barrier
by Jessica Higdon
From elementary school to high school,
learn how to interact with people
of different backgrounds and beliefs, but
they aU share one common trait: their age.
It isn't until students enter higher education that they experience sharing a classroom with people of various ages.
Tonis Barkley, a nontraditional student.
said she was humbled the tirst time she
walked into a classroom at Murray State.
"1 sat down in a classroom with students who just months before had been
my own employees." said BarkJey, sophomore from Paducah. "It was quite a different experience."
In 2002-03, nontraditional students, or
students older than 25. made up 32 percent of the student body.
Billie Burton, coordinator of Adult Outreach and Distance Learning, said nontraditional students are ones who have taken
a break from their formal education and
whose primary role is something other
than a student.
studen~

Rashod Taylor

'' When Mattei closed, I knew
that this was an opportunity in
my life that I just couldn't pass
up."
Marsha Parrish
Nomraditional Student
Marsha Parrish, a nontraditional student
and sophomore from Murray, said she
decided to attend Murray State after the
Mattei plant, her place of work for nearly
20 years, closed.
"One of my biggest regrets is not going
to college when I graduated high school,"
Parrish said. ''When Mattei closed, I knew
that this was an opportunity 10 my life that
I just couldn't pass up."
Parrish said she was nervous about
going back to the classroom after so many
years.
"I admit I was concerned about coming
back to school," she said. "I was concerned about how I would be perceived
by other students, but much to my sur-

" It's a broad
range of views
and ideas. It is a
different way of
looking at everythin g.

Tressa Prince (left), nontraditional student from Mansfield, Tenn., serves
lunch to MarTeze Hammonds (right), senior from Murray, at the annual
Nontraditional Student Organization's Hot Dog Day.
prise, the atmosphere in the classroom
was very welcoming. Most students that I
have classes with come to me without
judgments, and that's not what I had
expected."
Parrish said she does not feel she is
treated any differently because of her age.
"I have had such a great experience in
the classes that I have had. not only with
other students, but with my professors, as
well," Parrish said "I can tell that my professors are dedicated to seeing their srudents succeed, and that is wonderful. It
doesn't matter to them how old or young
you are. As a nontraditional student, the
professors don't expect any more from me
in the classroom, and they certainly don't
expect any less of me. They put all of
their students on equal ground, and that's
very reassuring."
Since returning to school, Parrish said

she has gained a newfound respect for
college students.
" I think that I underestimated the
amount of work that goes along with
being a college student," she said. "I work
very hard to succeed in the classroom. It's
a lot more work than I expected."
Since enrolling at Murray State, Parrish
bas taken advantage of many opportunities tbat would not have otherwise been
ava1lable to her. During the winter of
2002, Parrish, along with two other Murray State students, attended an International Business Seminar in Europe. The
students traveled across Europe. and studied international business practices.
"Having the opportunity to take that
time and travel put within my reach the
means of seein g places I had only
dreamed of and never thought I would be
able to go to," Parrish said. "Had 1 had

Diversity is
beauty."

It's kind of
like a rainbow
with a pot at the
end. It all winds
10
one
up
big pot.'·

"

,.,

April Maddox
Freshman
Murray

Danielle Walsh
Senior
Frankfort

"'

small children at home, or had my husband not been so supponive, I might not
have been able to take advantage of that
opponunity."
While many students may not take
advantage of such international opportunities, numerous activities 1n which nontraditional students can participate. also exist
on campus.
Barkley said she was eager to take on
the full college ex'perience upon returning
to school. She has become involved in the
College of Busines~ and Public Affairs
Ambassador Program, a student group
that works to recruit and advise prospective students entering the bus1ness field.
She also is a student worker in the Office
of Undergraduate Business Advising.
"I have enjoyed being involved with the
ambas'iador program as well as being a
student worker because it gives me a
chance to meet people and help students
like myself," Barkley said. "1 feel like I
can be a mentor for students and serve as
a person they can look up to. I can u~e the
experiences I have had in the workforce to
help out those who need some advice."
Parrish and Barkely both agree one
resounding piece of advice for prospective
nontraditional students is to put aside your
doubts and go for it.
" I f you have even a half of an inkling to
want to get your degree, do it," Parrish
said. "When I was thinking about it, I did
have some major issues that worried me,
but unless you go ahead and try it, you
will never know what could be in your
future."

Thank You
James S. and John L. Knight
Foundation
Association of Schools of Journalism
and Mass Communication

The (Memphis) Commercial Appeal
The Murray State News
The Murray Ledger & Times

' ' I think of peopie coming from
different areas
with different
goals, and it's a
good thing.~ •

.,
Priyesh Nathu
MSU Alumnus

Wanda Wilson
Sophomore
Paris, Tenn.
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Opting out
More female professionals
return home to raise children
by Alicia Ray
If obtaining an education is the best way
for a woman to combat the gender wage
gap, Huong Kelly fought her share of the
battle. After beating the odds to become a
U.S. citizen, she spent 10 years after high
school furthering her education and developing her expertise in dentistry.
Kelly said she moved to the United
States from Vietnam when Hunt Smock, a
former Murray State professor, saw a story
about Kelly's family on the Channel 6
News and sponsored the eight-member
family to immigrate after the fall of
Saigon.
She said her mother, who worked from
her home as a successful businesswoman
in Vietnam, taught her early in life that
women have the intelligence to achieve
whatever they seek to accomplish.
" I was really driven, and so r went to
dental school, and I'm really thankful that
I got my degree," Kelly saad.
However, after only five years of pmcticing dentistry in Lexington and Murray,
Kelly is no longer using that degree.
She said she had many reasons for retiring so soon.
"God revealed to me that r could probably do everything, but I couldn't do everything well," she said. "Ir came down to my
career wasn't as important as my family."
Kelly said after her first son was born,
she and her husband Se<tn, an internal
medicine physician, mutually decided she
should retire to raise their children full
time.
''Scan didn 't ask me to (retire), but I
decided that of all the priorities r was
given. dentistry was the one (thing 1 could
give up), even though there was a lot of
personal gratification," Kelly said.
Ke lly said although she may have considered herself a feminist while in college,
her perspectives have changed drastically.
"I think once you grow and mature, God
changes you, and you look at things differently," she said. "I became a Christian
after dental sc hool, and when you're
blessed to (have) children, things change."
After accepting Christ, Kelly said her
views o n male and female roles atso
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changed.
"I think the difference is that men and
women have different responsibilities,"
she said. "God made men and women different, and women were made for the nurturing and for home to be our domain. If
we were equals, God should have made
men (and) women able to have children."
Victoria Gilmore, senior from St. Louis,
said she agrees with Ke lly's belief that
men and women have different responsibilities for parenting.
"I think (the father) definitely needs to
be there, but he's more the provider,"
Gilmore said.
Gilmore, who said she plans to work
until she has her first child, sa.id she will
stay at home with her children and home
school them until they reach high school
age.
"What r believe is that a child should be
disciplined when they are younger,"
Gilmore said. "I think the parents need to
be there to teach the chtldren so they can
disciple them in godly ways."
Jessica Cummins, junior from Owensboro, said the main reason she wants to
stay at home and rai~e her future children
is because of how her mother raised her
"I can't remember a time when mom
wasn't teaching us how to cook or something else to do around the house," Cummins sa ad. " I think that the less women
stay home with their kids to be a wife and
mom, there will be less and less (stay-athome moms in the future), because the
moms won't be spending time with their
daughters ...
Cummins said one of the reasons she
decided to study education was because
she would have weekends and holidays off
to spend with her family. However, she
said she plans to take a break from teaching while her children are young.
"I'd say the earliest l'd want to go back
to work would be when (my children) get
in kindergarten or first grade," Cummins
said. " I can ' t imagine what it would be
like for a woman to go back to work after
her six-month maternity leave was over."
Cummins may have trouble empathizing
with Mica Howe, associate professor of
modern languages, who taught Spanish up

" (The more)
differences
around me the
better. I wouldn't
want to eat oatmeal every day
for the rest of my
life. "
Or. Mtchael Waag

Modem Lnnguuges

Depanmcnt

Alicia Ray

Huong KeUy, a homemaker and retired dentist from Murray, reads to her
three children, Cameron, 6, Caden, 10 months, and Kessalyn, 3.
until her first son's due date. ·
"I wa-. three centimeters dilated," Howe
said. "I was under partial bed rest, so I
brought (my) couch into the office so 1
could rest in between classes."
Howe, who now has two sons, Wesley,
5. and Joshua. 6, said she would definitely
want to work. even if she did not have to.
"(My mother) always ingrained in me
that I should never depend on a man for
money, that I sbould always be able to be
self-sufficient," Howe said. "I feel uncomfortable 1f I'm not working, because it
somewhat identifies who I am."
Although she admitted to validating herself too much with her work. she said she
was not born to be a stay-at-home mom.
''I don't have that gene," she said. " 1
don't think I could have taught them (as
well as the daycare has) ... The daycare is
like a preschool - they have programs.
teach them numbers and colors, they sing
songs. Their friends are there, and they
have good social skills. too."
She said she feels good about leaving
her children at a daycare because s he
knows many of the people who work
there are educationally prepared to deal
with children.
While she is at work, her students are
her No. I priority, Howe said, but she
always leaves her work at the office and
gives her children top priority when she
arrives home to play the role of mother.
Howe confessed that juggling the roles

of a working woman and a mother is an
exhausting job.
"It's very tiring," she said. "It's like I'm
working all the time."
A quote on Howe's door by Heloise
Cruse illustrates why she said she is mad
at the women's movement It reads, " I
think housework is the reason most
women go to the office." In smaller print
below the quote, it reads, "That way we
get to do both."
" I may be wrong, but it seems like now
women don't have much of a choice," she
said. "To achieve a certain level of comfort that we might be used to, we have to
(work and take care of the children)."
Kelly, the accomplished dentist turned
full-time mother, said society is at fault for
confusing women about their priorities.
"If we didn' t have to keep up with the
Jones', more women could afford to stay
home," she said.
While she said sbe's glad she had her
time as a dentist, she has not missed dentistry because she realized the important
job she has as a wife and mother.
"It's a privilege to be able to stay at
home, not a burden," Kelly said. "It's such
a joy to be able to see your children grow
up, just the day-to-day life. I love to be the
one that Cameron, our son, comes home to
to talk about his day.
"My husband said (once), 'You have
such an unglamorous job, but it's the most
important job."'

" Diveristy is
individuality. "

" It means the
exchange and
acceptance of different influences
and beliefs. "

Sandra Watson
Freshman
Gettysburg, Penn.

Stephen Keene
Senior
Louisville
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Minority business owners prosper
He al~o said he felt there was some discrimination against h1m when he first
started his business.
When driving through western Ken"I think it was very subtle, but some
tucky, one can see businesses that reflect
customers told me that my competition
local navor. Because this tlavor is becomwas using the fact that! was black against
ing more diverse, however some may be
me to try to get my customers' busmcss,"
unaware that many of these businesses are
Kendrick said.
owned by minorities, a growing trend in
The Hispanic group is another growing
the area and the country.
minority in the region. especially in
Calloway County is the home of 10.6
Graves County. They have opened several
percent minority-owned businesses, the
businesses that sell authentic Mexican
highest in the Jackson Purchase region.
products and foods Kendrick, a Mayfield
Priyesh Nathu, 26-year-old !,'Taduate of
resident, said he is proud of what the hisMurray State University, is included in
pamc minority group is accomplishing.
that I 0.6 percent.
"I really admire them for gett•ng out
Nathu was born in England to East
and starting their own businesses," he
Indian parents and moved to the United
said. ''Other groups of people don't go in
States when he was a year old.
together and cooperate to open busim:sses
"We bought the Days Inn in Murray in
so I thin~ it's really great."
1979 and the Holiday Inn Express in
The 2000 census repnrted 98.6 percent
2001," Nathu said.
of the population in Marshall County was
Nathu works at both hotels as the genCaucasian. Howevcr, with that percenteral manager and takes care of day-to-day
age. there is still a minority business
operattons in them. He said he hopes to
owner who is successful in the area.
take over the businesses when his father
Draffenville is about 20 miles north of
and uncle retire.
Murray
and is a small town in Marshall
Nathu said being a minority business
County with a couple of car lots. a few
owner has ito; disadvantages.
busine1.ses and a unique restaurant owner,
Gus Georgiou The restaurant. Majestic
Piua and Stea~ House, opened in 1973
and was left to Georgiou in 1980 after his
father retired.
Georgiou, who was born in Corinth,
Grccce, moved to Murray in 197 1 and
attended Murray State Un1versity Georgiou said his ethniclly has not hun him at
all. He has fell community support from
the beginning.
"Everyone here has welcomed me very
warmly and openly," he said. ~This community is wonderful "
At the restaurant, Georgiou said, they
serve a litlle bit of everything, but he
boasts they serve the best steaks and piua
in the area
"We serve the same pizza that Torn's
P1ua served in Murray in 1968," GeorgiOU said. "We have not changed."
The Greek restaurant owner said he has
never felt any discrimination against him
in the 32 years he has lived here.
photos by Beth Wood
''I think that America is the be~t country
in
the world," Georgiou said. " I have
The Holiday Inn Express Hotel & Suites, is one of the hotels owned and
never had a bad experience here. My kids
operated by the Natbu family. It was built in 2001 and is located on High- went to school here in the United States,
way 641 just outside Murray.
and they never did either."

by Beth Wood

''I

think it
means unique ness.
It 's
a
respect for each
of our individual
differences. "
Jennifer Teasley
Junior
Owensboro

"We've been discriminated against a
little bit probably," Nathu said. "It's nothing major. It's mostly just corporate."
Nathu said his culture has changed a little since growing up in the United States,
but he is still active in his native Hindu
religion.
"I think diversity is kind of like a rainbow with a pot at the end." Nathu said. "It
all winds up in one big pot."
Just north of Murray in the small town
of Mayfield, there are also a few minority
business owners.
Chris Kendrick, a black minority business owner, originally from Michigan
moved to Mayfield about 45 years ago.
He worked for General Tire for a while
but decided to begin his own business a
few years later.
"In May of 1977. I opened Handy
Hands," Kendrick said. "It is a Janitorial
and carpet cleaning service located here in
Mayfield"
Kendrick runs his business out of his
home and employs five people, cleamng
various businesses in the area like Union
Planters Bank, Mayfield Water and Morgan-Haugh Clinic.

" Anything other
than what is
l;te rotypically
done."

Teresa Heard
Freshman
Cookeville, Tenn.

Georgiou has worked in the restaurant
business since he was 15 year old, but
now, as an owner, he just focuses "on managing his restaurant.
Georgiou said his culture hao; not
changed since living in the United States.
He is a Greek Orthodox Christian and
holds the same beliefs that he always has.
He said he and h1s family visit Greece
about every other year to see family members who are still living there.
"Life here is very simple," Georgiou
said . " I have made- a very good, successful living."

Priyesh Nathu works at the
front desk of th(' Holiday Inn as
part of his job as general manager.

Area counties' percentages
of minority-owned businesses
County

Minority Owned

Ballard
Calloway
Carlisle
Christian
Fulton
Graves
Hickman
Marshall
McCracken
Uvingston

F

10.6%
F

6.3 %
F

3.8%
F
F

6.6%

F
F=Fewathan lOOfirms
source: C.U. Bureau 1997

" One characteristic, different
people.,..

"You have no
hating towa rd
another per so n
who doesn't look
like you. '"

Yousef Alshallal
Graduate student
Kuwa1t

Dome Sopitgirapast
Graduate student
Thailand
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Students face accessibility problems
by j essica Wade
Out of gas.
Car in the shop.
No money.
These are all accepted reasons someone
wouldn't be able to take a trip to a desired
location. But for Murray State senior
Stephanie Sharp, the obstacles mentioned
above would be onJy minor delaiJs.
Because Sharp has a disability requiring
her to use a wheelchair, the Owensboro
native said she encounters challenges on a
daily basis.
As a result of Murray State lacking
wheelchair-accessible vans last year.
Sharp was unable to attend a possibly
career-altering event. a public relations
conference held in Frankfort last February.
This experience has never settled well with
Sharp, and she said it is one she will
always remember.
" I was hoping I would get the opportunity to meet (public relations) professionals
who might be able to help me get a job
after graduation," Sharp sa1d. "Instead. I
was told the University was not 'responsible' for providing such services. Since that
time. things have improved However, I
believe, although the University has taken
some steps in the right direction, there is
still a long way to go."
Sharp also <;aid problems with discrihlination and accessibility on campus are
common.
"Generally, (Murray State) is pretty
accessible; however, I've encountered definite problems 1n certain areas on campus:· Sharp said. "For example, both Ordway Hall and the Career Service buildmg
are not wheelchair accessible and have no
automatic doors. If I need to talk with
someone from either of those buildings, I
have to find someone inside the lobby and
ask them to tell the staff I am here."
Missy Jenkins, senior from Paducah,
said she faces similar problems when parking on Murray State's campus.
"The handicap parking spaces are located on one side. but the ramps to get to the
sidewalk are on the other," Jenkins said.
"Not only is it time-consummg, but frustrating as well."
Accordin& to the American Disabilities
Act, Murray State (and all colleges) must
make its institution accessible to mobilityimpaired students. Accordingly, the University should be committed to annun11y
reviewing and updating its policies, procedures and practices to ensure accessibility
of its programs, services and activities to
people with disabilities.
The Regional Special Events Center. a
multipurpo-;e facility lo<.:ated on Murray
State's campus, ha~ also encountered problems in the past for not being ADA compliant.
Jeannie Gallimore, satellite program
director for the Center for Accessible Living, filed a complaint against the RSEC in
1998, identifying areas of noncompliance
under Title m of the ADA. The Center for
Accessible Living is a nonprofit organiLation whose mission is to provide informa-

with a d isabil ity should have no problem
using the RSEC's faci lities," Todd said.
"Plus, we are beginning to make modifications on the concourse level. which wi ll
allow even greater accessibility and further
faci litate handicap parking."
While Gallimore agreed there ha<; been
an increase in accessible parking and a
good use of signage in the handicap parking spaces, she said part of the problem
lies in the fact that Murray State vehicles
are not accessible, and the law mandates it
One reason buildings may not be fully
compliant with the ADA could be a lack of
fu nding. However, some students said they
feel funding at the University is already
unjust.
"I find it unfair that some programs
receive more funding than others," Sharp
said. "Making the campus accessible to all
students is very important, and I think people sometimes forget that"
Gallimore echoed Sharp's sentiments
and foreshadowed Murray State's future.
"Educating students is one thing we desperately need," she said. "I think a council
featuring students and faculty with disabilities would also be beneficial. In a babybooming generation such as this one, there
will be many people with disabilities in the
next few years. We need to make sure we
can accommodate all these people."

Ra5hod Taylor

Missy Jenkins, senior from Paducah who use~ a wheelchair, faces obstacles
from parking difficulties to campus accessibility problems on a daily basis.
To enter Wilson Hall, J enkins must go to tbe side of the building.
tion. advocacy and services that create
opportunities for pt:ople with disabilities.
"Not only should all students be allowed
to use the RSEC, regardless of whether
they have a d1sability or not, but parrons
and alumni ... enjoy coming to basketball
games, concerts, etc.," Gallimore said.
"Basically. I felt the RSEC should also
cater to them and their need~ as well.
Bes1des, it's the federal law:·
Gallimore said her biggest area of con·
cern in the RSEC was the lack of integrated sealing.
"Wheelchair seating was not incorporated 1nto the building's des1gn," she said.
"There was not enough accessible parking
in respect to the seating capacity of the
building, and the bathrooms' stalls were

not up to code. People in wheelchairs, for
example, were forced to sit directly on the
court during basketball games, which is
very dangerous."
RSEC Manager Shelley Todd said there
are many examples which indicate the
RSEC is accessible to patrons.
"Since the complaint, we strive to provide assistance to patrons before they even
arrive at the RSEC." Todd said.
The complaint has since been settled,
and changes have been made to the RSEC
to make it more accessible and disabilityfriendly.
"With ample parking, a trained staff that
is more than willing to help anyone with a
disability, helpful signage and accessible
restrooms and water fountains. any patron

•LcarninJ dl~ihties are co~nly
recognized as a difficulty in~on~ or
more of the (oJlowing areas iUdfng
comprehension, mathematics, hand·
wrltine and p:oblem SOlving.

